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ABSTRACT 

 Inconel-718 superalloy is used extensively in aerospace and nuclear industries due 

to its excellent properties such as: high strength-to-weight ratio, ability to retain its 

properties at high temperature, high corrosion and creep resistance.  However, Inconel-

718 is characterized as a “difficult-to-cut metal”, because it poses severe problems during 

machining such as: high temperature at the cutting zone due to low thermal conductivity, 

hardening tendency at elevated temperature, high cutting forces, rapid tool wear and high 

chemical affinity with many cutting tools.  Appropriate cooling strategies, milling 

methods, tool coatings and cutting speeds play important roles in addressing these 

problems.  This research presents the results of the effects of end-milling methods (Up 

and down-milling), cooling strategies (Conventional emulsion cooling, Minimum 

Quantity Lubrication (MQL), Liquid Nitrogen (LN2) and (MQL+LN2)) and tool coatings 

(Uncoated, AlTiN and GMS2) on cutting forces, cutter tooth frequency, tool wear, chip 

morphology and surface roughness in high-speed end-milling of Inconel-718 to improve 

its machinability and reduce cost.  Firstly, a comparative investigation of milling methods 

and cooling strategies using uncoated tools was conducted and analyzed to find better 

milling method and three best cooling strategies to perform further experiments using 

coated tools.  Results show that down-milling improves machinability.  Then, the 

performance of three tool coatings and three best cooling strategies (MQL, LN2 and 

(MQL+LN2)), determined from first set of experiments was analyzed.  Finally, the best 

cooling strategy and tool coating were determined for machining Inconel-718 at given 

parameters.  Results show that MQL, an environmentally friendly cooling strategy, 

improves machinability and can successfully replace conventional emulsion cooling.   
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SECTION 
 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

Inconel 718 super alloy is used extensively in aerospace and nuclear industries for 

components such as turbine blades, low and high-pressure disc compressors used in high 

temperature, high load and corrosion resistance compartments of jet and gas turbine 

engines, due to its excellent properties such as: high strength-to-weight ratio, ability to 

retain its properties at high temperatures, high corrosion and creep resistance.  However, 

Inconel 718 is characterized as a very “difficult-to-cut” material, because it poses 

problems during machining.  Enormous amount of heat is generated in the cutting zone 

due to high friction between the tool-chip interface and tool-workpiece interface and is 

not removed as quickly as it is generated due to its low thermal conductivity.  Therefore, 

the heat is mostly concentrated on the tool cutting edges, causing severe tool wear.  Also, 

due to high temperature and pressure at the cutting zone, some fragments of chips from 

the workpiece get welded on the cutting edges of the tool, which further exacerbates tool 

wear.  Its good mechanical strength and ability to work harden at elevated temperatures 

leads to high cutting forces and its high chemical affinity with many cutting tool 

materials leads to welding of the tool to form built-up edge (BUE).  End milling is a 

widely used machining operation due to its versatility.  Its applications may range from 

aerospace and automotive industries to small tool and die shops, as it can be used for 

milling many features like peripheral, slot or face milling.  Some problems encountered 

while machining using end-milling operations are high cutting forces, high cutting 

temperature, rapid tool wear, tool breakage, and chatter.  These problems associated with 
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end-milling are further exacerbated while machining difficult-to-cut metals such as 

Inconel 718 because the desired properties of this difficult-to-cut metal become 

disadvantage while machining them.  Due to the problems mentioned above, care must be 

taken to select appropriate machining parameters when machining difficult-to-cut metals.  

Also, it is pertinent to decrease the cutting zone temperature so as to reduce tool wear and 

cutting forces.  Application of coolants and lubricants play an important role in 

addressing these problems, as they reduce cutting temperature, friction and tool wear, 

cutting force/power consumed, improve surface roughness, and hence, improve 

machinability.  Mineral-based conventional cutting fluids commonly used in most 

industries are expensive, environmentally unfriendly and difficult to dispose and, cause 

health hazards.  Thus, there is a need to find sustainable environmentally friendly cooling 

strategies to replace expensive, difficult-to-dispose conventional emulsion cooling 

strategy with sustainable, cost-effective, environmentally friendly and more efficient 

cooling strategy to reduce cost and improve performance.  From literature, it has been 

seen that the other parameters, which have potential to improve the machinability of 

Inconel-718, are: milling methods, end-mill coatings and machining at elevated cutting 

speeds.  Also, it has been seen that there is a lack of comprehensive study summarizing 

the effects of milling methods, sustainable cooling strategies and end-mill coatings on 

machinability parameters: cutting forces, amplitude of tooth frequency, tool wear, chip 

morphology and surface roughness in end-milling of Inconel-718  at a cutting speed 

higher than currently being used in industry.   
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The current research is focused on the investigation of different cooling strategies 

and end-mill coatings with up and down-milling to improve machinability of Inconel 718 

and is accomplished under two objectives.   

The first objective of the current research is to investigate the results of the effects 

of four cooling strategies (Conventional emulsion flood cooling, Minimum Quantity 

Lubrication (MQL), Liquid Nitrogen (LN2) and Combined (MQL+LN2)) on cutting force 

components in the x, y and z directions (Fx, Fy, Fz), calculated resulting cutting force (Fr), 

Fast Fourier Transforms (FFT) of cutting force components in the x, y and z directions, 

maximum flank wear, chip morphology and surface roughness (Ra) in peripheral end-

milling of Inconel-718 under high speed machining, during up and down-milling 

operations, using 4-flute uncoated solid carbide bull-nose helical end-mills.  Results from 

the first objective are analyzed to find the better milling method among up-milling and 

down-milling and to identify three (3) best cooling strategies among the four (4), which 

were used to perform further experiments under second objective using coated carbide 

end-mills.   

The second objective is to investigate the effects of three best cooling strategies 

determined from the first objective and three tool coatings (Uncoated, AlTiN coated, 

GMS2 coated) on cutting force components in the x, y and z directions (Fx, Fy, Fz), 

calculated resulting cutting force (Fr), FFT of cutting force components in the x, y and z 

directions (FFTx, FFTy, FFTz), maximum flank wear, chip morphology and surface 

roughness (Ra) in peripheral end-milling of Inconel 718 under high speed machining, 

using best milling method among up-milling and down-milling determined from first 

objective, with multi-flute solid carbide bull-nose helical end-mills.   
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Finally, a better milling method among up and down-milling, cooling strategy 

among four (Conventional emulsion flood cooling, Minimum Quantity Lubrication 

(MQL), Liquid Nitrogen (LN2) and Combined (MQL+LN2)) and end-mill coating among 

the three (Uncoated, AlTiN coated, GMS2 coated) are determined for high-speed 

machining of Inconel 718. 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper presents the results of experimental investigation of the effects of 

milling methods (up-milling and down-milling) and four cooling strategies (Emulsion 

flood, Minimum Quantity Lubrication (MQL), Cryogenic cooling using Liquid Nitrogen 

(LN2) and Combined (MQL+LN2)) on cutting force components (Fx, Fy, Fz), the resultant 

cutting force, Fr, and cutter tooth frequency in peripheral high speed end-milling of 

Inconel 718.  All the experiments were conducted on a Cincinnati Milacron Sabre 750 

Vertical Machining Centre (VMC), equipped with Acramatic 2100 CNC controller using 

4-flute uncoated solid carbide bull-nose helical end-mills.  The three cutting force 

components and their Fast Fourier Transforms (FFT) were acquired using a Kistler 9272 

4-component dynamometer. Resultant cutting forces, Fr, were calculated from acquired 

cutting force components, as well as the amplitudes of the FFTs.  The experimental 

results show that down-milling generated lower cutting forces than up-milling under all 
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cooling strategies.  Also, MQL cooling generated the lowest cutting forces, followed by 

combined (MQL+LN2) cooling using down-milling operation.  The amplitude of FFT of 

the cutting force components at 75.13 Hz tooth frequency versus machined length 

follows the same trend as cutting force components and thus, can be used to perform a 

comparative evaluation of cutting forces. 

Keywords:  Up-milling and Down-milling; Inconel 718; Cutting force components; Fast 

Fourier Transforms; Minimum Quantity Lubrication; Cryogenic cooling 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Inconel 718 is one of the Nickel-based superalloys used extensively in aerospace 

and automotive industries for applications in high temperature media such as in jet 

engines, gas turbines, spacecraft, and nuclear reactor.  They are suitable for hostile 

environments due to their excellent combination of peculiar properties such as: high 

strength-to-weight ratio, ability to retain their properties at high temperatures, high 

corrosion and creep resistance (Ezugwu & Wang, 1997).  Inconel 718 is among the most 

“difficult-to-cut materials”, due to its high strength even at elevated temperatures and the 

problems it poses during machining such as: low thermal conductivity (Shokrani et al., 

2017), ability to work harden at elevated temperatures, high chemical affinity with many 

cutting tool materials (Hadi et al., 2013), high cutting forces and rapid tool wear (Liao et 

al., 2008).  Inconel 718 has specifically low thermal conductivity.  Thus, the high heat 

generated during its machining is not removed as quickly as it is generated which 

increases the temperature at the cutting zone.  This extreme heat generated in the cutting 

zone adversely affects the cutting tool flutes and increases tool wear and hence, cutting 

forces.  End-milling operations are performed widely in aerospace and automotive 
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industries due to its versatility.  Applications may range from aerospace to small tool and 

die shop, as it can be used for milling many features like peripheral, slot or face milling.  

Some problems encountered in end-milling operations are high cutting forces, high 

cutting temperature, rapid tool wear, tool breakage, and chatter.  These problems are 

exacerbated while machining difficult-to-cut metals because the desired properties of 

difficult-to-cut metals become disadvantage while machining them. 

Application of coolants and lubricants play important roles in addressing these 

problems, as they reduce cutting temperature, decrease tool wear, improve surface 

roughness, reduce cutting force/power consumed and hence, improve machinability.  The 

conventional emulsion cutting fluids commonly used in most industries are expensive, 

environmentally unfriendly and difficult to dispose, and cause health hazards (Kamata 

and Obikawa, 2007). 

The use of Minimum Quantity Lubrication (MQL) eliminates the problem of 

disposal of conventional coolants.  MQL sprays tiny particles of oil in mist form on the 

cutting zone in very less quantity which acts as a lubricant, thereby solving the problem 

of disposal.  Moreover, MQL does not have any health hazard and is considered to be 

environmentally friendly.  There is a vast literature showing efficient use of MQL in 

improving machinability.  Zhao et al. (2007) investigated the effect of dry and MQL 

machining on cutting forces, surface roughness, tool wear and tool life using uncoated 

cemented carbide inserts in high speed peripheral milling of Ti-6Al-4V.  They reported 

that MQL reduced the cutting forces and surface roughness, and increased tool life.  Dhar 

et al. (2007) compared the performance of MQL to dry lubrication in turning of AISI-

1040 steel based on the measurements of cutting temperature, chip reduction coefficient, 
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cutting forces, tool wears, surface finish, and dimensional deviation.  They reported that 

MQL lubrication reduced the cutting temperature and cutting forces, improved tool-chip 

interaction and, reduced tool wears, surface roughness and dimensional deviation.  

Ahmad Yasir et al. (2009) investigated the machinability of Ti-6Al-4V at two different 

flow rates of MQL (50 and 100 mL/H) and three levels of cutting speed (120, 135 and 

150 m/min) in down-milling under dry and MQL cutting conditions using Physical 

Vapour Deposition (PVD) coated cemented carbide tools.  They concluded that the 

application of MQL was more effective at a cutting speed of 135 m/min and longer tool 

life was achieved when higher MQL flow rate was applied.  They also concluded that 

higher MQL flow rate was less effective than lower MQL flow rate at high cutting speed 

due to difficulty of penetration of larger MQL particles into cutting zone.  It was shown 

that the surface roughness was more sensitive to the feed-rate and the depth of cut 

compared to the cutting speed and that coolant flow rate were not sensitive to surface 

roughness. Also, they reported that MQL was more effective with worn out tools.  

Kamata and Obikawa (2007) applied MQL to finish-turning of Inconel 718 with three 

different coated carbide tools and compared the performance of MQL with dry and wet 

cooling.  They found that varying the air pressure and flow rate of MQL affects tool life 

in finish-turning of Inconel 718.  It was also concluded that argon plays an important role 

as a carrier gas of oil mist in MQL.  Boubekri and Shaikh (2012) emphasized the need to 

install the mist collector and filtering equipment in the work area where MQL is used as 

MQL generates quite a large amount of mist which can be detrimental to operators. 

Liquid Nitrogen (LN2) cooling, commonly called cryogenic cooling is applied to 

the cutting zone to reduce temperature at the cutting zone.  It evaporates as nitrogen gas 
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after reducing the cutting zone temperature which does not cause greenhouse effect, 

hence causing no problem of disposal unlike conventional coolants.  Kaynak (2014) 

investigated the machining performance of cryogenic machining of Inconel 718 and 

compared it with dry and MQL machining.  He concluded that MQL resulted in lower 

cutting forces at a cutting speed of 60 m/min than dry and cryogenic machining whereas, 

cryogenic machining yielded lower cutting forces than dry and MQL machining at a 

cutting speed of 120 m/min.  He also concluded that at higher cutting speed, cryogenic 

cooling performed better whereas MQL is recommended at lower cutting speed.  Hong et 

al. (2001) proposed a new approach of cryogenic cooling to improve tool life in 

machining Ti-6Al-4V.  They reported that the combination of two specially designed 

nozzles provides most effective way of cooling while using lowest flow rate of liquid 

nitrogen.  The nitrogen was provided through micro nozzles into tool chip interface at the 

point of highest temperature.  When nitrogen evaporated, the evaporating nitrogen 

provided the cushion at tool chip interface which reduced the coefficient of friction 

between the chip and the tool.  Aramcharoen and Chuan (2014) investigated the effects of 

dry, wet and cryogenic cooling on cutting force, machining temperature, tool wear, 

machined surface quality, chip formation and energy consumption in milling of Inconel 

718.  They reported improvement in machinability in terms of tool wear reduction and 

improved machined surface quality.  They reported that the application of cryogenic 

increased the cutting forces as compared to conventional oil based coolant.  Also, they 

reported that cryogenic cooling reduced the contact friction between the tool-chip 

interface and thus, enhanced the efficiency of lubricating action.  Dhananchezian and 

Kumar (2011) investigated the effects of cryogenic cooling and wet cooling on cutting 
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temperature, cutting forces, surface roughness and tool wear in turning Ti-6Al-4V using 

coated carbide inserts.  They reported that cryogenic cooling caused significant reduction 

in cutting temperature, cutting force, surface roughness and tool wear as compared to wet 

machining.  Ravi and Kumar (2011) presented the results on the effects of dry, wet and 

LN2 cooling on machinability in end-milling of hardened steel using PVD coated carbide 

inserts.  They reported that LN2 lowered the cutting forces, cutting temperature, tool flank 

wear and surface roughness as compared with dry and wet machining.  Kim et al. (2001) 

investigated the effects of dry, flood and compressed chilly-air coolants on tool life in 

machining difficult-to-cut materials having hardness varying from HRc28 to HRc60 

using various coated tools.  They reported improvement in tool life when machining 

using compressed chilly-air coolant.  Su et al. (2007) investigated the effects of dry 

cutting, cooling air at -20°C and cooling air and minimum quantity lubrication (CAMQL) 

cooling at -20°C in finish turning of Inconel 718 and the effects of dry cutting, MQL 

cooling and cooling air at -20°C in high speed milling of AISI D2 cold work tool steel on 

tool wear, surface finish and chip shape.  They reported improvement in tool wear, 

surface finish and chip shape using cooling air and CAMQL in finish turning of Inconel 

718, whereas in high speed milling of AISI D2, cooling air cutting provided long tool life 

and slightly higher surface roughness than dry cutting and MQL.  Shokrani et al. (2012) 

investigated the effects of dry and cryogenic machining on surface roughness and power 

consumption in end-milling of Inconel 718.  They reported that cryogenic improved the 

surface roughness without noticeable increase in power consumption.  They also reported 

that the use of cryogenic cooling reduced the tool life of coated solid carbide end-mills.  

Hong et al. (2001) while investigating the effects of cryogenic cooling machining on 
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friction and cutting forces in machining of Ti-6Al-4V proposed a new economical 

cryogenic cooling approach.  In this approach, they used a minimum amount of LN2 

which was injected through micro-nozzle between tool rake and chip breaker and also 

assisted by auxiliary mini-nozzle on flank face for cooling flank.  In this way, the LN2 is 

not wasted by cooling the unnecessary areas which reduces the negative impact of 

increase of cutting forces and abrasion of pre-cooling of workpiece.  Shokrani et al. 

(2016) conducted several experiments at various combinations of cutting parameters to 

investigate the effects of dry, flood and cryogenic cooling on surface integrity in the end-

milling of Ti-6Al-4V titanium alloy using Tin-TiAlN coated solid carbide tool and 

reported that cryogenic cooling improved the surface roughness and reduced the surface 

roughness defect as compared to dry and flood cooling.  Musfirah et al. (2017) reported 

that cryogenic cooling reduced tool wear, cutting forces, surface roughness and 

deformation of microstructure changes at the cub surface level than dry machining in 

high speed machining of Inconel 718 using PVD TiAlN/AlCrN coated tungsten carbide 

inserts. 

MQL cooling combined with LN2 cooling helps in reduction of cutting zone 

temperature and provides lubrication between tool and workpiece during machining.  Su 

et al. (2010) investigated the effect of cryogenic minimum quantity lubrication (CMQL) 

at a temperature of -10 and -20°C on cutting temperature and tool wear in high-speed 

end-milling of titanium alloys and compared the performance of CMQL with dry milling 

and refrigerated air cutting at -10 and -20°0C.  They reported that CMQL at -20°C 

resulted in reduction in cutting temperature and tool wear when machining Ti-6Al-4V at 

high speed.  Zhang et al. (2012) investigated tool wear and cutting forces in end-milling 
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of Inconel 718 under dry and Minimum Quantity Cooling Lubrication (MQCL) cooling 

strategies using cemented coated carbide insert.  They concluded that tool life under 

MQCL cutting condition is 1.57 times better than dry cutting condition due to less tool 

wear.  Also, they reported lower cutting forces under MQCL cutting condition as 

compared to dry cutting condition.  Su et al. (2006) investigated the effect of different 

cooling strategies on tool life in high speed end-milling of Ti-6Al-4V.  The cooling 

strategies used were dry, flood coolant, nitrogen-oil-mist cooling, compressed cold 

nitrogen gas (CCNG) at 0 and -10°C and, compressed cold nitrogen gas and oil mist 

(CCNGOM) at -10°C.  They concluded that CCNGOM at -10°C yielded the best tool life 

among all cooling strategies.  They also reported that flank wear was responsible for tool 

failure while machining using dry, nitrogen-oil-mist cooling, CCNG and CCNGOM 

cooling, whereas, excessive chipping at cutting edge and fracture on the flank face were 

responsible for tool failure when machining using flood cooling.  Yuan et al. (2011) 

investigated the influence of dry, wet, MQL and MQL with cooling air at different 

temperatures of 0, -15°C, -30°C and -45°C on cutting force, tool wear, surface roughness 

and chip morphology in milling of Ti-6Al-4V with uncoated cemented carbide inserts 

having two teeth.  They found that MQL cooling with cooling air significantly reduced 

the cutting force, tool wear and surface roughness.  Also, MQL with cooling air at -15°0C 

provided more favourable effects than MQL with cooling air at other temperatures.  They 

found that MQL with cooling air produced shorter chips because high velocity of cooling 

air increased the chip brittleness which helped the chips to break easily and also helped 

the lubricant to penetrate to the chip-tool interface to reduce friction.  Shokrani et al. 

(2017) investigated the effects of MQL, cryogenic cooling and a novel hybrid cryogenic 
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and MQL (CryoMQL) cooling on tool life and surface roughness in milling of age 

hardened Inconel 718 and reported that hybrid CryoMQL increased the tool life due to 

reduction in tool wear growth rate and average surface roughness of the bottom surface of 

milled workpiece reduced by 18% as compared to MQL.  Iturbe et al. (2016) further 

reported that the benefits of cryogenic + MQL machining over conventional machining 

are not evident where machining time is longer and cutting conditions are close to that 

used in industry and thus, the cryogenic + MQL has tool life even shorter than the tool 

life requirements established by industry.  

Tool wear and vibrations/chatter in machining have been shown to be correlated 

with cutter tooth frequency.  Cutter tooth frequency and their higher harmonics are 

obtained by FFT of the cutting force signals or acceleration signals and used for indirect 

monitoring of tool wear and vibrations.  As stated by Lee et al. (2017), signal features 

which are usually considered in frequency domain are signal energy in specific frequency 

range and the amplitude of the dominant spectral peaks.  Huang et al.(2013) stated that 

when chatter occurs, milling forces increase dramatically as compared to stable cutting 

condition. 

High Speed Machining (HSM), considered among the most efficient and effective 

modern manufacturing technologies, is employed to increase productivity, improve 

product quality and reduce manufacturing costs (Fang and Wu, 2009).  Figure 1 shows 

the commonly accepted cutting speed ranges in high-speed machining of various 

materials (Fallböhmer et al., 2000).  The figure shows that high cutting speed range 

depends on the strength and machinability of the material.  The higher the strength and 

the more difficult-to cut of the material, the lower the high cutting speed range. Thus high 
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cutting speed range for Aluminium is higher than high cutting speed range for Nickel 

alloys.  Safari et al. (2014) investigated the effects of 3 cutting speeds (200, 250 and 300 

mm/min) on cutting force and surface roughness in cryogenic high speed end-milling of 

Ti-6Al-4V using coated and uncoated tools.  They reported lowest cutting forces at 

highest cutting speed of 300 mm/min.  Liao et al. (2008) studied the behaviour of side 

and slot-milling in high speed machining of Inconel 718.  They concluded that cutting 

temperature and chip flow condition are the two most important factors affecting high 

speed milling of Inconel 718.  They recommended appropriate cutting speed range of 55-

135 m/min for side milling.  Abele and Fröhlich (2008) reviewed several published 

research and concluded that high speed milling of Ti-6Al-4V reduces cutting forces as 

compared to conventional machining and improves performance by increasing material 

removal rate. 

Another factor that can also help increase the efficiency in machining of Inconel 

718 alloy and other difficult-of-cut metals is milling method.  The kinematics of milling 

process (up-milling or down-milling) has significant effect on cutting performance and 

stress distribution during the material removal (Bouzakis et al., 2008).  Tian et al. (2013) 

conducted series of experiments to identify the effects of cutting speed on cutting force 

and tool wear in high speed face milling of Inconel 718 using up-milling and down-

milling methods.  They reported that at a cutting speed range of 600 – 1400 m/min, the 

resultant cutting forces under down-milling were higher than up-milling whereas at a 

cutting speed range of 1800 – 3000 m/min, resultant cutting forces under up-milling were 

higher.  Li et al. (2006) concluded that tool flank wear propagation in down-milling was 
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less rapid than in up-milling during end-milling of Inconel 718 using coated carbide 

inserts.  

 
Figure 1: High-speed cutting ranges in machining of various materials (redrawn) 

(Fallböhmer et al., 2000) 
 
 

From the above literature, it can be seen that there is a lack of comprehensive 

study summarizing the effects of milling methods and cooling strategies on cutting force 

and amplitude of tooth frequency in high-speed end-milling of Inconel-

718.  Furthermore, the potential of combining two different cooling strategies using 

carbide end-mills at machining speed higher than current industry standards  (Ulutan et 

al., 2015) for milling nickel-based superalloy using uncoated carbide end-mills has not 

been investigated.  Most of the published research on machinability of Inconel-718 alloy 

focused on dry machining or on one individual cooling strategy and mostly in turning, 

but the mechanics of milling is different from that of turning.  Only a few studies have 

been performed comparing different cooling strategies using one of the milling methods 
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on some of the difficult-to-cut metals at claimed high cutting speeds but at very low 

material removal rate and total material removed, which are too low to be implemented in 

actual industry for machining nickel alloys like Inconel 718, which is a highly difficult-

to-cut metal.  Although limited literature is available to understand the cutting force of 

some of the materials at high cutting speed ranges like cast iron, steel or titanium as 

shown in Figure 1, but it is difficult to apply the research findings of one material to other 

as published literature on HSM of two materials often involves different machining 

setups (Fang & Wu, 2009).  Therefore, there is a strong need to investigate the effects of 

different cooling strategies under up-milling and down-milling methods to improve 

machinability of Inconel-718. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 

Peripheral high-speed end-milling tests were conducted on Cincinnati Milacron 

Sabre 750 Vertical Machining Centre (VMC), equipped with Acramatic 2100 CNC 

controller, using four-flute uncoated solid carbide end-mills of diameter 12.7 mm (0.5 

inches). 

2.1. EXPERIMENTAL PARAMETERS AND CUTTING CONDITIONS 

Peripheral high-speed end-milling tests were conducted on two (2) workpiece 

blocks, each having two steps on each of the two sides, using 12.7 mm (0.5 in) diameter, 

uncoated 4-flute carbide end-mills for both up-milling and down-milling.  Four (4) 

cooling strategies (Emulsion, MQL, LN2 and combined (MQL+LN2)) were investigated 

under each of the up-milling and down-milling methods.  Each experiment was replicated 
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once, thus the total number of experiments was sixteen (16).  The initial shape of the 

workpiece is given in Figure 2.  

 
All dimensions in mm (inches) 

Figure 2: Initial shape of prepared work-piece, with holes for clamping on Cutting Force 
Dynamometer 

 
 

All the experiments were performed at same cutting speed of 1127 rpm (45 

m/min), feed-rate of 114.5 mm/min (4.510 ipm), axial depth of cut (aa) of 5.08 mm (0.2 

in) and radial depth of cut (ar) of 3.81 mm (0.15 in) which were selected based on 

literature review and preliminary investigation.  Axial depth of cut (aa), radial depth of 

cut (ar) and feed per revolution (fr) were kept constant and were selected to improve 

productivity without adversely sacrificing tool life (performance).  For one set of 

experiments, the total number of tools used was eight (8) uncoated carbide end-mills, and 

workpieces used were two (2).  Figure 3 (a) Shows workpiece 1 with the sequence of 
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experiments performed.  Figure 3 (b) shows workpiece 2 and the sequence of 

experiments performed. 

  
 All dimensions in mm (inches)  

Figure 3: Schematic of experiments performed on workpieces. (a) Workpiece 1 for 
experiment 1,2,5 and 6 and (b) Workpiece 2 for experiment 3,4,7 and 8 

 
 

As shown in Figure 3 (a), block 1 was used to conduct peripheral end-milling test 

under emulsion cooling strategy for up-milling (Experiment #1) and down-milling 

(Experiment # 2) and, peripheral milling test under LN2 cooling strategy for up-milling 

(Experiment # 5) and down-milling (Experiment # 6).  Similarly block 2 was used to 

conduct peripheral milling test under MQL cooling strategy for up-milling (Experiment 

#3) and down-milling (Experiment # 4) and, peripheral milling test under combined 

(MQL+LN2) cooling strategy for up-milling (Experiment # 7) and down-milling 

(Experiment # 8).  The detailed experimental plan for the investigation of the effects of 

cooling strategies, end-milling methods and machining parameters using uncoated 

carbide bull-nose end-mills is summarized in Table 1.   
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Table 1: Experiment plan for investigation of end-milling methods, cooling strategies and 
machining parameters using uncoated helical bull-nose solid carbide end-mills 

Cooling 
Strategy 

Milling method 

Block 
No. 

Cutting 
Speed 
m/min 

Feed per 
revolution 

mm/rev 

Depths of cut 

MRR 
(mm3/min) Up-

milling 
Down-
milling 

Axial 
(aa) 
mm 

Radial 
(ar) 
mm 

Emulsion Exp # 
1 

Exp # 
2 1 45 0.1016 5.08 3.81 2216.2 

MQL Exp # 
3 

Exp # 
4 2 45 0.1016 5.08 3.81 2216.2 

LN2 

(-15 0C) Exp# 5 Exp# 6 1 45 0.1016 5.08 3.81 2216.2 

MQL + 
LN2  

(-15 0C) 
Exp# 7 Exp# 8 2 45 0.1016 5.08 3.81 2216.2 

 
 
2.2. COOLING STRATEGIES SETUP 

The main objective of this experiment is to investigate the effects of cooling 

strategies on cutting forces and FFT.  The cooling strategies that were investigated were: 

Emulsion, MQL, LN2 and the combination of MQL+LN2.  Each of the above-mentioned 

cooling strategies was set independently for this experiment. 

2.2.1. Emulsion Cooling Setup.  The application of emulsion lowers down the 

temperature of the cutting zone and removes the chips away from the cutting zone.  In 

addition to that, it lubricates the tool flutes and cutting zone.  A semi-synthetic emulsion 

coolant named VPTECH, manufactured by Walter tools was used for this purpose.  The 

emulsion coolant was mixed with water to achieve the desired concentration of coolant in 

water.  The concentration of the coolant in water was kept within the recommended 

concentration of 6-10%, given by the manufacturer.  A refractometer was used to 

measure the concentration of the coolant. 
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2.2.2. Minimum Quantity Lubrication Setup.  The Accu-Lube LB-2000 

biodegradable mineral oil was used as a lubricant for this experiment.  MQL that was 

sprayed on the cutting zone in the mist form was a mixture of mineral oil and air.  Accu-

Lube MQL precision pump applicator was used to mix the oil and air which uses a 

positive displacement system and pressurized air to spray the lubricant on the cutting 

zone and on the tool.  The applicator system can be regulated to control the pressure and 

amount of air and, the amount of lubricant.  The shop air supplied to CNC at a pressure of 

5.86 bar (85 psi) was stepped down to 5.17 bar (75 psi) to precision pump applicator for 

this experiment.  It also has an air valve that is used to control the volume of air that is 

mixed with the lubricant.  Sufficient volume of air was provided to atomize and transport 

the lubricant to the cutting zone and flush the chips away from the cutting zone.  The 

Accu-Lube precision pump applicator has also a valve graduated from 0 to 7, which are 

controlled to regulate the volume of the oil that gets mixed with the air to form the 

lubricant depending on the type of operation involved.  For milling experiment, the valve 

was set at a value of 7, between 0 and 6 as recommended in Accu-Lube precision pump 

applicator manual.  The precision pump has also a frequency generator to regulate the 

number of times the lubricant is provided to cutting zone per second, which is the pump 

cycle.  For this experiment, various pump cycles were investigated to see the 

effectiveness of pump cycles in milling Inconel 718 without wasting so much lubricant.  

For this experiment, the pump cycle of 3 strokes per seconds was chosen, which is also 

within the manufacturer’s recommendation for milling.  Lastly, a lock-line adjustable 

nozzle was connected at the end of MQL precision pump applicator to spray the MQL to 

the cutting zone from applicator.  
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2.2.3. Cryogenic Liquid Nitrogen Setup.  To remove the enormous amount of 

heat from the cutting zone generated during machining of Inconel 718, cryogenic liquid 

nitrogen (LN2) was applied at sub-zero temperature to the cutting zone.  This method is 

very effective in heat removal from the cutting zone.  For this purpose, a 160 litres 

cryogenic Dewar with a pressure relief valve of 15.9 bar (230 psi) was used to store 

liquid nitrogen for this experiment.  Pipe couplings, valve and a flexible cryogenic flow 

line were connected to the Dewar containing liquid nitrogen and used to transport liquid 

nitrogen from the Dewar through a nozzle to cutting zone.  To measure the pressure of 

liquid nitrogen flowing through cryogenic flow line, a pressure gauge was fitted to it.  To 

prevent the liquid nitrogen from getting in contact with the pressure gauge so as not to 

damage the pressure gauge, it had a 6.35 mm (0.25 inches) Swagelok pipe fitted to it, 

which was also connected to a 6.35 mm (0.25 inches) Tee, and in turn linked up to a 6.35 

mm (0.25 inches) pig tail pipe.  The temperature of liquid nitrogen in the Dewar was at -

196°C, which was so extreme that if liquid nitrogen is sprayed to the cutting zone this 

way, it would negatively affect the milling of Inconel 718.  The extremely cold 

temperatures have the tendency to increase the hardness of difficult-to-cut metals.  This 

increase in hardness of difficult-to-cut metals would increase the cutting forces and this 

increase in cutting forces would lead to tool breakage.  Thus, it was important to increase 

the temperature of liquid nitrogen to a more acceptable working temperature to avoid 

work-hardening of the workpiece before applying it to cutting zone.  For this purpose, a 

38.1 mm (1.5 inches) outer diameter and 34.9 mm (1.375 inches) inner diameter nozzle 

with an orifice of 1.59 mm (0.0625 inches) was designed to increase the liquid nitrogen 

temperature from -196°C to -15°C by mixing the shop air with liquid nitrogen.  The 
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temperature of -15°C was chosen for the mixture of LN2 and shop air. To decide the 

temperature of -15°C for machining, first the published literature was reviewed.  Yuan et 

al. (2011) in their paper have reported that MQL with cooling air at -15°C has more 

favourable effects in milling of Ti-6Al-4V.  Su et al. (2010) have reported that -20°C 

temperature yielded better results than -10°C in high-speed end-milling of titanium 

alloys.  Su et al. (2006) in another paper reported better tool life and tool wear using -

10°C temperature in high-speed end-milling of Ti-6Al-4V.  Zhang et al. (2012) used a 

temperature of -30°C for minimum quantity cooling lubrication in end-milling of Inconel 

718.  Due to difference in temperatures used in the literature by different authors, 

preliminary set of experiments were performed and -15°C temperature was selected for 

LN2 and MQL + LN2 cooling strategies for up-milling and down-milling operations. 

2.2.3.1. Calibration of liquid nitrogen set up.  To ensure the repeatability in 

getting a fixed temperature of 15°C at the nozzle outlet, the calibration of liquid nitrogen 

was setup.  Thus, it was important to determine a fixed amount of liquid nitrogen 

pressure and air pressure combination that would yield a fixed temperature of 15°C at 

nozzle outlet.  To calibrate the temperature, different temperatures at nozzle outlet were 

recorded using different combinations of LN2 pressure and air pressure.  A total of 11 

different temperatures were recorded using different combinations of LN2 pressure and 

air pressure. Finally, a regression model was developed using Statistica software 7 from 

Stat Soft to perform the calibration.  The multiple regression model has 2 factors: LN2 

pressure and shop air pressure and, dependent variable was the temperature at the nozzle 

outlet.  The purpose of regression model was to establish the relationship between LN2 

pressure and shop air pressure and, dependent variable temperature at the nozzle outlet.  
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To record the temperature of nozzle outlet, a 3.175 mm (0.125 inches) diameter 

ungrounded K-type thermocouple was taped around the nozzle outlet.  The multiple 

regression model performed using a significance level of 0.05 is shown as: 

Y = BO + B1X1 + B2X2 + C           (1) 

Where Y is the dependent variable which is the temperature at the nozzle outlet, 

X1 represents LN2 pressure, X2 represents shop air pressure, Bo represents the intercept of 

equation, B1 is coefficient of LN2 pressure, B2 represents coefficient of shop air pressure 

and C represents error.  To begin calibration, the cryogenic flow line was turned on for 

the LN2 to gush out of nozzle outlet for about 20 minutes to ensure the pressure of LN2 in 

the flow line was steady and not fluctuating as seen from the gauge.  This made the whole 

length of the flow line completely frozen and ice became visible throughout the length of 

flow line.   

After the LN2 pressure became steady, different values of LN2 pressure and air 

pressure were chosen and their respective outputs were recorded.  The LN2 pressure was 

varied from 2.76 bars (40 psi) to 5.17 bar (75 psi) and air pressure range chosen from 

1.03 to 3.1 bar (15 to 45 psi).  A total of 11 readings were captured using different 

combinations of air pressure and LN2 pressures.  The temperature calibration data for 11 

readings is given in the Table 2.  The input and output values were then entered into 

Statistica Software 7 and Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) was conducted on the 

observations given in Table 2 to see if the treatment combination mean was significantly 

different from zero.  Table 3 presents the results obtained from Statistica to see if the 

results were significant.  
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Table 2: Calibration data for cryogenic temperature 
LN2 Pressure 

(Psi) 
Air Pressure 

(Psi) 
Temperature 

(0C) 

40 15 2.41268 
50 20 1.02068 
55 30 -0.33645 
60 15 -25.9122 
60 30 -13.7055 
60 25 -15.8007 
65 30 -17.3153 
65 35 -15.1913 
70 35 -24.6755 
70 40 -20.2317 
75 45 -24.6572 

 
 

Table 3: ANOVA for Calibration of Cryogenic set-up 

 
 
The p-value shown gives the probability that the observations were due to random 

chance and due to effects of actual variation. Since the p-value is very less than 

significance level (α = 0.05), it gives the sufficient evidence to conclude that the 

calibration is significant at a significance level of 0.05.  The next task was to fit a 

multiple regression model to observations, to generate an equation to best approximate 

relation between LN2 pressure and air pressure (independent variables) and temperature 

(dependent variable).  Table 4 gives the results from multiple regression model results for 

calibration data. 

Effect 
Analysis of Variance; Dependent Variable: Temperature 

Sum of 
 Squares df Mean Squares F P-level 

Regression 1023.510 2 511.7551 49.81684 0.000031 
Residual 82.182 8 10.2727   

Total 1105.692     
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Table 4: Results of multiple regression model for calibration data 

N=11 

Regression Summery for Dependent Variable: Temperature 

R = 0.96211945 R2 = 0.92567383 Adjusted R2 = 0.90709228 

F (2,8) = 49.817 P<0.00003 Std. Error of estimate: 3.2051 

Beta 
Standard 

Error of Beta 
B 

Standard 

Error of Beta 
T(8) p-level 

Intercept   59.01976 7.417012 7.95735 0.000045 
LN2 Pressure -1.52675 0.176607 -1.61276 0.186555 -8.64493 0.000025 
Air Pressure 0.79834 0.176607 0.86543 0.191448 4.52045 0.001949 

 
 
As can be seen from Table 4, the p-values for intercept, LN2 pressure and air 

pressure are less than the significance level of 0.05, which means they are significant and 

are not due to just random chance.  Also, the R2 value of the model is given as 

0.92567383.  This value measures the validity of the model and it means that model will 

account for 95.57% of observed values.  From Table 4, the multiple regression equation 

becomes: 

Y = 59.01976 – 1.61276 X1 + 0.86543 X2         (2) 

In the above equation, Y represents the temperature which is dependent variable, 

X1 represents LN2 pressure and X2 represents air pressure, both independent variables.  

From the equation (2), the value of one independent value can be calculated, if value of 

another independent variable and dependent variable is known. In other words, if shop air 

pressure and output temperature are known, the value of LN2 pressure can be calculated 

using this equation or if LN2 pressure and temperature are known, the value of shop air 

pressure can be calculated.  The air pressure values were predicted by fixing the values of 

LN2 pressure and temperature for this experiment and are given in Table 5.  For this 

experiment, LN2 pressure of 3.79 bar (55 psi) was used so as to consume LN2 at slower 
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rate and the corresponding air pressure used was 1.17 bar (16.99 psi) to achieve output 

temperature of -15°C.   

Table 5: Pressure predicted values from calibration equation 
Temperature 

(0C) 
LN2 Pressure  

(psi) 
Air Pressure 

(psi) 

-100C 
55 22.77 
60 32.09 
65 41.42 

-150C 
55 16.99 
60 26.31 
65 35.64 

-200C 
55 11.21 
60 20.53 
65 29.86 

 
 

3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND PROCEDURE 

3.1. WORKPIECE PREPARATION 

The physical and mechanical properties of Inconel 718 are shown in Table 6.  

Table 7 shows the chemical composition of Inconel 718 as given by manufacturer.   

Table 6: Physical and Mechanical properties of Inconel 718 (A. Shokrani et al., 2012) 

Property Unit  

Density Kg/m3 8190 

Young’s Modulus GPa 200 

Ultimate Tensile Strength MPa (min) 1375 

Yield Tensile Strength MPa 1100 

Thermal conductivity w/m0K 11.4 

Specific Heat Capacity J/Kg0C 435 

Melting Point 0C 1260-1336 
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Table 7: Chemical composition of Inconel 718 given by manufacturer 

Content Ni Cr Fe Nb Mo Ti Al Co Cu Mn 

Weight 
% 53.58 18.63 17.31 5.17 2.91 0.96 0.58 0.27 0.21 0.13 

Content Si C P Ta B S Bi Pb Se  

Weight 
% 0.09 0.03 0.01 0.004 0.002 0.001 <10-

6 
<10-

6 
<10-

6  

 
 
To prepare the initial shape of workpiece, 2 holes 38.1 mm (1.5 in) deep and 60 

mm (2.3622 in) apart were drilled on the rectangular workpiece.  These holes were used 

for clamping the workpiece on a Kistler 4-component dynamometer (used for measuring 

three components of the cutting force Fx, Fy, Fz, and Moment Mz).  Then, two counter 

bores of Ø 10.16 mm (0.4 in) × 18.1 mm (0.712 in) and 13.97 mm (0.55 in) × 7.92 mm 

(0.312 in) were machined on each of the two drilled holes to accommodate the 

dimensions of the clamping bolts.  Lastly, these two drilled and holes were tapped to 

fasten the workpiece on dynamometer using bolts.  Two steps were made on the both 

sides of the workpiece, each having a width of 30.48 mm (1.2 in) and height 5.08 mm 

(0.2 in).  Each step was used to perform one experiment and thus, four experiments were 

performed on one workpiece.  CNC codes were written and used for drilling, counter 

boring and tapping the two holes and for milling the steps on the workpiece.   

Figure 4 shows schematic and actual picture of the experimental setup with 

cryogenic and MQL flow lines and data acquisition system. 
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Figure 4: Experimental set-up with cryogenic and MQL flow lines and data acquisition 
system. (a) Schematic and (b) actual picture 
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3.2. EXPERIMENTAL SET UP 

The prepared workpiece was fastened on the Kistler 9272 4-component 

dynamometer by screwing the bolts through the holes made on the workpiece.  The 

cutting force and FFT signals were then acquired during machining and separated into 

their respective components. 

3.3. CUTTING FORCE AND FFT ACQUISITION 

The prepared workpiece was clamped on a Kistler 9272 4-component 

dynamometer using two (2) fastening bolts.  The dynamometer was then tightened on the 

vice of the Cincinnati VMC table.  A silver cable was attached to the dynamometer 

whose other end was connected to a Kistler 5405 A signal breakout junction box, which 

splits the force and FFT signals generated during machining and sensed by the 

dynamometer into 3 components in the x, y and z directions.  To acquire components of 

the cutting force and FFT in the x, y and z directions, 3 black cables were used to connect 

to junction output.  The other ends of these cables were connected to 3 separate channels 

of Kistler type 5010 B dual mode amplifiers, where the acquired signals were amplified.  

These amplified signals were then passed through low pass filter having a set frequency 

of 680 Hz to remove the unwanted noise and vibrations from the signals.  The filtered 

signals were then passed to Tektronics TDS 420A digitizing oscilloscope where the 

cutting force components and Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) signals were saved in 

spreadsheet format.  In the oscilloscope, the signals were digitized at a sampling 

frequency of 1 Ks/s and 5000 sampling points per signal, which resulted in a record 

length of 5 seconds.  It is the total length of time it took to acquire signals of cutting 

force.  In the frequency domain (FFT), 2500 sampling points per signal were acquired.  
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The digitized saved signals were then saved to floppy drive and transferred to a computer 

for further processing. 

3.4. CUTTING FORCE AND FFT DATA PROCESSING 

For each experiment, the cutting force components (Fx, Fy and Fz) and Fast 

Fourier Transforms of cutting force components (FFTx, FFTy and FFTz) in the x, y and z 

directions were acquired after each pass.  The plots were processed using 8-point moving 

average to remove noise and vibrations from the actual signal.  For cutting force 

components, the value of maximum cutting force components in the x, y and z directions 

was also determined from the processed signals.  These maximum values of cutting force 

components from the plot of each pass were selected by enlarging the plot and looking in 

both positive and negative directions.  Then the modulus of the maximum values was 

chosen as the maximum cutting force component for that pass in the given direction.  

These maximum cutting forces components in the x, y and z directions were then plotted 

against machined length.  The resultant cutting force for each pass was also determined 

and plotted against machined length using maximum cutting force components.  The 

resultant cutting force was calculated from maximum cutting force components in the x, 

y and z directions using the formula: 

           2 2 2
r xmax ymax zmaxF  = F + F  + F            (3) 

Where: Fr is resultant cutting foce components, Fx is maximum cutting force 

component in x direciton,  Fy is maximum cutting force component in the y direciton and 

Fz is maximum cutting force component in the z direciton.  For FFT cutting force 

components, the calculated tooth frequency of 4-flute end-mill at 1127 rpm spindle 
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rotation is 75.13 Hz.  Thus, the amplitude of FFT of cutting force in the x, y and z 

directions at 75.13 Hz tooth frequency was determined from the processed FFT signal 

after each pass and plotted against the machined length.  

3.5. PROCEDURE 

Peripheral end-milling experiments were conducted on Cincinnati Milacron 

Vertical Machining Centre (VMC), Sabre 750 equipped with Acramatic 2100 controller.  

Rectangular workpieces of Inconel 718, each measuring 76.2 mm (3 inches) × 152.4 mm 

(6 inches) × 38.1 mm (1.5 inches), were used for the peripheral end-milling experiments.  

Four-flute uncoated solid carbide bullnose helical end-mills of 12.7 mm (0.5 inch) shank 

diameter, 76.2 mm overall length (3 inches) and 25.4 mm (1 inch) flute length with a 

corner radius of 0.762 mm (0.03 inches) were used for all experiment runs.  End-mills 

with corner radius are used in aerospace manufacturing to reduce the stress concentration 

on machined parts.  The workpiece length (L) along the feed direction was 76.2 mm (3.0 

in).  For each workpiece block, each experiment consisted of eight (8) radial passes.  

Each radial pass consisted of radial depth of cut (ar) of 3.81 mm (0.15 in), thus making 

the total radial depth of cut of 30.48 mm (1.2 inches).  Figure 5a shows the cutter entry 

angle during down-milling operation and cutter exit angle during up-milling.  

Figure 5b shows the approach distance during up-milling and down-milling.  It is 

the distance when the cutter starts cutting the workpiece.  This distance is taken between 

centre of cutter and nearest edge of the workpice, perpendicular to the feed direction as 

shown in Figure 5(a).  
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Figure 5: Cutter entry and exit angle, and approach distance. (a) Cutter entry angle during 
down-milling and cutter exit angle during up-milling, (b) approach distance during down-

milling and up-milling 
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The cutter entry and exit angles for both up and down-milling are calculated below: 

For down-milling 

The tool always come out of the workpiece at an angle of 180° with negative x-

axis. Thus, 

exit  °= 180φ                  (4) 

The entry angle is calculated using Figure 5a as follows: 

entry   = 180 - (90 - α)φ                                              (5a) 

From ∆ abc 

rr - aacCos (90 - α) =  =  
ab r

              (5b) 

where, r is the radius of tool and ar is the radial depth of cut. 

rr - a90 - α = arccos ( ) 
r

                    (5c) 

°6.35 - 3.8190 - α = arccos ( ) = arccos (0.4) = 66.42
6.35

 

Substituting the value of 90 – α in (5a) 

entry  rr - a= 180 - arccos ( ) 
r

φ                           (5d) 

entry  °=  180 - 66.42 = 113.58φ  

For up-milling 

From Figure 5a, it can be seen that the tool penetrates into the workpiece at an 

angle of 00 with negative x-axis. So, 

entry  °= 0φ                  (6) 

Exit angle can be found using from ∆ a1b1c1 
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exit  1 1 r

1 1

a c r - aCos =  = ( )
a b r

φ              (7a) 

exit
rr - a= arccos ( ) 

r
φ                                                                                                      (7b) 

exit  °6.35 - 3.81= arccos ( ) = 66.42
6.35

φ  

The tool starts cutting during up and down-milling when the center of the tool is 

at a distance of L1 (approach distance) from the workpiece edge perpendicular to feed 

direction as shown in Figure 5b. The L1 distance is given as follows. 

2 2
1 rL = r - (r - a )                           (8) 

2 2
1L = 6.35  - (6.35 - 3.81)  = 5.82 mm  

As the workpiece length (L) along the feed direction was 76.2 mm (3 inches), the 

total machined length for each machining pass becomes: 

ML (Machined Length of single pass) = L + L1 = 76.2 + 5.82 = 82.02 mm         (9) 

All the 8 passes resulted to a total length of cut of 656.16 mm (25.83 in).  Each 

experiment requires eight (8) radial passes which resulted to a total machined width of 

30.48 mm (1.2 in).  The corresponding machined lengths for each of the eight (8) passes 

after adding the additional cutter approach (L1) length in each pass are 82.02 mm, 164.04 

mm, 246.06 mm, 328.08 mm, 410.1 mm, 492.12 mm, 574.14 mm and 656.16 mm 

respectively.  A new tool was used for each cooling strategy to eliminate the effect of tool 

wear.  The results of the eight (8) experiments with uncoated carbide end-mills were 

analyzed to find the best cooling strategy among the four cooling strategies investigated, 

and better milling method among up-milling and down-milling. 
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4. RESULT ANALYSIS 

4.1. SAMPLE PLOTS FOR MAXIMUM CUTTING FORCE COMPONENTS AND 
FAST FOURIER TRANSFORMS (FFT) VERSUS MACHINED LENGTH 
(PASS NUMBER) 

 
 

 Figure 6 (a), (b) and (c) show the sample plots of the acquired signals of the 

cutting force components (Fx, Fy and Fz) in the x, y and z directions for the 3rd pass at a 

spindle speed of 1127 rpm (45 m/min cutting speed), feed-rate of 114.5 mm/min (4.510 

ipm), axial and radial depth of cut of 5.08 mm (0.2 inches) and 3.81 mm (0.15 inches) 

respectively using emulsion down-milling cooling strategy.  The value of maximum 

cutting force components in the x, y and z directions for each pass were determined from 

the processed signals.  These maximum cutting force components were plotted against 

machined length.  The resultant cutting forces were also determined using maximum 

cutting force components and plotted against machined length.  Figure 6 (d), (e) and (f) 

show the sample plot of FFT’s of cutting force components (FFTx, FFTy and FFTz) in the 

x, y and z directions for 3rd pass at a spindle speed of 1127 rpm (at 45 m/min cutting 

speed), feed-rate of 114.5 mm/min (4.510 ipm), axial and radial depth of cut of 5.08 mm 

(0.2 inches) and 3.81 mm (0.15 inches) respectively using emulsion down-milling 

cooling strategy. As can be seen from the Figures, the amplitude of FFT is highest at a 

tooth frequency of 75.13 Hz.  This gives the amplitude of vibrations at the tooth 

frequency.  The values of amplitude of FFT in the x, y and z directions at a tooth 

frequency of 75.13 Hz were determined for each pass from the processed signals and 

plotted against machined length.  
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Figure 6: Cutting force and FFT signals at 3rd pass (255.81 mm machined length) for 
emulsion up-milling at 1127 rpm and 114.5 mm/min. (a) Fx, (b) Fy, (c) Fz, (d) FFTx, (e) 

FFTy and (f) FFTz 
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Figure 6: Cutting force and FFT signals at 3rd pass (255.81 mm machined length) for 
emulsion up-milling at 1127 rpm and 114.5 mm/min. (a) Fx, (b) Fy, (c) Fz, (d) FFTx, (e) 

FFTy and (f) FFTz (Contd.) 
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4.2. MAXIMUM CUTTING FORCE COMPONENTS AND RESULTANT     
CUTTING FORCE AND, AMPLITUDE OF FAST FOURIER TRANSFORMS 
(FFT) AT TOOTH FREQUENCY 

 
 

4.2.1. Emulsion Cooling.  Figure 7 shows the plots of maximum cutting force 

components (Fx, Fy, Fz) and resultant cutting force (Fr) and, the amplitude of FFT of 

cutting force components Fx, Fy and Fz at 75.13 Hz tooth frequency under emulsion 

cooling, up-milling method, at a cutting speed of 45 m/min (1127 rpm) and a federate of 

114.5 mm/min (4.510 ipm).  While plotting the cutting force components against 

machined length, two wild points were detected for cutting force component Fy at pass 

numbers 6 and 7 and were removed according to Chauvenet's Criteria for rejection of a 

reading (Coleman & Steele, 1989).  Additional 2 passes were machined to get the 

accurate trend and thus, the total number of machined passes was 10 instead of 8 for 

emulsion up-milling method. 

 

Figure 7: Maximum cutting force components, resultant cutting force and FFT 
amplitudes of cutting force components vs pass numbers (machined length) in x, y and z-

directions under emulsion, up-milling. (a) Maximum cutting force components and 
resultant cutting force, (b) FFT amplitudes 
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Figure 7: Maximum cutting force components, resultant cutting force and FFT 
amplitudes of cutting force components vs pass numbers (machined length) in x, y and z-

directions under emulsion, up-milling. (a) Maximum cutting force components and 
resultant cutting force, (b) FFT amplitudes (Contd.) 

 
 

The plots show that the cutting force component Fy (Feed force) to be the highest 

throughout the machining.  During up-milling operation, the cutting tool enters the 

workpiece along the y-axis. In a single rotation of one tooth of the tool, the chip thickness 

is least when it enters the workpiece and increases to maximum when the tooth comes out 

of the workpiece in up-milling method.  The material removal process in up-milling 

method is illustrated in Figure 8a.  The rubbing in the beginning of cut causes an 

excessive work hardening layer on the newly exposed surface of the workpiece (Hadi et 

al., 2013).  During the rotation of the tool, when the successive tooth starts entering the 

workpiece, it has to enter in the workpiece along the y-axis through the work hardened 

layer created by the previous tooth.  The layer kept on hardening with the successive 

rotations of the tool.  Due to this continuous hardening of the surface, the impact force 

kept on increasing, which in turn increases the cutting force component Fy.  Figure 7 (a) 
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also shows that the cutting force components Fx and Fz kept on fluctuating throughout the 

machining.  This might happen as during machining, the segmented chip kept on 

entangling with the tool, causing the fluctuation of these cutting force components.  The 

FFT plot shows the amplitude of FFTy to be the highest, followed by the amplitude of 

FFTx and, FFTz amplitude being the least throughout the machining.  FFTx and FFTy 

amplitudes follow almost similar trends as their respective cutting force components.  

The magnitude of FFTz was almost constant throughout the machining length.   

    

 Figure 8: 3-D Material removal process (chip profile). (a) Up-milling and (b) Down-
milling 

 
 

Figure 9 shows the plots under emulsion cooling, down-milling method.  As 10 

passes were machined for emulsion up-milling method due to lack of data, additional 2 

passes were machined for emulsion down-milling as well so as to maintain the 

consistency in number of passes for emulsion cooling strategy.  The plot shows that the 

cutting force component Fx which is perpendicular to feed-direction, is the highest 

throughout the machining.   
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Figure 9: Maximum cutting force components, resultant cutting force and FFT 
amplitudes of cutting force components vs pass numbers (machined length) in x, y and z-

directions under emulsion, down-milling. (a) Maximum cutting force components and 
resultant cutting force, (b) FFT amplitudes 

 
 

The chip removal process in down-milling is shown in Figure 8b.  The cutter 

encounters maximum chip thickness when it enters the workpiece along the x-direction 

and the chip thickness is minimum when it comes out along the y-direction.  This makes 

cutting force component Fx highest among the three components during down-milling 
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operation.  Also, during the rotation of the tool, the successive tooth penetrates into the 

fresh surface of the workpiece and not into the work hardened surface created by the 

previous tooth.  Thus, there is no impact of surface hardening on successive tooth, 

created by the previous tooth, which makes the cutting force components in down-milling 

lower than those in emulsion up-milling.  The FFT plot of emulsion down-milling is 

shown in Figure 9 (b).  The amplitude of FFT at tooth frequency of 75.13 Hz in emulsion 

down-milling is less than in emulsion up-milling.  The FFT plots followed almost the 

same trend as cutting force components.  In x-direction, there was an increase in the 

vibrations in 2nd pass and hence, the cutting force component Fx also increased due to 

increase in the vibration during 2nd pass.  The cutting force component in the 3rd pass 

decreased, as the vibration amplitude decreased.  The vibrations increased gradually after 

3rd pass due to the fact that there was increase in tool wear with progression of time.  The 

amplitude of FFTz was least and almost constant throughout the machining length.   

4.2.2. MQL Cooling.  Figure 10 shows the plots under MQL cooling, up-milling 

method.  The plot shows that the cutting force component Fy is the highest, with Fz being 

the least throughout the machining and contributed least towards resultant cutting force.  

Even though MQL cooling provides very good lubrication, the rate of heat generated at 

the cutting zone was much higher than the rate at which the heat was removed by MQL 

cooling during up-milling.  Also, there was an excessive work hardening of surface of 

Inconel 718 workpiece during up-milling as discussed earlier.  Due to excessive work 

hardening of workpiece, cutting forces increased drastically during 4th pass.  The MQL 

up-milling strategy was not able to remove heat from the cutting zone as quickly as it was 

generated and hence, red hot cutting zone was observed.  High cutting forces increased 
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the vibrations drastically as seen from the FFT plot.  As there was excessive chipping on 

the flutes of the tool, further machining was terminated.  The chips produced were 

segmented which were difficult to be removed by MQL cooling.   

 

 

Figure 10: Maximum cutting force components, resultant cutting force and FFT 
amplitudes of cutting force components vs pass numbers (machined length) in x, y and z-
directions under MQL, up-milling. (a) Maximum cutting force components and resultant 

cutting force, (b) FFT amplitudes 
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Although, MQL provides a better lubrication to the cutting zone, it was not very 

effective in lowering the cutting forces, decreasing the cutting zone temperature and 

flushing the hot chips away from the cutting zone effectively, when machining using up-

milling.  Figure 11 shows the plots under MQL cooling, down-milling method.   

 

 

Figure 11: Maximum cutting force components, resultant cutting force and FFT 
amplitudes of cutting force components vs pass numbers (machined length) in x, y and z-

directions under MQL, down-milling. (a) Maximum cutting force components and 
resultant cutting force, (b) FFT amplitudes 
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The plot shows that the cutting force component perpendicular to the feed 

direction (Fx) is highest among all three cutting force components throughout the 

machining length.  The increase in cutting force components with machining pass was 

very gradual and smooth.  The MQL cooling strategy in combination with down-milling 

method provided the better lubrication at the cutting zone which decreased the cutting 

force components.  Also, discontinuous serrated chips were produced which were easily 

removed by MQL.  The increase in cutting force components with machining pass was 

very gradual and smooth.  The MQL cooling strategy in combination with down-milling 

method provided the better lubrication at the cutting zone which decreased the cutting 

force components.  Also, discontinuous serrated chips were produced which were easy to 

be removed by MQL cooling.  The amplitude of FFT in the x-direction (perpendicular to 

the feed direction) is almost constant throughout the machining length (number of 

passes), which signifies lower or absence of vibrations during down milling operation.  

This combination of MQL with down-milling provided the lowest resultant cutting force 

among all 8 combinations of 4 cooling strategies and 2 milling methods. 

4.2.3. LN2 Cooling.  Figure 12 shows the plots under LN2 cooling, up-milling 

method.  The plot shows that the cutting force component in the feed direction (Fy) is the 

highest among all three cutting force components.  The cutting forces under LN2 up-

milling increased so rapidly during the 1st pass that the tool could not last after that.  The 

reason for the drastic increase of cutting forces can be explained as follows.  The 

application of LN2 cooling strategy increased the hardness of the workpiece at sub-zero 

temperature (Park et al., 2017).  Due to the increase in hardness, it became more difficult 

for the tool to penetrate through the material which increased the vibrations drastically.  
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Moreover, LN2 does not provide enough lubrication to the cutting zone.  Although, LN2 

provides cooling to cutting zone, the absence of lubrication further increased the cutting 

forces.  Due to this increase in hardness of workpiece and tool, absence of sufficient 

lubrication, the increase of thermal shock due to the intermittent cutting action and 

cryogenic cooling, the cutting forces increased drastically and the red hot cutting zone 

was seen which led to massive chipping of the cutting edges of the tool.  The tool started 

rubbing against the workpiece instead of cutting thereby generating thick curly peel of 

burnt metal.  All the cutting flutes were burnt completely and the tool had gone under 

plastic deformation.  Further machining was terminated after first pass as the tool had 

exceeded its life. 

 

Figure 12: Maximum cutting force components, resultant cutting force and FFT 
amplitudes of cutting force components vs pass numbers (machined length) in x, y and z-
directions under LN2, up-milling. (a) Maximum cutting force components and resultant 

cutting force, (b) FFT amplitudes 
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Figure 12: Maximum cutting force components, resultant cutting force and FFT 
amplitudes of cutting force components vs pass numbers (machined length) in x, y and z-
directions under LN2, up-milling. (a) Maximum cutting force components and resultant 

cutting force, (b) FFT amplitudes (Contd.) 
 
 

Figure 13 shows the plots under LN2 cooling, down-milling.  As shown earlier 

under emulsion and MQL cooling strategies, the cutting force components under LN2 

down-milling are lower than LN2 up-milling.  LN2 cooling reduces the cutting zone 

temperature but due to absence of sufficient lubrication, the rate of increase of cutting 

forces in successive passes is higher than emulsion and MQL down-milling operations.  

LN2 cooling generated highest resultant cutting force components than other cooling 

strategies during down-milling operation.  This is because of increased hardness of 

material by application of LN2 at sub-zero temperature in the primary shear zone (Hong 

et al., 2001).  The amplitude of FFT under LN2 cooling also followed the same trend as 

their cutting force components.  Again, the cutting force component perpendicular to the 

feed direction (Fx) is the highest among all three cutting force components throughout the 

machining length. 
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Figure 13: Maximum cutting force components, resultant cutting force and FFT 
amplitudes of cutting force components vs pass numbers (machined length) in x, y and z-

directions under LN2, down-milling. (a) Maximum cutting force components and 
resultant cutting force, (b) FFT amplitudes 

 
 

4.2.4. Combined (MQL + LN2) Cooling.  Figure 14 shows the plots under 

combined (MQL + LN2) cooling, up-milling method.  The plots show that the cutting 

force components are higher in (MQL + LN2) up-milling than in emulsion and MQL up-

milling but lower than LN2 up-milling.  
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Figure 14: Maximum cutting force components, resultant cutting force and FFT 
amplitudes of cutting force components vs pass numbers (machined length) in x, y and z-

directions under MQL + LN2, up-milling. (a) Maximum cutting force components and 
resultant cutting force, (b) FFT amplitudes 

 
 

The presence of LN2 cooling lowered down the temperature of cutting zone 

whereas; MQL provided the lubrication to the cutting zone.  This addition of MQL in 

LN2 increased the tool life to 3 passes under MQL + LN2 up-milling as compared to 

single pass under LN2 up-milling. Due to the nature of up-milling method and production 
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of segmented chips during up-milling, the cutting forces were very high from the 1st pass. 

The application of LN2 further increased the tool wear due to the increased hardness of 

workpiece which in turn, increased the cutting forces. The tool worn out completely after 

3 passes due to high cutting forces and hence, the machining was terminated thereafter.  

Figure 15 shows the plots under combined (MQL + LN2) down-milling.  The 

combination of MQL lubrication and LN2 cooling, along with down-milling, provided a 

favorable environment for machining Inconel-718. The force component Fz is lowest 

among all and hence, contributes least towards resultant cutting force.  The FFT plot 

shows the Fx cutting force component to be the highest among all.  Also, FFTx and FFTy 

increased after 6th pass and surpassed the FFT amplitude for LN2 cooling, which was not 

expected. The reasonable explanation for this increase is that some chips might have been 

left in the cutting zone and interfered in cutting process, causing increase in vibrations. 

 

Figure 15: Maximum cutting force components, resultant cutting force and FFT 
amplitudes of cutting force components vs pass numbers (machined length) in x, y and z-
directions under MQL + LN2, down-milling. (a) Maximum cutting force components and 

resultant cutting force, (b) FFT amplitudes 
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Figure 15: Maximum cutting force components, resultant cutting force and FFT 
amplitudes of cutting force components vs pass numbers (machined length) in x, y and z-
directions under MQL + LN2, down-milling. (a) Maximum cutting force components and 

resultant cutting force, (b) FFT amplitudes (Contd.) 

 
 

4.3. COMPARATIVE INVESTIGATION OF RESULTANT CUTTING FORCES 
FOR ALL FOUR COOLING STRATEGIES UNDER UP AND DOWN-
MILLING METHODS 

 
 

Figure 16 shows the plot of resultant cutting forces for all four cooling strategies 

plotted against machined length under up-milling method. As can be seen from the plot, 

emulsion gives the lowest resultant cutting forces throughout the machining length when 

machining using up-milling method. This is because of the increase in temperature at the 

cutting zone under emulsion cooling, heat is not removed as quickly as it is generated at 

the cutting zone, which increases the temperature at the cutting zone and results in 

material softening and more plastic deformation of the workpiece, which decreases the 

cutting forces (Aramcharoen and Chuan, 2014).  Also, emulsion cooling provided 

lubrication to the cutting zone, and chip removal under emulsion cooling was more 
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effective than other cooling strategies in up-milling.  The other cooling strategies under 

up-milling operation were not that much effective in chip removal and/or lowering the 

temperature of cutting zone as compared to emulsion cooling, leading to high cutting 

forces and hence, the tool did not last up to 8 passes under any cooling strategy other than 

emulsion. The cutting tool did not last more than 1st pass under LN2 cooling because of 

high cutting forces and severe plastic deformation of the tool.  Though, LN2 provided 

effective cooling to the cutting zone, it did not provide enough lubrication to the cutting 

zone, increased tool and material hardness at -15°C temperature and was not very much 

effective in flushing the chips away from the cutting zone. The tool survived 4 passes 

under MQL cooling in up-milling method due to the lubrication provided by MQL 

cooling. When MQL was combined with LN2 cooling, it increased the life of the tool as 

compared to LN2 alone due to lubrication provided by MQL, but could not go beyond 3rd 

pass due to increase in the hardness of the tool and workpiece by the application of LN2. 

 
Figure 16: Resultant cutting forces against pass numbers (machined length) for all four 

cooling strategies under up-milling method 
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Figure 17 shows the plot of resultant cutting forces for all four cooling strategies 

plotted against machined length under down-milling method.  The plot shows that down-

milling method generated lowest resultant cutting force than up-milling method under all 

four cooling strategies.  Under down-milling operation, the chip removal was much 

effective as compared to up-milling operation, which made all the cooling strategies to 

complete 8 passes.   

 
Figure 17: Resultant cutting forces against pass numbers (machined length) for all four 

cooling strategies under down-milling method 
 
 

During the 1st pass, the resultant cutting force was least under LN2 cooling, 

followed by emulsion cooling, whereas combined (MQL+LN2) cooling generated the 

highest resultant cutting force.  During the 8th pass, MQL cooling generated lowest 

resultant cutting force, followed by combined (MQL+LN2), whereas LN2 cooling 

generated the highest resultant cutting force.  As can be seen from Figures 16 and 17, 

LN2 cooling strategy generates the highest cutting forces than other cooling strategies in 

both up and down-milling operations. This is because LN2 provides cooling to the cutting 
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zone without providing sufficient lubrication, which increases the coefficient of friction 

between tool and workpiece.  Also, application of LN2 at the cutting zone increases the 

hardness of both the tool and the workpiece.  This increase in hardness and coefficient of 

friction by the application of LN2 increases the cutting force components as compared to 

other cooling strategies in both up and down-milling operations.  On the other hand, the 

MQL cooling provides sufficient lubrication at the cutting zone, which decreases the 

coefficient of friction between the tool and workpiece.  This decrease in coefficient of 

friction lowers the cutting force components under MQL cooling.  Although, emulsion 

cooling generated lowest resultant cutting force throughout the machining in up-milling, 

it generated second highest resultant force after LN2 cooling in down-milling because 

emulsion cooling in down-milling was not as effective in lowering the coefficient of 

friction as the application of MQL in both MQL and combined (MQL+LN2) cooling 

strategies, thus generated higher resultant cutting force than MQL and combined 

(MQL+LN2) cooling strategies. 

5. CONCLUSIONS  

This research investigated the effects of four cooling strategies (Emulsion, MQL, 

LN2 and combined (MQL+LN2)) and milling methods (Up-milling and Down-milling) on 

cutting force components (Fx, Fy, Fz) and their Fast Fourier Transforms (FFT’s) and, the 

resultant cutting force during peripheral end-milling of Inconel 718 alloy using uncoated 

4-flutes bull nose helical end-mills.  From the results obtained, the following conclusions 

can be made: 

1. Cutting force component Fy (along the feed direction) is the highest as compared to 

Fx and Fz in up-milling and increases rapidly with machining passes (tool wear). 
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2. Cutting force component Fx (perpendicular to the feed direction) is highest as 

compared to Fy and Fz in down-milling and increases with machining passes (tool 

wear). 

3. Down-milling generates lower cutting force than up-milling and thus improves 

machinability. 

4. The resultant cutting force follows the similar trend and magnitude as the feed force 

in up-milling or perpendicular to feed force in down-milling. 

5. The resultant cutting force Fr is highest in up-milling as compare to down-milling. 

6. The amplitude of FFT of cutting force in the x, y and z directions at 75.13 Hz tooth 

frequency follows almost the same trend as cutting force components.  

7. The amplitudes of FFT for all cutting force components versus machining length 

under down-milling operation are almost flat with machined length (Number of 

passes) which indicates the lower vibrations and smoother operation in down-milling 

as compared to up-milling, while in up-milling the amplitude of FFT increases 

rapidly which indicates higher vibrations and tendency for rapid tool wear and 

breakage. 

8. A comparative evaluation of four cooling strategies using up-milling method shows 

that emulsion cooling strategy generates the least resultant cutting force with LN2 

cooling strategy generating the highest resultant cutting force. 

9.  A comparative evaluation of four cooling strategies using down-milling method 

shows that MQL cooling strategy generates the least resultant cutting force, followed 

by combined MQL+LN2 with emulsion generating the highest resultant cutting 

force. 
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10. Using LN2 cooling strategy alone is not recommended for machining Inconel-718 

due to high cutting forces and vibrations.  

11. Down-milling with MQL cooling strategy is recommended for improving the 

machinability of Inconel 718 alloy at given machining parameters.  
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ABSTRACT 

This paper presents the results of experimental investigation of the effects of three 

(3) cooling strategies (Minimum Quantity Lubrication (MQL), Cryogenic cooling using 

Liquid Nitrogen (LN2) and Combined (MQL+LN2)) and three (3) tool coatings 

(uncoated, AlTiN coated and GMS2 coated) on cutting force components (Fx, Fy, Fz), the 

resultant cutting force, Fr, and cutter tooth frequency in peripheral high speed end-milling 

of Inconel-718 to improve machinability and reduce cost. All the experiments were 

conducted on a Cincinnati Milacron Sabre 750 Vertical Machining Centre (VMC), 

equipped with Acramatic 2100 CNC controller using uncoated, AlTiN coated and GMS2 

coated solid helical bull-nose solid carbide end-mills of 12.7 mm (0.5 inches) diameter, 

and 0.762 mm (0.03 inches) corner radius.  Each experiment consists of 8 passes, each 

pass of 76.2 mm (3 inches) cutting length.  Axial and radial depths of cut, cutting speed, 

and material removal rate were kept constant for all experiments.  Three cutting force 

components (Fx, Fy, Fz) and their Fast Fourier Transforms (FFT) were acquired using a 
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Kistler 9272 4-component dynamometer, a Kistler 5010B dual mode amplifier, and a 

Tektronix TDS 420A digitizing oscilloscope for data acquisition, analysis and 

visualization. Resultant cutting forces, Fr, for all cooling strategies and end-mill coatings 

under down-milling operation were calculated from the acquired cutting force 

components, as well as the amplitudes of the FFTs.  The experimental results show that 

uncoated end-mills generate lowest resultant cutting forces, whereas GMS2 coated end-

mills generate highest resultant cutting forces under all cooling strategies.  MQL cooling 

strategy generates lowest resultant cutting forces, whereas LN2 cooling strategy generates 

highest resultant cutting forces with all end-mill coatings.  Using LN2 cooling strategy 

alone is not recommended for machining Inconel-718 due to high cutting forces and 

vibrations.  Uncoated end-mills under MQL cooling strategy generate the lowest cutting 

forces and are recommended for machining Inconel-718, whereas GMS2 coated end-mills 

under LN2 cooling strategy generated highest cutting forces. 

Keywords:  Cutting force components, Inconel-718, Tool coatings, Minimum Quantity 

Lubrication, Cryogenic cooling, High speed down-milling 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Inconel-718 super-alloy is used extensively in aerospace and nuclear industries 

due to its excellent properties such as: high strength-to-weight ratio, ability to retain its 

properties at high temperatures, high corrosion and creep resistance [1].  However, 

Inconel-718 is characterized as a very “difficult-to-cut” material, because it poses severe 

problems during machining. One of the problems posed by Inconel-718 is that enormous 

amount of heat is generated in the cutting zone due to high friction between the tool-chip 

interface and tool-workpiece interface and is not removed as quickly as it is generated 
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due to its low thermal conductivity.  Therefore the heat is mostly concentrated on the tool 

cutting edges, causing severe tool wear.   Due to high temperature and pressure at the 

cutting zone, and its high chemical affinity with many cutting tool materials, some chip 

fragments from the workpiece get welded on the cutting edges of the tool to form built-up 

edge (BUE), which further exacerbates tool wear and cutting forces.  Moreover, its good 

mechanical strength and ability to work harden at elevated temperatures leads to high 

cutting forces which further leads to high tool wear.  End milling is a widely used 

machining operation due to its versatility and applications may range from aerospace and 

automotive industries to small tool and die shops, as it can be used for milling many 

features like peripheral, slot or face milling.  Some problems encountered while 

machining using end-milling operations are high cutting forces, high cutting temperature, 

rapid tool wear, tool breakage, and chatter.  These problems associated with end-milling 

are further exacerbated while machining difficult-to-cut metals such as Inconel-718 

because the desired properties of this difficult-to-cut metal become disadvantage while 

machining them.  

Coolants and lubricants play an important role in addressing these problems, as 

they reduce cutting temperature, friction and tool wear, cutting force/power consumed, 

improve surface roughness, and hence, improve machinability.  Mineral-based 

conventional cutting fluids commonly used in most industries are expensive, 

environmentally unfriendly and difficult to dispose and, cause health hazards.  

Minimum Quantity Lubrication (MQL) refers to a technique that minimizes the 

use of coolant by mixing a small amount of lubricant and compressed air to form aerosol, 

which is sprayed in mist form to the cutting zone with the help of a nozzle, which acts as 
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a lubricant and coolant instead of flooding the workpiece and the cutting tool.  MQL 

technique eliminates the problems caused by conventional cutting fluids.  There is no 

problem of disposal of MQL.   Also, MQL is less expensive as compared to conventional 

fluids and does not causes health hazards and hence, considered as environmentally 

friendly.  It also helps to flush the chips away from the cutting zone.  Zhao et al. [2] 

reported that MQL improved machinability in terms of cutting forces, surface roughness 

and tool life as compared to dry machining in high speed peripheral milling of Ti-6Al-4V 

using uncoated cemented carbide inserts.  Dhar et al. [3] reported improvement in 

machinability in terms of cutting temperature, chip-tool interaction, cutting forces, tool 

wear, surface finish, and dimensional deviation with MQL cooling over dry machining in 

turning of AISI-1040 steel.  Ahmad Yasir et al. [4] reported that higher quantity of MQL 

sprayed on the cutting zone is less efficient than spraying less quantity due to difficulty of 

large MQL particles to effectively penetrate into the cutting zone in machining of Ti-6Al-

4V using Physical Vapor Disposition (PVD) coated cemented carbide tools.  Obikawa et 

al. [5] used a small amount of lubrication, called micro-liter lubrication, to spray on the 

cutting zone using a specially designed nozzle to concentrate the small amounts of oil 

mist onto the cutting interface in the machining of Inconel-718 and reported that micro-

liter spraying with specially designed nozzle was quite effective in increasing tool life 

than ordinary MQL spray.  Boubekri and Shaikh [6] mentioned the need to collect the 

mist generated by MQL which can be detrimental to operators.   

The application of Liquid Nitrogen (LN2), commonly called cryogenic cooling 

helps in reducing the cutting zone temperature and hence, improves the machinability.  

Liquid nitrogen when sprayed on the red hot cutting zone evaporates into the 
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environment. Thus, there is no health hazard and no problem of disposal using liquid 

nitrogen as a coolant unlike conventional coolants.  Kaynak [7] reported that MQL 

performed better at a lower cutting speed of 60 m/min whereas the performance of liquid 

nitrogen was better than MQL at a higher cutting speed of 120 m/min in machining of 

Inconel-718.  He also emphasized that the number of nozzles in cryogenic machining 

plays a vital role in controlling cutting forces and power consumption.  Aramcharoen and 

Chuan [8] reported that cryogenic cooling reduced tool wear, improved machined surface 

quality, reduced contact friction between tool-chip interface but increased cutting forces 

than dry and conventional oil based coolant in milling of Inconel-718.  Dhananchezian 

and Kumar [9] reported improvement in machinability in turning of Ti-6Al-4V with 

application of cryogenic cooling in terms of temperature, cutting forces, surface 

roughness and tool wear when compared with wet cooling using coated carbide inserts.   

Kim et al. [10] also reported improvement in tool life in machining of difficult-to-cut 

metals having hardness varying from HRc28 to HRc60 using compressed chilly-air 

coolants as compared to dry and flood coolants.  Ravi and Kumar [11] reported that LN2 

cooling improved cutting forces, cutting temperature, tool flank wear and surface 

roughness than dry and wet end-milling of hardened steel using PVD coated carbide 

inserts.  Hong et al. [12] investigated the effects of cryogenic cooling on friction and 

cutting forces in machining of Ti-6Al-4V using a minimum amount of LN2 injected 

through micro-nozzle between tool rake and chip breaker and by auxiliary mini-nozzle on 

the flank face for cooling the flank, so that the LN2 is not wasted by cooling the 

unnecessary areas which reduces the negative impact of increase of cutting forces and 

abrasion of pre-cooling of workpiece. 
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Combined (MQL + LN2) cooling strategy provides the benefits of both cooling 

strategies. MQL provides the enough lubrication while LN2 cools down the cutting zone 

temperature and hence, the combination of both provides an ideal environment for cutting 

difficult-to-metals.  Su et al. [13] compared the performance of Cryogenic Minimum 

Quantity Lubrication (CMQL) at two different temperatures (-10 and -200C) with dry 

milling and refrigerated air cutting at -10 and -200C in high-speed end-milling of titanium 

alloys. They reported improvement in performance in terms of temperature and tool wear 

when using CMQL at -200C.  Su et al. [14] also compared the performance of dry, flood 

coolant, nitrogen-oil-mist cooling, compressed cold nitrogen gas (CCNG) at 0 and -100C 

and, compressed cold nitrogen gas and oil mist (CCNGOM) at -100C on tool life in high 

speed end-milling of Ti-6Al-4V and concluded that CCNGOM yielded the best tool life 

among all cooling strategies. Zhang et al. [15] reported improvement in tool life and 

cutting forces with Minimum Quantity Cooling Lubrication (MQCL) cutting than dry 

cutting in machining using cemented coated carbide insert.  Yuan et al. [16] compared the 

performance of MQL with cooling air at different temperatures of 0, -150C, -300C and -

450C with dry, wet and MQL cooling. They reported that MQL cooling with cooling air 

improved the performance in terms of cutting force, tool wear and surface roughness and 

MQL with cooling air at -150C provided more favourable effects than MQL with cooling 

air at other temperatures.  Park et al. [17] reported that combined (MQL + LN2) cooling 

provided the least cutting forces and tool wear than dry, wet, MQL and LN2 cooling 

strategies in machining Ti-6Al-4V.  They further reported that MQL when mixed with a 

small amount (~0.1%) of graphite nano-platelets (xGnPs), generated least tool wear than 
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MQL and combined (MQL + LN2) at both cutting speeds investigated (100 m/min and 

120 m/min). 

End-mill coatings provide additional strength to the end-mill which helps in 

machining of difficult-to-cut metals.  Researchers have investigated different tool 

coatings and their effect on machinability of difficult-to-cut metals.  Wang et al. [18] 

investigated the performance of two PVD coated (TiAlN and TiSiN) carbide tools in high 

speed machining of hardened steel (SKD11/HRC 62, S136/HRC 51).  They reported that 

the tools coated with TiSiN yielded higher life than the tools coated with TiAlN due to 

reduced abressive wear.  Jawaid et al. [19] investigated the performance of PVD–TiN 

coated and CVD – TiCN + Al2O3 coated tools in face milling of Ti-6Al-4V.  They 

reported that CVD coated tools yielded better performance in terms of volume of material 

removed and tool life.  Jawaid et al. [20] further investigated the performance of PVD 

TiN coated carbide tools in face milling of Inconel-718 and compared it with uncoated 

tools. They reported that uncoated tools performed better at low speeds whereas coated 

tools performed slightly better while the speed was raised.  Ozel et al. [21] investigated 

the effect of uncoated, cBN, TiAlN, and TiAlN + cBN coated, single and multi-layer 

coated tungsten carbide inserts on cutting forces and tool wear in turning Ti–6Al–4V 

alloy. They concluded that the cBN and TiAlN+cBN coated tungsten carbide inserts 

generated lowest cutting forces at cutting speed of 50 m/min, whereas they generated 

largest cutting force at higher cutting speed of 100 m/min but yielded the favorable wear 

development.  Kamata and Obikawa [22] applied MQL to finish-turning of Inconel-718 

with three different coated carbide tools (TiCN/Al2O3/TiN (CVD), TiN/AlN superlattice 

(PVD) and TiAlN (PVD)). The performance of MQL cutting with three coatings was 
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evaluated in terms of tool life and surface finish and compared with those in dry and wet 

coating. Cutting speeds used were 1.0 m/s and 1.5 m/s. At a cutting speed of 1.0 m/s, 

TiCN/Al2O3/TiN (CVD) coating yielded best performance in MQL and coating TiN/AlN 

super lattice (PVD) exhibited second best performance in MQL cutting. TiCN/Al2O3/TiN 

(CVD) coating in wet cutting yielded the longest tool life but surface finish was second 

worst.   

High Speed Machining (HSM) is employed to increase productivity, improve 

product quality and reduce manufacturing costs and thus, it is considered as the most 

efficient manufacturing technology [23].  Safari et al. [24] reported the lowest cutting 

forces at highest cutting speed of 300 mm/min during the investigation of the effects of 3 

cutting speeds (200, 250 and 300 mm/min) in cryogenic high speed end-milling of Ti-

6AL-4V using coated and uncoated tools.   

Figure 1 shows the commonly accepted high-speed cutting ranges in machining of 

various materials [25], which depends on the strength and machinability of the material.  

The higher the strength and the more difficult-to cut of the material, the lower the high 

cutting speed range.  Thus high cutting speed range for Aluminium is higher than high 

cutting speed range for Nickel alloys.  Abele and Fröhlich [26] concluded that high speed 

milling of Ti-6AL-4V reduces cutting forces and improves performance as compared to 

conventional machining by increasing the material removal rate.  Liao et al. [27] 

recommended the appropriate speed ranges of 55-135 m/min for side milling in high 

speed machining of Inconel-718.  From the above literature, it can be seen that there is a 

lack of total comprehensive study summarizing the effects of cooling strategies and tool 

coatings on machinability in high speed end-milling of Inconel-718.    
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Figure 1: High-speed cutting ranges in machining of various materials (redrawn) [25] 
 
 

Most of the published research on machinability of Inconel-718 alloy focused on 

dry machining or on one individual cooling strategy, conventional tool coatings and 

mostly in turning. There is a need to explore the potential of combining two different 

cooling strategies and to investigate their effects on machinability in end-milling of 

Inconel-718 alloy.  Although, limited literature is present in combining two different 

cooling strategies for some other materials having high cutting speed ranges titanium 

alloys as shown in Figure 1, but the research findings of one material cannot be applied to 

other as published literature on HSM of two materials often involves different machining 

set-ups [23].  The current research investigates the effect of different cooling strategies 

and end-mill coatings to improve the machinability of Inconel-718 alloy. 
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2. EXPERIMENTAL PLAN AND PROCEDURE 

Peripheral high-speed end-milling tests were conducted on Cincinnati Milacron 

Sabre 750 Vertical Machining Centre (VMC), equipped with Acramatic 2100 CNC 

controller, using 4-flutes uncoated and AlTiN coated and, 7-flute GMS2 coated solid 

carbide end-mills of diameter 12.7 mm (0.5 inches).  The detailed experimental plan for 

the investigation of the effects of cooling strategies, tool coatings and machining 

parameters using uncoated and coated carbide helical bull-nose solid carbide end-mills is 

summarized in Table 1.   

Table 1: Experiment plan for investigation of cooling strategies, tool coatings and 
machining parameters under down-milling operation using helical bull-nose solid 
carbide end-mills 

Ex. 
No 

Block 
No. 

Tool  
Coatings  

Cooling 
Strategy 

Cutting 
Speed 
m/min 

Feed per 
revolution 

mm/rev 

Depths of cut MRR 
mm3/m

in 
Axial 
(aa) 
mm 

Radial 
(ar) 
mm 

1 

1 Uncoated 

MQL 45 0.1016 5.08 3.81 2216.2 

2 LN2 

(-15 0C) 45 0.1016 5.08 3.81 2216.2 

3 MQL + LN2  
(-15 0C) 45 0.1016 5.08 3.81 2216.2 

4 

2 AlTiN 

MQL 45 0.1016 5.08 3.81 2216.2 

5 LN2 

(-15 0C) 45 0.1016 5.08 3.81 2216.2 

6 MQL + LN2  
(-15 0C) 45 0.1016 5.08 3.81 2216.2 

7 

3 GMS2 

MQL 45 0.1016 5.08 3.81 2216.2 

8 LN2 

(-15 0C) 45 0.1016 5.08 3.81 2216.2 

9 MQL + LN2  
(-15 0C) 45 0.1016 5.08 3.81 2216.2 

 
 
All the experiments were performed at constant cutting speed of 1127 rpm (45 

m/min), feed-rate of 114.5 mm/min (4.510 ipm), axial depth of cut (aa) of 5.08 mm (0.2 

in) and radial depth of cut (ar) of 3.81 mm (0.15 in) and were selected based on literature 
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review and preliminary research investigation.  Axial depth of cut (aa), radial depth of cut 

(ar) and feed per revolution (fr) were kept constant and were selected to improve 

productivity without adversely sacrificing tool life (performance).  Each experiment 

consisted of 8 passes, each pass of 76.2 mm (3 inches) cutting length.  Three (3) cooling 

strategies (MQL, LN2 and combined (MQL+LN2)) were investigated for each of 

uncoated, AlTiN coated and GMS2 coated end-mills under down-milling operation.  For 

each set of experiments, the total number of tools used was nine (9) carbide end-mills 

(three for each of the uncoated and coated end-mills) and Inconel-718 workpieces used 

were three (3), one for each coating.  Each experiment was replicated once, thus the total 

number of experiments was eighteen (18).  The initial shape of prepared work-piece, with 

drilled, counter-bored and tapped holes for clamping is given in Figure 2.   

 
All dimensions in mm (inches) 

Figure 2: Initial shape of prepared work-piece, with drilled, counter-bored and tapped 
holes for clamping 
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Peripheral high-speed end-milling tests were conducted on three (3) work-piece 

blocks, each having two steps on each of the two sides, using 12.7 mm (0.5 in) diameter, 

4-flute uncoated, 4-flute AlTiN coated and 7-flute GMS2 coated carbide end-mills for 

down-milling operation.  Figure 3 shows workpiece with the sequence of experiments 

performed using three cooling strategies.   

 
All dimensions are in mm (inches) 

Figure 3: Work-piece with schematic of experiments performed under three cooling 
strategies 

 
 

Machining experiment under MQL cooling was conducted before machining 

experiment under LN2 cooling or combined (MQL + LN2) cooling because if LN2 or 

(MQL + LN2) cooling strategy was applied first, it would have affected the hardness of 
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the workpiece steps and hence, the results of experiments following that machining 

experiment. Also, neither of the two cooling strategies, LN2 or combined (MQL + LN2) 

was applied on the same side because they might affect the results of the subsequent 

cooling experiment by increasing the hardness of workpiece.  A new tool was used for 

each cooling strategy to eliminate the effect of tool wear.  The results of the nine (9) 

experiments were analyzed to find the best cooling strategy among MQL, LN2 and 

combined (MQL + LN2) cooling and better tool coating among uncoated, AlTiN coated 

and GMS2 coated end-mill.   

2.1. COOLING STRATEGIES SET-UP 

The main objective of these experiments is to investigate the effects of cooling 

strategies and end-mill coatings on cutting force components (Fx, Fy and Fz), the resultant 

cutting force Fr and amplitude of FFT of cutting force components (FFTx, FFTy, FFTz) at 

cutter tooth frequency in down-milling of Inconel-718 alloy.  Each of the cooling 

strategies investigated (MQL, LN2 and the combined MQL+LN2) were set independently 

for each set of experiment reported in Table 1.  The experimental set-up with cryogenic 

and MQL flow lines and data acquisition system is shown in Figure 4.  The Accu-Lube 

LB-2000 biodegradable mineral oil, used as a lubricant for MQL experiments, is 

investigated as a possible environmentally friendly replacement of conventional emulsion 

coolant.  For experiments involving nitrogen, cryogenic liquid nitrogen (LN2) was 

applied at -15°C temperature to the cutting zone.  The temperature of -150C was chosen 

for the mixture of LN2 and shop air as ideal temperature for Inconel 178 based on 

published literature [16].  
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2.2. WORKPIECE PREPARATION 

The initial shape of the work-piece was machined from rectangular blocks of 

Inconel-718 of dimensions 152.4 mm x 76.2 mm x 38.1 mm (6 in x 3 in x 1.5 in) on 

Cincinnati Milacron Sabre 750 Vertical Machining Center (VMC).  Two steps were 

machined on both sides of the workpiece, each having a width of 30.48 mm (1.2 in) and 

height 5.08 mm (0.2”).  Each step was used to perform one experiment and thus, four 

experiments could be performed on one workpiece.  Two counter-bored holes of diameter 

7.366 (0.29 in.), 38.1 mm (1.5 in.) deep and 60 mm (2.3622 in.) apart were drilled and 

tapped for clamping the workpiece on a dynamometer.   

 

Figure 4: Experimental set-up with cryogenic and MQL flow lines and data acquisition 
system. 
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2.3. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP AND PROCEDURE 

The prepared workpiece was clamped on Cincinnati Milacron Sabre 750 Vertical 

Machining Centre (VMC), equipped with Acramatic 2100 CNC controller and 8 

machining passes were made for each experimental condition shown in Table 1 using 

CNC program written for each experiment.   

For each experiment, the cutting force components (Fx, Fy and Fz) and Fast 

Fourier Transforms of cutting force components (FFTx, FFTy and FFTz) in the x, y and z 

directions were acquired and plotted after each pass.  These plots were processed using 8-

point moving average to remove noise and vibrations from the actual signal.  For cutting 

force components, the value of maximum cutting force components in the x, y and z 

directions was determined from the processed signals.  These maximum cutting forces 

components in the x, y and z directions were then plotted against machined length.  The 

resultant cutting force was calculated from maximum cutting force components in the x, 

y and z directions using the formula: 

    Fr =  �(Fx max
2 +  Fy max

2 +  Fz max
2 )   (1) 

Where: Fr is Resultant cutting foce components, Fx is maximum cutting force 

component in x direciton, Fy is maximum cutting force component in y direciton and Fz is 

maximum cutting force component in z direciton.  For FFT cutting force components, the 

calculated tooth frequency of 4-flute end-mill at 1127 rpm spindle rotation was 75.13 Hz.  

Thus, the amplitude of FFT of cutting force in the x, y and z directions at 75.13 Hz tooth 

frequency was determined from the processed FFT signal after each pass and plotted 

against the machined length.  
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2.3.1. Approach Distance Calculation.  Figure 5 shows the approach distance 

(L1) during and down-milling operation.  Tool starts cutting the workpiece during down-

milling when the center of the tool is at a distance of L1 (approach distance) from the 

workpiece edge perpendicular to feed direction as shown in Figure 4. 

 
Figure 5: Approach distance during down-milling operation 

 
 

The L1 distance is given as follows: 

2 2
1 rL = r - (r-a )                             (2) 

2 2
1L = 6.35  - (6.35-3.81)  = 5.82 mm  

As the workpiece machined length (L) along the feed direction was 76.2 mm (3 

inches), the total machined length for each machining pass becomes: 

ML (Machined Length of single pass) = L + L1 = 76.2 + 5.82 = 82.02 mm         (3) 
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All the 8 passes resulted to a total length of cut of 656.16 mm (25.83 in).  Each 

experiment consisted of eight (8) radial passes resulted to a total machined width of 30.48 

mm (1.2 in).  The corresponding machined lengths for 8 passes after adding additional 

approach length L1 length to each pass, is 82.02 mm, 164.04 mm, 246.06 mm, 328.08 

mm, 410.1 mm, 492.12 mm, 574.14 mm and 656.16 mm respectively. 

3. RESULT ANALYSIS 

3.1. SAMPLE PLOTS FOR MAXIMUM CUTTING FORCE COMPONENTS AND 
FAST FOURIER TRANSFORM (FFT) VERSUS MACHINED LENGTH 
(PASS NUMBER) 

 
 
Figure 6 (a), (b) and (c) show the sample plots of acquired signal of cutting force 

components (Fx, Fy and Fz) in the x, y and z directions for the 3rd pass at a spindle speed 

of 1127 rpm (45 m/min cutting speed), feed-rate of 114.5 mm/min (4.510 ipm), axial and 

radial depths of cut of 5.08 mm (0.2 inches) and 3.81 mm (0.15 inches)) respectively, 

using MQL down-milling strategy, with uncoated bull-nose tool.  The value of maximum 

cutting force components in the x, y and z directions for each pass were determined from 

the processed signals.  These maximum cutting force components were plotted against 

machined length (number of passes).  The resultant cutting forces were also determined 

using maximum cutting force components and plotted against machined length.  Figure 6 

(d), (e) and (f) show the sample plot of FFT’s of cutting force components (FFTx, FFTy 

and FFTz) in the x, y and z directions for the 3rd pass at a spindle speed of 1127 rpm, 

feed-rate of 114.5 mm/min, axial and radial depth of cut of 5.08 mm and 3.81 mm 

respectively using MQL down-milling, with uncoated solid carbide tool.  
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Figure 6: Cutting force and FFT signals for the 3rd pass (255.81 mm machined length) for 
MQL down-milling using uncoated solid carbide tool at spindle speed of 1127 rpm and 

feedrate of 114.5 mm/min.  (a) Fx, (b) Fy, (c) Fz, (d) FFTx, (e) FFTy and (f) FFTz 
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Figure 6: Cutting force and FFT signals for the 3rd pass (255.81 mm machined length) for 
MQL down-milling using uncoated solid carbide tool at spindle speed of 1127 rpm and 

feedrate of 114.5 mm/min.  (a) Fx, (b) Fy, (c) Fz, (d) FFTx, (e) FFTy and (f) FFTz (Contd.) 
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As can be seen from the Figures, the amplitude of FFT is highest at a tooth 

frequency of 75.13 Hz.  This gives the amplitude of vibrations at the end-mill (cutter) 

tooth frequency.  The values of the amplitude of FFT in the x, y and z directions at tooth 

frequency of 75.13 Hz were determined for each pass from the processed signals and 

plotted against machined length (number of passes). The number of flutes in GMS2 

coated end-mills was 7, thus the tooth frequency of the GMS2 coated end-mills came out 

to be 131.5 Hz at which the amplitude of FFT of cutting forces were determined. 

3.2. MAXIMUM CUTTING FORCE COMPONENTS, RESULTANT CUTTING 
FORCE, AND FAST FOURIER TRANSFORMS (FFT) USING UNCOATED 
CARBIDE END-MILLS 

 
 

3.2.1. MQL Cooling Strategy.  Figure 7 shows the plots of maximum cutting 

force components (Fx, Fy, Fz), resultant cutting force (Fr) and, amplitude of FFT of 

cutting force components Fx, Fy and Fz at 75.13 Hz tooth frequency under MQL cooling 

strategy using uncoated end-mill at a cutting speed of 45 m/min (1127 rpm) and a 

federate of 114.5 mm/min (4.510 ipm).  The reason for high value of cutting force 

component Fx can be explained as follows:  During down-milling operation, each cutting 

flute enters the workpiece at an angle with x-axis and starts scooping the metal.  Figure 8 

shows the 3-D chip profile during down-milling operation. As can be seen from figure 8, 

the chip thickness is highest when tool enters into the workpiece and decreases to zero 

the exit of tool from the workpiece.  This provides the maximum impact to cutting flutes 

at the entry of the tool along x-direction.  Due to this maximum impact, the cutting force 

component Fx is highest among all three components. Figure 7 (a) shows that there is a 

gradual increase in the cutting force components with progression of machining passes 
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(tool wear).  Also, the resultant cutting force followed the same trend as dominant cutting 

force component Fx.   

 

 

Figure 7: Maximum cutting force components, resultant cutting force and FFT 
amplitudes of cutting force components vs pass numbers (machined length) in x, y and z-

directions under MQL cooling strategy using uncoated end-mill. (a) Maximum cutting 
force components and resultant cutting force, (b) FFT amplitudes 
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The plot shows that cutting force component Fx, perpendicular to feed direction, is 

the most dominant among all three cutting force components throughout the machining.  

From Figure 7 (b), it can be seen that the amplitude of FFT at tooth frequency is constant, 

which means that the vibrations did not increase much through the machining.  

Amplitude of FFT of cutting forces at tooth frequency followed the same trend as their 

respective cutting force components. MQL cooling provided least resultant cutting force 

using uncoated end-mill. 

 

Figure 8: 3-D Material removal process (chip profile) during down-milling method 
 

 
3.2.2. LN2 Cooling Strategy.  Figure 9 shows the plots of maximum cutting 

force components (Fx, Fy, Fz), resultant cutting force (Fr) and, amplitude of FFT of 

cutting force components Fx, Fy and Fz at 75.13 Hz tooth frequency under LN2 cooling 

strategy using uncoated end-mill at a cutting speed of 45 m/min (1127 rpm) and a 

federate of 114.5 mm/min (4.510 ipm). 
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Figure 9: Maximum cutting force components, resultant cutting force and FFT 
amplitudes of cutting force components vs pass numbers (machined length) in x, y and z-

directions under LN2 cooling strategy using uncoated end-mill. (a) Maximum cutting 
force components and resultant cutting force, (b) FFT amplitudes 

 
 

Although, the application of liquid nitrogen (LN2) on the cutting zone decreases 

the cutting zone temperature, it also increases the hardness of workpiece and the tool as 

well, which may affect the machinability negatively [17].  LN2 does even provide 
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sufficient lubrication which increases the coefficient of friction between tool and 

workpiece, which in turn increases the cutting forces drastically.  Dominant cutting force 

component Fx, perpendicular to feed direction, increased rapidly than MQL cooling due 

to absence of sufficient lubrication and increase in the hardness of the workpiece and 

cutting tool.  Vibrations during machining also increased due to increase in cutting forces 

under LN2 cooling than MQL, which can be verified from the plot of amplitude of FFT of 

cutting forces. 

3.2.3. Combined (MQL + LN2) Cooling Strategy.  Figure 10 shows the plots 

of maximum cutting force components (Fx, Fy, Fz), resultant cutting force (Fr) and, 

amplitude of FFT of cutting force components Fx, Fy and Fz at 75.13 Hz tooth frequency 

under combined (MQL + LN2) cooling strategy using uncoated end-mill at a cutting 

speed of 45 m/min (1127 rpm) and a federate of 114.5 mm/min (4.510 ipm).  Application 

of MQL provides the lubrication to cutting zone and using LN2 cooling helps to lower 

down the temperature of the cutting zone.  Both cooling strategies provided a favorable 

environment for machining Inconel-718, when applied to the cutting zone.  Plot shows 

that the cutting force components did not increase drastically but gradually with increase 

in number of passes (machined length).  The dominant cutting force component 

perpendicular to feed direction (Fx) was slightly higher than that of MQL.  This is 

because the application of LN2 might have increased the hardness of Inconel-718 which 

in turn increased cutting forces.  FFT plot also shows that the vibrations in the x and y 

directions increased unexpectedly during 7th pass. This might have happened as all the 

chips were not removed completely by (MQL + LN2) cooling strategy. These chip might 
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have interfered with the cutting tool and increased the tool wear and hence, cutting 

forces.  

 

 

Figure 10: Maximum cutting force components, resultant cutting force and FFT 
amplitudes of cutting force components vs pass numbers (machined length) in x, y and z-

directions under combined (MQL + LN2) cooling strategy using uncoated end-mill. (a) 
Maximum cutting force components and resultant cutting force, (b) FFT amplitudes 
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3.3. MAXIMUM CUTTING FORCE COMPONENTS, RESULTANT CUTTING 
FORCE, AND FAST FOURIER TRANSFORMS (FFT) USING ALTIN 
COATED CARBIDE END-MILLS 

 
 

3.3.1. MQL Cooling Strategy.  Figure 11 shows the plots under MQL cooling 

strategy using AlTiN coated end-mill.  MQL provides sufficient lubrication to the cutting 

zone and removes chips away from the cutting zone, which gives the most favorable 

environment while machining the Inconel-718.  As can be seen from figure, a gradual 

increase has been seen in the cutting force component with number of passes (machined 

length).  Resultant cutting force followed the same trend as dominant cutting force 

component Fx.  FFT plots followed the same trend as their respective cutting force 

components and gradually increased with number of passes which shows fewer 

vibrations during machining. 

 

Figure 11: Maximum cutting force components, resultant cutting force and FFT 
amplitudes of cutting force components vs pass numbers (machined length) in x, y and z-

directions under MQL cooling strategy using AlTiN coated end-mill. (a) Maximum 
cutting force components and resultant cutting force, (b) FFT amplitudes 
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Figure 11: Maximum cutting force components, resultant cutting force and FFT 
amplitudes of cutting force components vs pass numbers (machined length) in x, y and z-

directions under MQL cooling strategy using AlTiN coated end-mill. (a) Maximum 
cutting force components and resultant cutting force, (b) FFT amplitudes (Contd.) 

 
 

MQL provides sufficient lubrication to the cutting zone and removes chips away 

from the cutting zone, which gives the most favorable environment while machining the 

Inconel-718.  As can be seen from figure, a gradual increase has been seen in the cutting 

force component with number of passes (machined length).  Resultant cutting force 

followed the same trend as dominant cutting force component Fx, perpendicular to the 

direction of feed.  FFT plots followed the same trend as their respective cutting force 

components and gradually increased with number of passes which shows fewer 

vibrations during machining. 

3.3.2. LN2 Cooling Strategy.  Figure 12 shows the plots under LN2 cooling 

using AlTiN coated end-mills.  Application of LN2 lowered down the cutting zone 

temperature, but in the absence of lubrication, cutting forces increased rapidly.   
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Figure 12: Maximum cutting force components, resultant cutting force and FFT 
amplitudes of cutting force components vs pass numbers (machined length) in x, y and z-
directions under LN2 cooling strategy using AlTiN coated end-mill. (a) Maximum cutting 

force components and resultant cutting force, (b) FFT amplitudes 
 
 

Dominant cutting force component (Fx) increased slowly until 5th pass but after 5th 

pass, it increased rapidly due to increase in the tool wear.  Also, application of liquid 

nitrogen increased the hardness of Inconel-718, which further exacerbated cutting forces.  
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Also, amplitude of FFT followed the same trend as cutting force components and showed 

increase in vibrations after 5th pass.  Most of the vibrations occurred along the feed 

direction (FFTy) or perpendicular to feed (FFTx), whereas there were fewer vibrations 

along z direction and hence, the amplitude of FFTz was least among all three in all 

combinations of cooling strategies and tool coatings.   

3.3.3. Combined (MQL + LN2) Cooling Strategy.  Figure 13 shows the plots 

under combined (MQL + LN2) cooling strategy using AlTiN coated end-mill.  LN2 when 

combined with MQL, an improvement in cutting force components and vibrations is seen 

as compared to LN2 cooling alone.  As LN2 cools down the cutting zone temperature and 

MQL provides sufficient lubrication to the tool and workpiece, the machining generated 

very few vibrations as can be seen from Figure 13 (b).  Also, cutting force component 

and vibrations along z direction remained almost constant throughout the machining. 

 
 

Figure 13: Maximum cutting force components, resultant cutting force and FFT 
amplitudes of cutting force components vs pass numbers (machined length) in x, y and z-
directions under combined (MQL + LN2) cooling strategy using AlTiN coated end-mill. 

(a) Maximum cutting force components and resultant force, (b) FFT amplitudes 
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Figure 13: Maximum cutting force components, resultant cutting force and FFT 
amplitudes of cutting force components vs pass numbers (machined length) in x, y and z-
directions under combined (MQL + LN2) cooling strategy using AlTiN coated end-mill. 
(a) Maximum cutting force components and resultant force, (b) FFT amplitudes (Contd.) 
 
 
3.4. MAXIMUM CUTTING FORCE COMPONENTS, RESULTANT CUTTING 

FORCE, AND FAST FOURIER TRANSFORMS (FFT) USING GMS2 
COATED CARBIDE END-MILLS 

 
 

3.4.1. MQL Cooling Strategy.  Figure 14 shows the plots under MQL cooling 

strategy using GMS2 coated end-mill.  Plot shows a gradual increase in cutting force 

components throughout the machining. GMS2 coated end-mill had lower chip load due to 

more number of cutting flutes than uncoated and AlTiN coated tools even though the feed 

per revolution in all three kind of tools was same. In other words, the material scooped by 

each tooth of GMS2 coated seven-flute tool was less than that of uncoated and AlTiN 

coated end-mills.  Thus, the vibrations generated during machining using GMS2 were less 

than uncoated and AlTiN coated end-mills.  Even though, material scooped by each tooth 
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of GMS2 coated end-mills was less than that of uncoated and AlTiN coated end-mills, 

cutting force components were higher. 

 

 

Figure 14: Maximum cutting force components, resultant cutting force and FFT 
amplitudes of cutting force components vs pass numbers (machined length) in x, y and z-

directions under MQL cooling strategy using GMS2 coated end-mill. (a) Maximum 
cutting force components and resultant cutting force, (b) FFT amplitudes 

 
 
3.4.2. LN2 Cooling Strategy.  Figure 15 shows the cutting force components, 

the resultant cutting force and FFT plots under LN2 cooling using GMS2 coated end-mill.   
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Figure 15: Maximum cutting force components, resultant cutting force and FFT 

amplitudes of cutting force components vs pass numbers (machined length) in x, y and z-
directions under LN2 cooling strategy using GMS2 coated end-mill. (a) Maximum cutting 

force components and resultant cutting force, (b) FFT amplitudes 
 
 

Application of LN2 on GMS2 coated end-mills caused the tool to generate highest 

cutting forces among all tool coatings and cooling strategies.  Dominant cutting force 

component Fx was very high from beginning and increased rapidly until 7th pass.  The 
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tool broke when the 7th pass before acquiring the force components and their FFTs. 

Cutting force Fz did not increase much and contribute least towards resultant force. 

3.4.3. Combined (MQL + LN2) Cooling Strategy.  Figure 16 shows the plots 

under combined (MQL + LN2) cooling strategy using GMS2 coated end-mill.  Due to 

application of lubrication on the cutting zone along with cryogenic cooling, the tool was 

able to machine all 8 passes.  A gradual increase in cutting force components Fx and Fy 

has been seen, whereas the magnitude of cutting force component Fz kept on fluctuating 

till 5th pass and remained almost flat after that.  Although, combined (MQL + LN2) 

cooling improved the machinability of Inconel-718 as compared to LN2 machining alone, 

the forces were quite higher as compared to those in MQL cooling. 

 

Figure 16: Maximum cutting force components, resultant cutting force and FFT 
amplitudes of cutting force components vs pass numbers (machined length) in x, y and z-
directions under combined (MQL + LN2) cooling strategy using GMS2 coated end-mill. 
(a) Maximum cutting force components and resultant cutting force, (b) FFT amplitudes 
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Figure 16: Maximum cutting force components, resultant cutting force and FFT 
amplitudes of cutting force components vs pass numbers (machined length) in x, y and z-
directions under combined (MQL + LN2) cooling strategy using GMS2 coated end-mill. 
(a) Maximum cutting force components and resultant cutting force, (b) FFT amplitudes 

(Contd.) 
 
 

3.5. COMPARATIVE INVESTIGATION OF RESULTANT CUTTING FORCES 
UNDER MQL, LN2 AND COMBINED (MQL + LN2) COOLING 
STRATEGIES, USING UNCOATED, ALTIN COATED AND GMS2 COATED 
END-MILLS 

 
 
Figure 17 shows the resultant cutting forces vs end-mill coatings and cooling 

strategies using uncoated, AlTiN coated and GMS2 coated end-mills under MQL, LN2 

and combined (MQL + LN2) cooling strategies.  Plot shows that uncoated end-mills 

generated lower resultant cutting forces than AlTiN coated and GMS2 coated end-mills 

under same cooling strategy, followed by AlTiN coated end-mills.  GMS2 coated end-

mills generated the highest resultant cutting forces under all three cooling strategies.  

From literature, it has already been seen that the tool coatings are not always effective in 

terms of cutting forces [20].  Plot also shows that the MQL cooling strategy generated 
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lower resultant cutting forces using same end-mill coatings, followed by combined (MQL 

+ LN2) cooling strategy, whereas LN2 cooling generated highest resultant cutting forces.  

Uncoated end-mill under MQL cooling strategy generated the least resultant cutting 

force.  When GMS2 coated end-mill used with LN2 cooling strategy, the machining could 

only last until 6th pass before the tool broke and generated the highest resultant cutting 

force than other cooling strategies and end-mill coatings. It is evident that LN2 cooling 

alone generates highest cutting forces and should be avoided while machining Inconel-

718. 

 

Figure 17: Resultant cutting forces vs pass numbers (machined length) under all cooling 
strategies and end-mill coatings 
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4. CONCLUSIONS 

This research investigated the effects of three cooling strategies (MQL, LN2 and 

MQL+LN2) and three tool coatings (Uncoated, AlTiN coated and GMS2 coated ) on 

cutting force components (Fx, Fy, Fz) and their Fast Fourier Transforms (FFT’s) and, the 

resultant cutting force during peripheral down-milling of Inconel-718 alloy using solid 

carbide bull-nose helical end-mills.  From the results obtained, the following conclusions 

can be made: 

1. Cutting force component Fx, perpendicular to the feed direction, is always dominant 

among all three cutting force components and increases with number of passes 

(machined length). 

2. Resultant cutting force always follows similar trend and magnitude as the dominant 

cutting force component Fx, perpendicular to the feed direction. 

3. Amplitudes of FFT of cutting forces in the x, y and z directions at tooth frequency 

almost follow similar trend as their respective cutting force components. 

4. The amplitudes of FFT for all cutting force components versus machining length for 

MQL and combined (MQL +  LN2) cooling strategies are almost flat, which indicates 

the lower vibrations and smoother operation as compared LN2 cooling strategy, where 

the amplitude of FFT increases rapidly which indicates higher vibrations and hence, 

cutting forces. 

5. Due to increase in number of teeth, GMS2 coated end-mills generates the least 

amplitude of FFT of cutting force components which indicates the lower vibrations, 

as GMS2 coated end-mills scoop less material than uncoated and AlTiN coated end-

mills. 
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6. Comparative evaluation of resultant cutting forces shows that uncoated end-mills 

generate lowest resultant cutting forces, followed by AlTiN coated end-mills, whereas 

GMS2 coated end-mills generate highest resultant forces under all cooling strategies. 

7. Comparative evaluation of resultant cutting forces shows that the MQL cooling 

strategy generates lowest resultant cutting forces, followed by combined (MQL + 

LN2) cooling, whereas LN2 cooling strategy generates highest resultant cutting forces 

with all end-mill coatings. 

8. Using LN2 cooling strategy alone is not recommended for machining Inconel-718 due 

to high cutting forces and vibrations. 

9. Uncoated end-mills under MQL cooling strategy are recommended for machining 

Inconel-718 based on cutting forces. 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper presents the results of experimental investigation of the effects of 

milling methods (up-milling and down-milling) and cooling strategies [Emulsion cooling, 

Minimum Quantity Lubrication (MQL), Cryogenic cooling using Liquid Nitrogen (LN2) 

and Combined (MQL+LN2)] on flank wear, chip morphology and surface roughness in 

peripheral high speed end-milling of Inconel-718.  The experimental results show that 

down-milling generated lower maximum flank wear than up-milling for all cooling 

strategies, thus improves machinability.  MQL cooling with down-milling generated 

lowest maximum flank wear and is recommended for machining Inconel-718, whereas 

LN2 with up-milling generated highest flank wear.  Tool wear mechanism in up-milling is 

adhesion and failure modes are chipping and plastic deformation, causing rapid tool wear, 

while abrasion is the tool wear mechanism under down-milling causing progressive tool 

wear.  Also, emulsion up-milling operation generated lowest surface roughness whereas, 

emulsion, MQL and combined (MQL + LN2) strategies with down-milling generated 
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equal and second lowest surface roughness.  Results show that using MQL cooling with 

down-milling operation for machining Inconel-718 can lead to significant cost saving and 

sustainable machining. 

Keywords:  High Speed Up-milling and Down-milling; Inconel 718; Flank wear; Chip 

morphology; Minimum Quantity Lubrication; Cryogenic machining. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Inconel 718 superalloy is used extensively in aerospace and nuclear industries for 

components such as turbine blades, low and high-pressure disc compressors used in high 

temperature, high load and corrosion resistance compartments of jet and gas turbine 

engines, due to its excellent properties such as: high strength-to-weight ratio, ability to 

retain its properties at high temperatures, high corrosion and creep resistance Inconel 718 

superalloy, made up mainly of nickel, chromium and molybdenum, is suitable for use in 

aggressive environments due to its excellent properties like high strength to weight ratio 

which is maintained at elevated temperatures also, corrosion and fracture resistance 

(Ezugwu & Wang, 1997).  That is why they are used extensively in turbines, nuclear 

reactors, space craft, automotive and aerospace industries.  However, Inconel 718 is 

characterized as a very “difficult-to-cut” material, because it poses severe problems 

during machining. E like enormous amount of heat is generated in the cutting zone due to 

high friction between the tool-chip interface and tool-workpiece interface and is not 

removed as quickly as it is generated due to its low thermal conductivity and mostly 

concentrated on the tool cutting edges, causing severe tool wear.  Therefore the heat is 

mostly concentrated on the tool cutting edges, causing severe tool wear.   Also, due to 

high temperature and pressure at the cutting zone, some particles from the workpiece get 
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welded on the cutting edges of the tool, which further exacerbates tool wear.  Its good 

mechanical strength and ability to work harden at elevated temperatures and pressures 

leads to high cutting forces and its high chemical affinity with many cutting tool 

materials leads to welding of the tool to form built-up edge (BUE).  End-milling is a 

widely used machining operation due to its versatility.  Its and  applications may range 

from aerospace and automotive industries to small tool and die shops, as it can be used 

for milling many features like peripheral, slot or face milling.  Some problems 

encountered while machining using end-milling operations are high cutting forces, high 

cutting temperature, rapid tool wear, tool breakage, and chatter.  These problems 

associated with end-milling are further exacerbated while machining difficult-to-cut 

metals such as Inconel 718 because the desired properties of this difficult-to-cut metal 

become disadvantage while machining them.  

Due to the problems mentioned above, care must be taken to select appropriate 

machining parameters when machining difficult-to-cut metals.  Tool wear is an important 

factor affecting machinability of Inconel 718, as it cannot be avoided during machining, 

improvement in tool wear helps to reduce the cutting zone temperature, cutting forces and 

improving surface roughness.  Su et al. (2010) compared the performance of Cryogenic 

Minimum Quantity Lubrication (CMQL) at two different temperatures with dry 

machining and refrigerated air cutting at two different temperatures in high speed end-

milling of titanium alloys.  They reported improvement in temperature and tool wear 

using CMQL at -20°C.  Su et al., (2006) also investigated the effects of 

cooling/lubrications on tool life in high speed end-milling of Ti-6Al-4V.  They concluded 

that compressed cold nitrogen gas and oil mist (CCNGOM) at -10°C yielded the best tool 
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life among all cooling strategies.  They also discussed various failure modes and wear 

mechanisms under different cooling conditions.  Özel et al. (2010) investigated the 

effects of uncoated, cBN, TiAlN, and TiAlN+cBN coated single and multi-layer coated 

tungsten carbide inserts in turning Ti-6Al-4V on cutting forces and tool wear and 

concluded that the cBN coated tungsten carbide inserts generated least tool wear.  Zhang 

et al. (2012) investigated the effects of dry and Minimum Quantity Cooling Lubrication 

(MQCL) on cutting forces and tool wear in end-milling of Inconel 718.  They reported 

that MQCL achieved lower cutting forces and tool wear compared to dry machining.  

Kim et al. (2001) investigated the effect dry and compressed chilly-air coolant on flank 

wear in high-speed milling of different difficult-to- cut metals having hardness varying 

from HRc28 to HRc60 using different coated tools.  They reported improvement in flank 

wear using compressed chilly-air coolants compared to dry and flood coolants.  Musfirah 

et al. (2017) reported that the application of cryogenic cooling reduced the tool wear and 

surface roughness as compared to dry machining in high speed machining of Inconel 718 

coated tungsten carbide inserts.  Along with tool wear, surface roughness is another 

factor used to analyze the performance of difficult-to-cut metals.  Zhao et al. (2007) 

reported some improvement in cutting forces, surface roughness and tool life when using 

MQL over dry machining in high speed milling of Ti-6Al-4V using uncoated cemented 

carbide inserts.  Dhananchezian and Kumar (2011) reported improvement in tool wear, 

surface roughness, temperature and cutting forces using cryogenic cooling as compared 

to wet cooling in turning of Ti-6Al-4V using modified coated carbide inserts.  Shokrani 

et al. (2016) conducted several experiments to investigate the effects of dry, flood and 

cryogenic cooling on surface integrity in the end-milling of Ti-6Al-4V titanium alloy 
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using coated carbide tools.  They reported improvement in surface roughness and surface 

roughness defects using cryogenic coolingover dry and flood cooling.   Ravi and Kumar 

(2011) reported improvement in tool wear with cryogenic cooling by 29-34 % and 10-

12% than dry and wet cooling respectively in end-milling of hardened steel using PVD 

coated carbide inserts. The surface roughness with cryogenic cooling was improved by 

33-40% and 25-29% over dry and wet cooling respectively.  Ahmad Yasir et al. (2009) 

investigated the effects of dry and MQL cooling with different MQL flow rates on flank 

wear and surface roughness during machining of Ti-6Al-4V using PVD coated cemented 

carbide tools at three cutting speeds.  They reported that MQL was more effective when 

applied on worn out tools.  Also, they reported that the effect of feed-rate on surface 

roughness is more significant than other parameters.    Shokrani et al. (2017) reported that 

a novel hybrid cryogenic and MQL (CryoMQL) cooling increased the tool life in milling 

of age hardened Inconel 718 due to reduction in tool wear growth rate.  Also, they 

reported that the average surface roughness of the bottom surface of milled workpiece 

reduced by 18% by the application of hybrid cryogenic and MQL (cryoMQL) cooling as 

compared to MQL.  Wang et al. ( 2017) investigated the effects of cutting speed and 

feed-rate on surface roughness and fatigue life in face milling of Inconel 718.  They 

concluded that surface roughness increased with increase in feed-rate, whereas surface 

roughness was barely affected by cutting speed within chosen parameters. 

It has been seen that using different combinations of machining parameters, 

cooling strategies and milling methods produce different chip morphologies.  Thus, it 

becomes pertinent to analyze chip morphology while investigating tool wear, to 

understand the effects of specific cutting conditions on machinability of Inconel 718.  
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These chips if not removed quickly, can increase the cutting zone temperature drastically 

and also interrupt the machining process, which may increase tool wear and hence, lead 

to tool failure and breakage. Liao et al. (2008) reported that cutting temperature and chip 

disposal are two main problems encountered in high-speed end-milling of Inconel 718.  

Dhar et al. (2007) reported improvement in tool-chip interface temperature, chip 

reduction coefficient, average principle and auxiliary flank wear and surface roughness 

using MQL over dry machining in turning AISI-1040 steel.  Su et al. (2007) reported 

improvement in tool wear, surface finish and chip shape using cooling air and CAMQL 

in finish turning of Inconel 718.  Yuan et al. (2011) reported that MQL with cooling air -

15°C yielded the most favorable environment for machining Ti-6Al-4V alloy in terms of 

cutting force, tool wear, surface roughness and chip morphology.  They further reported 

that MQL with cooling air produced the shorter chips, which helped the lubricant to 

effectively penetrate into tool-chip interface.  Aramcharoen and Chuan (2014) reported 

that cryogenic cooling helped chip breakability in milling of Inconel 718.  Cryogenic 

cooling was very effective in tool wear reduction, improving the machined surface 

quality and also reduced the contact friction between tool-chip interface which further 

improved the efficiency of lubricating action.  Obikawa et al. (2008) reported that by 

spraying small amount of lubrication, called micro-liter lubrication, on cutting zone using 

specially designed nozzle increased the tool life as compared to ordinary MQL spraying 

in machining of Inconel 718.  Cui et al. (2016) reported that the degree of chip serration 

increased and tool-chip contact length decreased with increase in cutting speed in high 

and ultra-high speed milling of AISI H13 hardened steel.  They reported that the main 

tool wear pattern was flank wear.  Zhu et al. (2016) investigated the mechanism under 
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which the degree of segmentation of chip becomes more and more with progression of 

tool wear in the end-milling of Ti-6Al-4V.   

 Hadi et al. (2013) reported improvement in tool wear using down-milling 

operation than up-milling in ball nose end-milling of Inconel 718 using MQL.  They 

reported that the tool wear increased with increase in depth of cut, feed-rate and cutting 

speed.  The pitting and notch wear on the edge of the tool were predominant failure 

modes.  Segmented chips with typically saw-tooth shape were produced using up-milling, 

whereas discontinuous serrated chips were produced using down-milling operation.  Sun 

and Guo (2008) presented a new multi-view approach to characterize the chip 

morphology including top, free, back and cross section surfaces of the chips in end-

milling of Ti-6Al-4V using flood coolant.   Patwari et al. (2010) identified primary and 

secondary saw/serrated teeth appeared at the free edge of the chip as the instabilities of 

periodic nature using a mathematical model in machining of medium carbon steel 

(S45C).  They also studied the mechanism of the formation of teeth and their frequency 

of formation and, verified using ANOVA.  Milling method also plays a vital role in 

improving tool wear and overall machinability. Bouzakis et al. (2008) reported that the 

kinematics of milling process has significant effect in cutting performance and 

distribution of stress.  Li et al. (2006) reported that the flank wear, the predominant 

failure mode, propagated more in up-milling than down-milling in end-milling of Inconel 

718 with coated carbide inserts under dry cutting. Also, the mean peak cutting force 

propagation increased with the propagation of tool wear.  Tian et al. (2013) reported 

improvement in tool wear using down-milling over up-milling in high speed milling of 
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Inconel 718 using cemented coated carbide inserts.  They also obtained and showed the 

correlations of the chips from FEM model with the actually produced chips.   

Krain et al. (2007) reported the highest tool life at a chip thickness of 0.07 mm 

and 12.5% radial immersion in the end-milling of Inconel 718.  Also, the tool life 

decreased with increased in chip thickness and radial immersion.  The tool wear 

mechanisms were adhesion and attrition and modes of tool failure were average flank 

wear, notching and localized wear.  High speed machining has the advantage to increase 

material removal rate, lower cutting forces and improve surface roughness, and has been 

successfully applied in machining aluminum alloys of aircraft parts and die steels in die 

and mold industry.  Figure 1 shows the commonly accepted high-speed cutting ranges in 

machining of various materials (Fallböhmer et al., 2000).  The figure shows that high 

cutting speed range depends on the strength and machinability of the material.  The 

higher the strength and the more difficult-to cut of the material, the lower the high cutting 

speed range. Thus, high cutting speed range for Aluminium is higher than high cutting 

speed range for Nickel alloys.  From above literature, it is clear that there has been no 

comprehensive study to investigate the combined effects of milling methods (up-milling 

and down-milling) with different cooling strategies (Emulsion, MQL, LN2 and combined 

MQL + LN2) on tool wear, surface roughness and chip morphology in high-speed cutting 

range for Inconel 718 alloy.  The potential of combining two different cooling strategies 

using carbide end-mills at machining speed higher than current industry standards 

(Ulutan, Pleta, Henderson, & Mears, 2015) for milling nickel-based superalloy using 

uncoated carbide end-mills has not been investigated. as reported by  Iturbe et al. (2016) 

that the benefits of cryogenic + MQL machining over conventional machining are not 
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evident over long machining time and at industrial cutting conditions and the cryogenic + 

MQL has shorter tool life than the tool life requirements established by industry.  Only a 

few studies have been performed in combining different cooling strategies using one of 

the milling methods on some of the difficult-to-cut metals at claimed high cutting speeds 

but at very low material removal rate and total material removed, which are too low to be 

implemented in actual industry for machining nickel alloys like Inconel 718, which is a 

highly difficult-to-cut metal.   

 
Figure 1: High-speed cutting ranges in machining of various materials (redrawn) 

(Fallböhmer et al., 2000) 
 
 

Although, limited literature is available to understand the wear mechanism, failure 

modes and chip morphology of some of the materials having higher high cutting speed 

ranges like cast iron, steel or titanium as shown in Figure 1, it is difficult to predict the 

machinability of one material by studying the research findings of other material.  Fang 

and Wu (Fang & Wu, 2009) also reported that the research findings of one material are 
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difficult to apply on other as high speed machining of two different materials involves 

completely different machining setups.  The current work focuses on investigation of 

different cooling strategies with up and down-milling to improve machinability of 

Inconel 718. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL PLAN AND PROCEDURE 

Peripheral high-speed end-milling tests were conducted on Cincinnati Milacron 

Sabre 750 Vertical Machining Centre (VMC), equipped with Acramatic 2100 CNC 

controller, using 4-flutes uncoated helical bull-nose solid carbide end-mills of diameter 

12.7 mm (0.5 inches).  The detailed experimental plan for the investigation of the effects 

of end-milling methods, cooling strategies and machining parameters using uncoated 

helical bull-nose solid carbide end-mills is summarized in Table 1.   

Table1: Experiment plan for investigation of end-milling methods, cooling strategies and 
machining parameters using uncoated helical bull-nose solid carbide end-mills 

Cooling 
Strategy 

Milling method 

Block 
No. 

Cutting 
Speed 
m/min 

Feed per 
revolution 

mm/rev 

Depths of cut 

MRR 
(mm3/min) Up-

milling 
Down-
milling 

Axial 
(aa) 
mm 

Radial 
(ar) 
mm 

Emulsion Exp # 
1 

Exp # 
2 1 45 0.1016 5.08 3.81 2216.2 

MQL Exp # 
3 

Exp # 
4 2 45 0.1016 5.08 3.81 2216.2 

LN2 

(-15°C) Exp# 5 Exp# 6 1 45 0.1016 5.08 3.81 2216.2 

MQL + 
LN2  

(-15°C) 
Exp# 7 Exp# 8 2 45 0.1016 5.08 3.81 2216.2 
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All the experiments were conducted at constant cutting speed of 1127 rpm (45 

m/min), feed-rate of 114.5 mm/min (4.510 ipm), axial depth of cut (aa) of 5.08 mm (0.2 

in) and radial depth of cut (ar) of 3.81 mm (0.15 in), these were selected based on 

literature review and preliminary research investigation.  Axial depth of cut (aa), radial 

depth of cut (ar) and feed per revolution (fr) were kept constant and were selected to 

improve productivity without adversely sacrificing tool life (performance).  Each 

experiment consists of 8 passes, each pass of 76.2 mm (3 inches) cutting length.  Four (4) 

cooling strategies (Emulsion, MQL, LN2 and combined (MQL+LN2)) were investigated 

under each of the up-milling and down-milling methods.   

 
                                              All dimensions in mm (inches) 

Figure 2: Initial shape of prepared work-piece, with drilled, counter-bored and tapped 
holes for clamping  
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For each set of experiments, the total number of tools used was eight (8) uncoated 

carbide end-mills and Inconel 718 workpiece blocks used were two (2).  Each experiment 

was replicated once, thus the total number of experiments was sixteen (16).  The initial 

shape of prepared workpiece, with drilled, counter-bored and tapped holes for clamping 

is given in Figure 2.  Peripheral high-speed end-milling tests were conducted on three (3) 

workpiece blocks, each having two steps on each of the two sides, using 12.7 mm (0.5 in) 

diameter, 4-flute uncoated carbide end-mills for up-milling and down-milling operations.  

Figure 3 (a) Shows workpiece 1 with the sequence of experiments performed 

(Experiments #1, 2, 5 and 6).  Figure 3 (b) shows workpiece 2 and the sequence of 

experiments performed (Experiments # 3, 4, 7 and 8).   

  
All dimensions in mm (inches)  

Figure 3: Schematic of experiments performed on workpieces. (a) Workpiece 1 for 
experiment #1,2,5 and 6 and (b) Workpiece 2 for experiment #3,4,7 and 8 

 
 

Machining experiment under emulsion and MQL cooling strategies were 

conducted before machining experiment under LN2 cooling or combined (MQL + LN2) 
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cooling because if LN2 or (MQL + LN2) cooling strategy was applied first, it would have 

affected the hardness of the workpiece steps and hence, the results of the experiments 

following that machining experiment. Also, neither of the two cooling strategies, LN2 or 

combined (MQL + LN2) was applied on the same side because they might affect the 

results of the subsequent cooling experiment by increasing the hardness of workpiece. A 

new tool was used for each cooling strategy to eliminate the effect of tool wear.  The 

results of the eight (8) experiments were analyzed to find the best milling method among 

up-milling and down-milling, and better cooling strategy among conventional emulsion, 

MQL, LN2 and combined (MQL + LN2) cooling. 

2.1. COOLING STRATEGIES SETUP 

The main objective of these experiments is to investigate the effects of milling 

methods and cooling strategies on maximum flank wear, chip morphology and surface 

roughness.  Each of the cooling strategies investigated (Emulsion, MQL, LN2 and 

combination of (MQL+LN2)) were set independently for each set of experiment reported 

in Table 1.  The application of conventional emulsion reduces the temperature at the 

cutting zone and washes the chips away from the cutting zone.  In addition to that, it 

reduces friction between the chip and tool rake face, the tool flank and workpiece 

machined surface.  A semi-synthetic emulsion coolant, type VPTECH, manufactured by 

Walter Tools was used for this purposeas a conventional emulsion cutting fluid.  The 

emulsion coolant was mixed with water to achieve the recommended concentration of 6-

10%, given by the manufacturer for machining nickel alloys.  A refractometer was used 

to measure the concentration of the coolant.  The Accu-Lube LB-2000 biodegradable 

mineral oil, used as a lubricant for performing experiments involving MQL, is 
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investigated as a possible environmentally friendly replacement of conventional emulsion 

coolant.   

A 160 liters liquid nitrogen cylinder with an operating pressure of 15.9 bar (230 psi) 

containing liquid nitrogen was used for the experiments involving liquid nitrogen (LN2) 

at -15°C to cool down the cutting zone temperature.  The temperature of -15°C was 

chosen for the mixture of LN2 and shop air as ideal temperature for Inconel 178 based on 

published literature (Yuan et al., 2011). 

2.2. WORKPIECE PREPARATION 

The initial shape of the workpiece was machined from rectangular blocks of 

Inconel 718 of dimensions 152.4 mm x 76.2 mm x 38.1 mm (6 in. x 3 in. x 1.5 in.) on 

Cincinnati Milacron Sabre 750 vertical machining center (VMC).  Two steps were 

machined on both sides of the workpiece, each having a width of 30.48 mm (1.2 in.) and 

height 5.08 mm (0.2 in.).  Each step was used to perform one experiment and thus, four 

experiments were performed on one workpiece.  Two counter-bored holes of diameter 

7.366 (0.29 in.), 38.1 mm (1.5 in.) deep and 60 mm (2.3622 in.) apart were drilled and 

tapped for clamping the workpiece on a dynamometer.   

2.3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND PROCEDURE 

The prepared workpiece was clamped on Cincinnati Milacron Sabre 750 Vertical 

Machining Centre (VMC), equipped with Acramatic 2100 CNC controller and 8 

machining passes were made for each experimental condition shown in Table 1 using 

CNC program written for each experiment.  Cutting forces were acquired during each 

pass and analyzed later.  The operation was stopped after each pass, chip samples were 
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collected for analysis, and the tool was taken out from the CNC machine to measure 

maximum flank wear.  Surface roughness of machined surfaces were also measured after 

the end of each experiment.  Cutting force analysis are not reported in this paper. 

2.3.1. Tool Wear Measurement.  After completion of each machining pass, the 

operation was stopped and the tool was taken out from the machine tool drum and the 

maximum flank wear was measured using Keyence VHX – 5000 digital microscope.  To 

measure the maximum flank wear, a reference line along the tool cutting edge above the 

axial depth of cut was drawn, from which the measurements of flank wear land were 

made in the beginning and after each cutting pass. This procedure was repeated after each 

pass.   

2.3.2. Chip Analysis.  After each pass, the machining was stopped and samples 

of chips were collected and analyzed.  The individual chips were analyzed under VHX – 

5000 digital microscope.  Chips images were captured using a digital camera. Also, the 

chip length were measured using VHX – 5000 digital microscope. 

2.3.3. Surface Roughness Measurement.  Surface roughness was measured on 

the machined surface using a portable Brown and Sharpe pocket surf profilometer.  The 

measurements were made on the surface perpendicular to feed direction.  For each 

experiment, the arithmetic average surface roughness (Ra) of the machined workpiece 

was measured at three different locations which were 25.4 mm (1 in.) apart from each 

other. Measurements were made using a traverse length of 5 mm (0.195 in.) at a speed of 

5.08 mm/sec. The cut-off of tracing length was 0.8 mm (0.03 in.) and the number of cut-

offs used was 5 which made a total evaluation length of 4.0 mm (0.15 in.). Figure 4 
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shows the arithmetic average surface roughness measurement locations on the workpiece. 

After taking three measurements, the average values were calculated using the formula: 

a1 a2 a3
avg

R + R + RR  = 
3

                        (1) 

Where Ra1, Ra2, Ra3 are the 1st, 2nd and 3rd arithmetic average surface roughness 

measurements respectively. 

 

All dimensions in mm (inches) 
Figure 4: Workpiece with surface roughness measurement locations 

 
 

2.3.4. Cutter Entry and Exit Angle during Up and Down-Milling, Chip 

Length and Approach Distance Calculations.  Figure 5 shows the cutter entry angle for 

down-milling and cutter exit angle for up-milling and, maximum chip thickness (hmax).  

As can be seen from the figure 5, workpiece is being feeding along feed direction and 
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cutting tool is rotating in clockwise direction in both up and down-milling operation.  

During up-milling operation, the cutting tool is rotating up-against the workpiece feed 

direction and the tool flutes enters the workpiece along y direction with an angle of -180° 

with negative x-axis and comes out of the workpiece at an angle of Øexit with negative x-

axis. Also, the chip thickness at the entry of the cutting tool into workpiece is zero and it 

increases to maximum when the tool comes out of the workpiece.  In case of down-

milling operation, the cutting tool rotates along the feed direction and the tool flutes 

enters into the workpiece at an angle of Øentry with negative x-axis and comes out of the 

workpiece at an angle of 0° with x-axis.  The chip thickness is maximum when the 

cutting tool enters into the workpiece in down-milling and it reduces the zero when the 

tool comes out of the workpiece. 

 
Figure 5: Cutter entry angle during down-milling and cutter exit angle during up-milling 

 
 

The cutter entry and exit angles for both up and down-milling are calculated below: 

For down-milling. The tool always comes out of the workpiece at an angle of 

180° with negative x-axis. Thus, 
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exit   180=φ °                  (2) 

The entry angle is calculated using Figure 5 as follows: 

entry   180 - (90 - α) =φ                                          (3a) 

From ∆ abc 

rr-aacCos (90 - α) =  =  
ab r

             (3b) 

where, r is the radius of tool and ar is the radial depth of cut. 

rr-a90 - α = arccos ( ) 
r

                  (3c) 

6.35-3.8190 - α = arccos ( ) = arccos (0.4) = 66.42
6.35

°  

Substituting the value of 90 – α in (3a) 

r
entry

r-a = 180 - arccos ( ) 
r

φ                           (3d) 

=  180 - 66.42 = 113.58entry  φ °  

For up-milling. From Figure 5, the tool penetrates into the workpiece at an angle of 00 

with negative x-axis. Thus, 

entry  = 0φ °                (4) 

Exit angle can be found using from ∆ a1b1c1 

1 1 r
exit

1 1

a c r - aCos  =  = ( )
a b r

φ              (5a) 

r
exit

r - a= arccos ( ) 
r

φ                                                                                                   (5b) 
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exit
6.35 -3.81 = arccos ( ) = 66.42

6.35
φ °T 

The shear action of the tool while machining creates the chips of specific length 

depending upon the feed per tooth and radial depth of cut as shown in Figure 6.  

 
(a) Chip formation during down-milling operation 

 

 
(c) Chip length, Lc 

Figure 6: Chip morphology with blown-up images showing maximum chip thickness and 
chip length. (a) Chip morphology, (b) maximum chip thickness and (c) chip length 
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Chip Length 

The chip length is calculated from Figure 6b as follows: 

From ∆ cdf: 

2 2 2
c r tL  = a  + (k + f )                (6) 

From ∆ abc: 

kCos (α) =   k = r Cos(α)
r

⇒                (7) 

Substituting the value of k in (6) 

2 2 2 2 2
c r t r tL  = a  + (k + f )  = a  + (r Cos (α) + f )            (8a) 

2 2
c r tL  = a  + (r Cos (α) + f )              (8b)  

From ∆ abc: 

2 2 2k  + (r - a )  = rr               (9a) 

2 2 2
r r r r rk  = r  - (r - a )  = [r + (r - a )] [r - (r - a )] = [2r - a ] [a ]         (9b) 

2
r rk = 2 r a  - a               (9c) 

As we know, 
2

r r2 r a  - akCos (α) =  = 
r r

           [From (7) and (9c)]       (10) 

Substituting the value of Cos (α) in (8b) 

2
r r2 2 2 2 2 2 2

c r t r t r r r t

2 r a  - a
L  = a  + (r Cos(α) + f )  = a  + (r  + f )  = a  + ( 2 r a  - a  + f )

r
(11) 

Expanding (11), we get 

2 2
c r t r r tL  = 2 r a  + 2 f  2 r a  - a  + f            (12) 
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2 2
cL  = 2×6.35 ×3.81 + 2×0.0254 2 ×6.35×3.81-3.81   + 0.0254  = 6.977 mm  

Chip length after each pass was also measured using digital microscope. The 

measured chip length was compared with calculated chip length under all cooling 

strategies and milling methods.   

The tool starts cutting during up and down-milling when the center of the end-

mill is at a distance of L1 (approach distance) from the workpiece edge perpendicular to 

feed direction as shown in Figure 7. The distance L1 is given as follows. 

2 2
1 rL = r - (r-a )                           (13) 

2 2
1L = 6.35  - (6.35-3.81)  = 5.82 mm  

As the workpiece machined length (L) along the feed direction was 76.2 mm (3 

inches), the total machined length for each machining pass becomes: 

ML (Machined Length of single pass) = L + L1 = 76.2 + 5.82 = 82.02 mm       (14) 

 

Figure 7: Approach distance during down-milling and up-milling operation 
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3. RESULT ANALYSIS 
 

 
3.1. MAXIMUM FLANK WEAR AND CHIP MORPHOLOGY FOR UP-

MILLING AND DOWN-MILLING METHOD UNDER EMULSION 
COOLING STRATEGY 

 
 

3.1.1. Maximum Flank Wear.  Figure 8 shows the plot for maximum flank 

wear vs number of passes (machined length) for up and down-milling methods under 

emulsion cooling strategy at a cutting speed of 45 m/min (1127 rpm) and 114.5 mm/min 

(4.510 ipm) feed-rate. 

 
Figure 8: Maximum flank wear vs number of passes (machined length) for up and down-

milling under emulsion cooling strategy 
 
 

The plot shows that the maximum flank wear in emulsion down-milling method is 

less than that in up-milling throughout the machining length and increases gradually with 

number of passes (machined length). The initial flank land and progressive flank wear 

after 1st, 5th and 8th passes under emulsion cooling strategy for up and down-milling 

methods are shown in Figure 9.   
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  (a) Pass 0  (b) Pass 1           (c) Pass 5         (d) Pass 8 

          
  (e) Pass 0          (f) Pass 1         (g) Pass 5          (h) Pass 8 

Figure 9:  Initial flank land and progressive flank wear for up and down-milling under 
emulsion cooling strategy. Emulsion up-milling at (a) pass 0, (b) pass 1, (c) pass 5 and 
(d) pass 8 and, emulsion down-milling at (e) pass 0, (f) pass 1, (g) pass 5 and (h) pass 8 

 
 

As can be seen from figure, tool wear under emulsion up-milling operation is very 

high as compared to emulsion down-milling method.  The formation of notch wear can 

also be seen from the 1st pass of up-milling operation. The mode of tool wear in up-

milling is chipping of tool edge and notching which increase the area of contact between 

tool edge and chips.  This further increased tool wear in successive passes.  During 
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emulsion down-milling, the tool wear increased gradually due to increase in tool edge 

and chip contact area with progression of time. Also, no chipping or notch wear was seen 

throughout the machining in down-milling operation and the mode of tool wear in down-

milling is abrasion.  The reason of high flank wear in up-milling can be explained with 

help of chip formation during up and down-milling operation as shown in Figure 10.  

During up–milling operation, the chip thickness at the entry of the tooth into the 

workpiece is zero and keeps on increasing till the tooth comes out of the workpiece.  This 

rubbing of the tool against the workpiece causes excessive adhesive tool wear during up-

milling operation.  Also, a work hardening layer is produced on the newly exposed 

surface of the workpiece.  During the next rotation, the tooth penetrates into the work 

hardened layer created by previous rotation of the tooth, further exacerbates the tool 

wear.   

  

Figure 10: 3-D Chip formation during up-milling and down-milling operations. (a) Up-
milling and (b) down-milling operation 
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In the case of down-milling operation, the chip thickness in the beginning of entry 

of tooth into workpiece is highest and decreases gradually till the tooth comes out of the 

workpiece.  Although, the mechanical impact in down-milling is higher in the beginning 

as compared to up-milling, there is no rubbing of the tool with the workpiece.  As a 

result, the tool wear in down-milling is lower than up-milling.   

3.1.2. Chip Morphology.  The free and back surfaces of chip are shown in 

Figure 11. As seen, the back surface of the chip is smooth and shiny.  The back surface 

encounters high contact and shear stresses while sliding on the tool rake face, which also 

constrains the deformation of back surface (Sun and Guo, 2008).  The free surfaces of 

chips for emulsion up and down-milling at passes 1, 5 and 8 are shown in Figure 12.  

Figure 13 shows images of chips collected after the 1st, 5th and 8th pass for emulsion up 

and down-milling.  It has been reported that the chips formed in end-milling are serrated 

in nature (Patwari et al., 2010).   

             
   (a) Free Surface              (b) Back Surface 

Figure 11: Free and Back surfaces of the chip.  (a) Free Surface and (b) back surface   
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   (a) Pass 1     (b) Pass 5          (c) Pass 8 

       
  (d) Pass 1           (e) Pass 5           (f) Pass 8 

Figure 12: Free surface of chips for up and down-milling under emulsion cooling 
strategy.  Emulsion up-milling at (a) pass 1, (b) pass 5 and (c) pass 8 and, emulsion 

down-milling at (d) pass 1, (e) pass 5 and (f) pass 8 
 
 

Also, the free surface possess lamella structures and the major section of the 

lamella in the free surface was formed by side cutting edge and the corner section was 

formed by the corner cutting edge (Sun and Guo, 2008). This major section of lamella 

formed by side cutting edge was saw teeth in nature which was produced due to phase 

compression and adiabatic shear, resulting in fluctuation of the force exerted on tool 

(Patwari et al., 2010).   
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    (a) Pass 1       (b) Pass 5            (c) Pass 8 

      
    (d) Pass 1       (e) Pass 5            (f) Pass 8 

Figure 13: Images of chips for up and down-milling under emulsion cooling strategy.  
Emulsion up-milling at (a) pass 1, (b) pass 5 and (c) pass 8 and, emulsion down-milling 

at (d) pass 1, (e) pass 5 and (f) pass 8 
 
 

There was a long tail obtained in 1st pass of emulsion up-milling experiment 

which is formed by tool nose radius as seen in Figure 12 (a).  As can be seen from the 

Figures 12 and 13, emulsion down milling produces the chips with sharp and straight 

edges with minimum tear at the end edges of the chip as compared to the chips from 

emulsion up-milling in which the edges of the chips are irregular and torn.  The 3D chip 

morphologies during up and down-milling operations is shown in Figure 14.  During up-

milling operation, some tearing can be seen at the thin edge of the chip created during 

tool entry parallel to the direction of chip length.  During the rotation of the tool, the tip 

of the tool flute penetrates first into the workpiece due to its helical profile and started 

creating the chip.  Due to high contact and shearing stresses as discussed above, the 

partial chip created by tool tip gets strained.  As the tool further penetrates into the 

workpiece during its rotation, the bottom portion of the thin edge formed in the 
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beginning, further strained as compared to the upper portion of the thin edge. Due to this 

difference in the strains on the thin edge of the chip, tearing parallel to the chip length 

starts propagating.  The tearing further exacerbated with the progression of tool wear 

(number of passes) as the edge of the tool became irregular and dull.  During down-

milling, the chip thickness was maximum in the beginning when the tool entered the 

workpiece. Due to maximum thickness of the chip at the beginning of tool penetration 

into workpiece, tearing does not initiate at all. 

   

                     (a) Up-milling operation      (b) Down-milling operation 

Figure 14:  3-D chip morphology during up and down-milling operations. (a) Up-milling 
and (b) down-milling operation 

 
 

A continuous strip of chip called segmented chip with a typical saw-tooth shape 

(Hadi et al., 2013) was obtained in emulsion up-milling after each pass as shown in 

Figure 15 for passes 1, 5 and 8. The vertical cross-sections shown in Figure 15 (a) of the 

lamella are due to saw tooth shape of the chip. The strength of these segmented chips 

kept on increasing after each pass due to increased tool wear after each pass.  This 

segmented chip was difficult to be removed by cooling strategy and interfered in the 

machining process and kept entangling with the tool which further increased the tool 

wear. 
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    (a) Pass 1                          (b Pass 5                      (c) Pass 8 

Figure 15: Segmented chips with typical saw-tooth obtained in emulsion up-milling.  (a) 
pass 1 (b) pass 5 and (c) pass 8 

 
 

Figure 16 shows the calculated chip length and measured lengths of chips for both 

emulsion up and down-milling methods.  As can be seen, the calculated chip length was 

very large as compared to measured ones.  The length kept on increasing with the 

progressin of tool wear in both up and down-milling.  Also, it has been seen that up-

milling produce longer chips compared to down-milling method during each pass.  As the 

chip thickness is highest when the tool comes out of workpiece, it becomes difficult for 

the tool to shear the thick chip from the workpiece.  Also, as explained by Hadi et al. 

(2013), the generation of typical saw-tooth shape shows that the thermal softening 

overwhelms the effect of strain hardening as the local rate of heat build-up is large 

enough.  Thus, it gets pulled while being sheared from the workpiece, which increases 

the chip length.  During down-milling, the chip thickness starts from highest at the 

beginning to lowest at the end. Thus, it becomes easy to shear off the chips by the tool 

from workpiece. Thus, the length of chips do not increase much while shearing.  
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Figure 16: Calculated and measured chip lengths vs number of passes (machined length) 
and milling methods under emulsion cooling strategy 

 
 

3.2. MAXIMUM FLANK WEAR AND CHIP MORPHOLOGY FOR UP-
MILLING AND DOWN-MILLING METHOD UNDER MQL COOLING 
STRATEGY 

 
 

3.2.1. Maximum Flank Wear.  Figure 17 shows the plot for maximum flank 

wear vs number of passes for up and down-milling methods under MQL cooling strategy.  

The plot shows that maximum flank wear is least in MQL down-milling method 

throughout the machining length. The initial tool flank land and maximum flank wear 

under MQL for up and down-milling method is shown in Figure 18.  As can be seen from 

Figures 17 and 18, the tool wear in MQL up-milling increased drastically and the tool 

worn out completely during 4th pass.  As can be seen from the Figure 18 (b), there was 

excessive tool chipping from 1st pass due to high cutting forces in MQL up-milling 

operation.   
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Figure 17: Maximum flank wear vs number of passes (machined length) for up and 

down-milling under MQL cooling strategy 
 

This initial chipping further exacerbated the rate to tool wear.  The segmented 

chip, formed in all passes when machining using up-milling operation, kept entangling 

with the cutting tool, which increased tool wear.  Also, the strength of this segmented 

chip kept on increasing with progression of time (number of passes), which further 

increased the cutting forces and cutting zone temperature.  By the time the tool machined 

4th pass, the cutting zone temperature was increased so much that the flutes had 

undergone plastic deformation and were burnt completely.  Thus, it was decided to 

terminate the machining as the tool had exceeded its life.  In the case of MQL down-

milling operation, tool wear after 8th pass, primarily caused by abrasion, was less than the 

wear at 4th pass of MQL up-milling.  MQL cooling strategy was very effective in down-

milling operation where the chip removal was very smooth and chips formed were 

discontinuous serrated in nature, which were easy to be removed.  Also, MQL cooling 

provided the benefit of lubrication of cutting zone which in turn, decreased the tool wear.   
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(a) Pass 0  (b) Pass 1  (c) Pass 2         (d) pass 4 

         5  
(e) pass 0   (f) Pass 1          (g) Pass 4         (h) Pass 8 

Figure 18: Measured maximum flank wear for up and down-milling under MQL cooling 
strategy.  MQL up-milling at (a) pass 0, (b) pass 1, (c) pass 2 and (c) pass 4 and, MQL 

down-milling at (e) pass 0, (f) pass 1, (g) pass 4 and (h) pass 8 
 

 
3.2.2. Chip Morphology.  Figure 19 shows images of chips after 1st, 2nd and 4th 

pass for MQL up-milling and after 1st, 4th and 8th pass for MQL down-milling and Figure 

20 shows the free surface of chips for MQL up and down-milling operations.   
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 (a) Pass 1        (b) Pass 2         (c) Pass 4 

      
   (d) Pass 1       (e) Pass 4           (f) Pass 8 

Figure 19: Images of chips for up and down-milling under MQL cooling strategy. MQL 
up-milling at (a) pass 1, (b) pass 2 and (c) pass 4 and, MQL down-milling at (d) pass 1, 

(e) pass 4 and (f) pass 8 
 
 

As can be seen from Figure, tears occurred on the end-edges of the chips in MQL 

up-milling parallel to the direction of chip length, whereas in case of MQL down-milling, 

the end-edges were straight and sharp. The tearing of chips during up-milling operation 

became severe with progression of time (number of passes).  In the 4th pass of MQL up-

milling, signs of burnt chips can be seen as red hot cutting zone was observed, due to 

increase in cutting forces and friction between tool and workpiece. This happened 

because the cutting tool in MQL up-milling was not able to dissipate the heat from 

cutting zone effectively, which increased the cutting zone temperature.  Also, the lower 

rate of heat dissipation than rate of heat generation at the cutting zone due to low thermal 

conductivity of Inconel 718 caused the cutting zone temperature to increase drastically 

during machining.  This led the tool to plastically deform during 4th pass only and the tool 

could not machine more than 4 passes in case of MQL up-milling.   
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   (a) Pass 1      (b) Pass 2            (c) Pass 4 

       
 (d) Pass 1            (e) Pass 4          (f) Pass 8 

Figure 20: Free surface of chips for up and down-milling under MQL cooling strategy. 
MQL up-milling at (a) pass 1, (b) pass 2 and (c) pass 4 and MQL down-milling at (d) 

pass 1, (e) pass 4 and (f) pass 8 
 

 
A segmented chip was again obtained in MQL up-milling after each pass as 

shown in Figure 19 (b) and (c).  In the case of MQL down-milling operation, most of the 

heat was carried away by chips, which helped lowering the cutting zone temperature.  

Also, the chips were uniform in shape throughout the machining.  The chip thickness 

increased with progression of cutting passes due to increase in tool wear.   

Figure 21 shows the chip length for MQL up and down-milling.  As already 

discussed, there were a lot of tears on the end-edges of the chips during MQL up-milling, 

which made the length of chips shorter in pass 2 as compared to pass 1.  Pass 4 of MQL 
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up-milling produced chips of longer length as compared to previous passes. The chip 

length in MQL down-milling was quite shorter as compared to up-milling in each pass.  

Also, with the progression of tool wear, the chip length kept on increasing.  MQL down-

milling produced the shortest chips during 8th pass.  The MQL cooling strategy provided 

lubrication to the cutting zone, which helped the chips to come out easily and were not 

pulled much during the shearing process.  

 

Figure 21: Calculated and measured chip lengths vs number of passes (machined length) 
and milling methods under MQL cooling strategy 

 
 

3.3. MAXIMUM FLANK WEAR AND CHIP MORPHOLOGY FOR UP-
MILLING AND DOWN-MILLING METHOD USING LN2 COOLING 
STRATEGY 

 
 

3.3.1. Maximum Flank Wear.  Figure 22 shows the plot for maximum flank 

wear vs number of passes (machined length) for up and down-milling methods under LN2 

cooling strategy. 
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Figure 22: Maximum flank wear vs number of passes (machined length) for up and 
down-milling under LN2 cooling strategy 

 
 

The plot shows that the tool worn out during the 1st pass only using LN2 up-

milling method. Although, LN2 cooling helps in reducing the temperature of the cutting 

zone, the combination of LN2 with up-milling method yielded the highest tool wear 

among all combinations of milling methods and cooling strategies.  The initial tool flank 

face and maximum flank wear for MQL up and down-milling method is shown in Figure 

23.  Although liquid nitrogen cooled down the work-piece and cutting zone temperature, 

the application of liquid nitrogen increased the hardness of the workpiece and did not 

provide any lubrication to the cutting zone at all.  Also, liquid nitrogen was not very 

much effective in carrying the hot chips away from the cutting zone which further 

increased the cutting zone temperature.  Thus, built-up edge started forming on the tool 

flutes at extremely high temperature.  This led to drastic increase of tool wear and tool 

edges burnt completely.  The tool started rubbing the workpiece instead of cutting as the 
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tool had undergone complete plastic deformation. Thus, the machining was terminated 

after 1st pass only.   

    
        (a) Pass 0         (b) pass 1 

          
       (c) pass 0  (d) Pass 1                (e) pass 6          (f) Pass 8 

Figure 23: Maximum flank wear for up and down-milling under LN2 cooling strategy.  
LN2 up-milling at (a) pass 0 and (b) pass 1 and, LN2 down-milling at (c) pass 0, (d) pass 

1, (e) pass 6 and (f) pass 8 
 
 

In case of LN2 down-milling, the tool wear caused by abrasion, was very gradual.  

LN2 cooling effectively lowered the temperature of the cutting zone and due to down-

milling operation, discontinuous chips were produced which were easier to be removed 

by LN2 cooling. 
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3.3.2. Chip Morphology.  Figure 24 shows images of chips after 1st pass for 

LN2 up-milling and free surface of chips after 1st, 6th and 8th pass for LN2 down-milling   

 
    (a) Pass 1 

      
  (b) Pass 1                   (c) Pass 6           (d) Pass 8 

Figure 24: Images of chips for up and down-milling under LN2 cooling strategy.  LN2 up-
milling at (a) pass 1 and LN2 down-milling at (d) pass 1, (e) pass 6 and (f) pass 8 

 
 
Figure 25 shows the free and back surfaces of chips after 1st pass for LN2 up-

milling and free surface of chips after 1st, 6th and 8th pass for LN2 down-milling.  The 

cutting forces and vibrations in 1st pass of LN2 were very high and the chips were highly 

irregular with reddish brown and dark in color as seen from Figure 24 (a) and 25 (a).  

Due to the nature of chips formed in machining Inconel 718 using down-milling, liquid 

nitrogen was very effective till 8 passes.  During down-milling, abrasion of the tool 

adjacent to the cutting edge can be seen from Figure 23 (d – f), which further increased 

with number of passes.  To check the effect of abrasion on tool life due to its growth 

around the cutting edge, two more passes were machined under LN2 down-milling.  The 

tool deformed plastically during the 10th pass while machining under LN2.  As the 
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comparison was made for 8 passes, the 9th and 10th pass were not shown here in the 

comparison.  Some tear occurred on the end edge of the chip in down-milling. Also, 

width of chip increased with progression of time due to increase in wear. 

 
(a) Different chip morphologies from pass 1 

       
    (b) Pass 1          (c) Pass 6        (d) Pass 8 

Figure 25: Free  and back surface of chips for up-milling and free surface of chips for 
down-milling under LN2 cooling strategy. (a) Free  and back surface of chips for LN2 up-
milling at pass 1 and, free surface of chips for LN2 down-milling at (d) pass 1, (e) pass 6 

and (f) pass 8 
 
 

Figure 26 shows the chip lengths from LN2 up-milling and down-milling along 

with calculated chip length.  The chip length from the only single pass of LN2 up-milling 

was higher as compared to all passes of down-milling.  The chip length in down-milling 

did not increase much during machining.  This may be due to the fact that under LN2 

down-milling, chip breakability was better than in up-milling.  
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Figure 26: Calculated and measured chip lengths vs number of passes (machined length) 

and milling methods under LN2 cooling strategy 
 
 

3.4. MAXIMUM FLANK WEAR AND CHIP MORPHOLOGY FOR UP AND 
DOWN-MILLING METHOD USING COMBINED (MQL + LN2) STRATEGY 

 
 

3.4.1. Maximum Flank Wear.  Figure 27 shows the plot for maximum flank 

wear vs number of passes for up and down-milling methods under (MQL + LN2) cooling.   

 

Figure 27: Maximum flank wear vs number of passes (machined length) for up and 
down-milling under combined (MQL + LN2) cooling strategy 
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(a) Pass 0  (b) Pass 1         (c) Pass 2         (d) Pass 3 

          
(e) Pass 0           (f) pass 1         (g) Pass 4         (h) Pass 8 

Figure 28: Measured maximum flank wear for up and down-milling under MQL + LN2 
cooling strategy.  MQL + LN2 up-milling at (a) pass 0, (b) pass 1, (c) pass 2 and (c) pass 

3  and, MQL + LN2 down-milling at (e) pass 0, (f) pass 1, (g) pass 4 and (h) pass 8 
 
The plot shows that the maximum flank wear was less in (MQL +LN2) down-

milling method throughout the machining length. The initial tool flank land and 

maximum flank wear for combined (MQL + LN2) up and down-milling method is shown 

in Figure 28.  As can be seen from Figures 27 and 28, the tool worn out completely in 3rd 

pass in up-milling when machined using combined (MQL +LN2) cooling. Moreover, a 

severe chipping and flanking can be seen at the tool edge from the 1st pass during up-

milling, which kept on increasing and evantually the tool plastically deformed during 3rd 
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pass as can be seen from Figure 28 (d).  Further machining was terminated as the tool had 

exceeded its life.  Due to addition of lubrication by MQL in  up-milling operation, the 

tool survived 3 passes as compared to LN2 alone where the tool worn out completely in 

its 1st pass only.  In the case of down-milling, a uniform tool wear was seen thorughout 

the machining.  Some signs of tool edge burning can also be seen from the 4th pass 

onwards.  This might have happened due to increase in temperature due to increase in 

hardness of the tool because of use of LN2, which in turn, increased the impact forces at 

the entry of the flute into the workpiece in down-milling operation. 

3.4.2. Chip Morphology.  Figure 29 shows images of chips and Figure 30 

shows the free surface of chips after 1st, 2nd and 3rd pass for (MQL + LN2) up-milling and 

after 1st, 4th and 8th pass for combined (MQL + LN2) down-milling.  

     
(a) Pass 1    (b) Pass 2        (c) Pass 3 

     
(d) Pass 1               (e) Pass 4        (f) Pass 8 

Figure 29: Images of chips for up and down-milling under MQL + LN2 cooling strategy. 
MQL + LN2 up-milling at (a) pass 1, (b) pass 2 and (c) pass 3 and MQL + LN2 down-

milling at (d) pass 1, (e) pass 3 and (f) pass 8 
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The chips in combined (MQL + LN2) up-milling were very irregular and torn 

along the end edge. Due to high cutting forces and vibrations, the chips generated were 

highly irregular in shape as can be seen from Figures 29 (a - c) and 30 (a - c). The down-

milling operation yielded chips with regular shapes and of almost uniform width. 

 

          
   (a) Pass 1      (b) Pass 2         (c) Pass 3 

          
(d) Pass 1            (e) Pass 4           (f) Pass 8 

Figure 30: Free surface of chips for up and down-milling under combined (MQL + LN2) 
cooling strategy.  Combined (MQL + LN2) up-milling at (a) pass 1, (b) pass 2 and (c) 

pass 3 and, (MQL + LN2) down-milling at (d) pass 1, (e) pass 3 and (f) pass 8 
 
 

Figure 31 shows the calculated chip length and measured lengths of chips for up 

and down-milling using combined (MQL + LN2) cooling strategy.  Again, up-milling 

provided longer chip as compared to down-milling during each passes and chip length 

increased with the progression of tool wear (machined passes).   
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Figure 31: Calculated and measured chip lengths vs number of passes (machined length) 

and milling methods under MQL + LN2 cooling strategy 
 

 
Pass 1 of down-milling provided the shortest chip length in all cooling strategies 

and milling methods.  This may be due to fact that the combination of down-milling 

method and combined (MQL + LN2) cooling strategy was better in chip breakability and 

lubricated the cutting zone effectively.   

3.5. COMPARITIVE EVALUATION OF AVERAGE SURFACE ROUGHNESS 
UNDER FOUR COOLING STRATEGIES FOR UP AND DOWN-MILLING 
METHODS 

 
 

Figure 32 shows the average surface roughness under all four cooling strategies 

for up and down-milling operations.  The lowest average surface roughness was 

generated under emulsion cooling with up-milling operation among all cooling strategies 

and milling methods.  During up-milling operation, other cooling strategies were not as 

effective in chip removal and lowering the temperature of the cutting zone as emulsion 

cooling, thus, they were not able to create as smoother surface as emulsion cooling.   
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Figure 32: Surface roughness vs cooling strategies and milling methods 

 
 

The application of cryogenic cooling increases the hardness of workpiece material 

and end-mill, exacerbating surface roughness due to increase in cutting forces and 

generated the highest surface roughness in both up-milling and own-milling operations.  

Emulsion cooling, MQL and combined (MQL + LN2) cooling strategies generated the 

second lowest surface roughness as the chips were very easy to be removed from the 

cutting zone which made the machining smoother and hence, surface roughness was less. 

3.6. COMPARATIVE INVESTIGATION OF MAXIMUM FLANK WEAR 
UNDER FOUR COOLING STRATEGIES FOR UP AND DOWN METHODS 

 
 

Figure 33 shows the plot for maximum flank wear versus machining pass 

(machined length) for up-milling method under all four cooling strategies at a cutting 

speed of 45 m/min (1127 rpm) and 114.5 mm/min (4.510 ipm) feed-rate.  As can be seen 
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in Figure 33, only emulsion cooling was able to machine all 8 passes using up-milling 

method.  Although, even emulsion cooling was also not able to remove the segmented 

chip from the cutting zone because it was not completely detached from the material, the 

application of emulsion lowered the temperature of the continuous chip along at the 

cutting zone. Also, chips other than continuous chip were removed quickly using 

emulsion flood cooling.  The continuous serrates chip obtained during each pass caused 

the chipping of the tool flutes under emulsion cooling also.  On the other hand, LN2 

cooling increased the hardness of the workpiece and tool and, also was least efficient in 

chip removal. Due to that, the tool deformed plastically during first pass only.  MQL 

provided better lubrication to the cutting zone but, due to presence of continuous chip and 

high rate of chipping, tool could not last more than 4 passes.  Combined (MQL+LN2) 

cooling increased tool life from 1 pass in LN2 to 3 passes.  The main causes of tool wear 

in up-milling operation were abrasion, chipping, and plastic deformation. 

 

Figure 33: Maximum flank wear vs machining passes (machined length) for up-milling 
method under four cooling strategies  
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Figure 34 shows the plot for maximum flank wear versus machining pass 

(machined length) for down-milling method under four cooling strategies. 

 
Figure 34: Maximum flank wear vs machining passes (machined length) for down-

milling method under four cooling strategies  
 
 
From the Figure, it can be seen that the emulsion cooling generated the highest 

flank wear.  During the first pass, LN2 cooling generated the highest flank wear but the 

trend changed and flank wear under emulsion cooling exceeded the flank wear under all 

other cooling strategies. Until 6th pass, combined (MQL + LN2) cooling provided the 

least value of maximum flank wear, after which  MQL cooling generated the least 

maximum flank wear at 7th and 8th passes.  In the case of LN2 cooling, maximum flank 

wear remained second highest when machining under down-milling method.  The MQL 

cooling strategy generated the least value of maximum flank wear followed by combined 

(MQL+LN2) among all cooling strategies and milling methods.  Tool wear in down-

milling operation was mainly due to abrasion. 
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3.7. COMPARATIVE INVESTIGATION OF CALCULATED AND MEASURED 
CHIP LENGTHS FOR LAST PASS UNDER FOUR COOLING STRATEGIES 
FOR UP-MILLING AND DOWN-MILLING METHODS 
 
 

Figure 35 shows the plot for calculated and measured chip lengths from their 

respective last passes under four cooling strategies using up-milling and down-milling 

methods.  

 

Figure 35: Calculated chip length and measured chip lengths vs milling methods and 
cooling strategies for for last passes  

In up-milling operation, MQL cooling generated the highest chip length whereas, 

LN2 cooling generated the lowest chip length during their respective last passes while 

machining Inconel-718.  In MQL up-milling, the cutting zone temperature increased 

drastically during the last pass.  The increase in temperature led the chips to elongate 

before they got sheared off.  During LN2 up-milling, the tool deformed plastically during 

its 1st pass due to very high temperature of the cutting zone.  LN2 cooling immediately 
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cooled down the red hot chips which broke the chips into parts.     During down-milling, 

MQL cooling generated the lowest chip length followed by combined (MQL + LN2) 

cooling.  The combined cooling provided sufficient lubrication as well as cooling to the 

cutting zone.  Thus, the chips were not pulled by the tool flutes before they got removed 

from the workpiece by cutting flutes and remained shorter.  The shorter chips are easy to 

be removed by the cooling strategies from the cutting zone than longer chips which 

otherwise increase the cutting zone temperature and hence, tool wear. 

4. CONCLUSIONS  

This research investigated the effects of milling methods (Up-milling and Down-

milling) and four cooling strategies (Conventional emulsion flood cooling, MQL, LN2 

and combined (MQL+LN2)) on tool wear, chip morphology and surface roughness during 

peripheral end-milling of Inconel-718 alloy using 4-flutes uncoated solid carbide bull-

nose helical end mills.  From the results obtained, the following conclusions can be made: 

1. Down-milling generates lower levels of flank wear than up-milling, hence improves 

machinability of Inconel 718. 

2. Tool wear mechanism in up-milling was adhesion and failure modes were chipping 

and plastic deformation, causing high tool wear, while abrasion was the mechanism 

of tool wear in down-milling causing progressive tool wear. 

3. Up-milling operation generates irregular and longer chips with mostly torn edges, 

whereas down-milling generates shorter chips with sharp and uniform edges.  

4. Up-milling generates a segmented chip, with saw-tooth shape for each machining 

pass along with other chips under all cooling strategies, whereas down-milling 

operation generates discontinuous serrated chips under all cooling strategies. 
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5. Emulsion up-milling generated lowest surface roughness, whereas emulsion, MQL 

and combined (MQL+LN2) generated equal and second lowest surface roughness. 

6. Down-milling with MQL cooling generated lowest flank wear among all 

combinations of cooling strategies and milling methods and is recommended for 

machining Inconel-718 alloys. 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper presents the results of experimental investigation of the effects of tool 

coatings (AlTiN and GMS2) and three cooling strategies [Minimum Quantity Lubrication 

(MQL), Liquid Nitrogen (LN2) and Combined (MQL+LN2)] on tool wear, chip 

morphology and surface roughness in down-milling of Inconel-718 under high-speed 

machining using carbide end-mills to improve machinability and reduce cost.  Tool wear 

mechanism under MQL and combined (MQL+LN2) strategies is abrasion, and adhesion 

under LN2 cooling.  Using LN2 cooling alone is not recommended for machining Inconel-

718 as it generates rapid tool wear.  Results show that GMS2 coated end-mills under 

MQL cooling strategy generated lowest tool wear, followed by AlTiN coated end-mills 

under (MQL+LN2) cooling strategy and are recommended for machining Inconel-718.  

AlTiN coated end-mills under MQL cooling generated lowest surface roughness.  GMS2 

coated end-mills generate shorter chips under LN2 and combined (MQL+LN2) cooling, 

whereas AlTiN coated end-mills generate chips with shorter length under MQL cooling. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
 

Inconel 718 superalloy is used extensively in aerospace and nuclear industries for 

components such as turbine blades, low and high-pressure disc compressors used in high 

temperature, high load and corrosion resistance compartments of jet and gas turbine 

engines, due to its excellent properties such as: high strength-to-weight ratio, ability to 

retain its properties at high temperatures, high corrosion and creep resistance (Ezugwu 

and Wang, 1997).  However, Inconel 718 is characterized as a very “difficult-to-cut” 

material, because it poses severe problems during machining. Enormous amount of heat 

is generated in the cutting zone due to high friction between the tool-chip interface and 

tool-workpiece interface and is not removed as quickly as it is generated due to its low 

thermal conductivity.  Therefore the heat is mostly concentrated on the tool cutting edges, 

causing severe tool wear.   Also, due to high temperature and pressure at the cutting zone, 

and its high chemical affinity with many cutting tool materials, some chip fragments from 

the workpiece get welded on the cutting edges of the tool to form built-up edge (BUE), 

which further exacerbates tool wear.  Its good mechanical strength and ability to work 

harden at elevated temperatures leads to high cutting forces which further leads to high 

tool wear.  End-milling is a widely used machining operation due to its versatility.  Its 

applications may range from aerospace and automotive industries to small tool and die 

shops, as it can be used for milling many features like peripheral, slot or face milling.  

Some problems encountered while machining using end-milling operations are high 
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cutting forces, high cutting temperature, rapid tool wear, tool breakage, and chatter.  

These problems associated with end-milling are further exacerbated while machining 

difficult-to-cut metals such as Inconel 718 because the desired properties of this difficult-

to-cut metal become disadvantage while machining them.  

Application of coolants and lubricants play an important role in addressing these 

problems, as they reduce cutting temperature, friction and tool wear, cutting force/power 

consumed, improve surface roughness, and hence, improve machinability.  Mineral-based 

conventional cutting fluids commonly used in most industries are expensive, 

environmentally unfriendly and difficult to dispose and, cause health hazards.  Due to the 

problems mentioned above, care must be taken to select appropriate machining 

parameters when machining difficult-to-cut metals.  Tool wear is an important factor 

affecting machinability of Inconel 718, as it cannot be avoided during machining, 

improvement in tool wear helps to reduce the cutting zone temperature, cutting forces and 

improving surface roughness.  Zhang et al. (2012) reported 1.57 times improvement in 

tool life under Minimum Quantity Cooling Lubrication (MQCL) strategy than dry cutting 

due to significant reduction in tool wear in end-milling of Inconel 718.  Ravi and Kumar 

(2011) reported improvement in flank wear with cryogenic cooling by 29-34 % and 10-

12 % and improvement in surface roughness by 33-40% and 25-29% over dry and wet 

cooling respectively in end-milling of hardened steel using carbide insert.  Also, they 

reported decrease in cutting forces and cutting temperature using cryogenic cooling over 

dry and wet cooling.  Kim et al. (2001) reported improvement in flank wear and tool life 

using compressed chilly-air coolant over dry and flood cooling in machining difficult-to-

cut materials of different harness using coated tools.  Özel et al. (2010) investigated the 
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effects of uncoated, cBN coated, TiAlN coated and cBN+ TiAlN coated single layer and 

multi-layer coated tungsten carbide inserts in terms of tool wear and cutting forces in 

turning of Ti-6Al-4V.  They reported that tool wear contours and temperature distribution 

showed some advantage of using coated inserts over uncoated.  They concluded that cBN 

coated tungsten carbide inserts generated lowest tool wear.  Dhananchezian and Kumar 

(2011) reported improvement in tool wear, cutting temperature, cutting force and surface 

roughness with cryogenic cooling over wet cooling in turning of Ti-6Al-4V using coated 

carbide inserts.  Su et al. (2006) investigated the effects of various cooling/lubrication 

conditions (dry, flood, nitrogen gas and oil mist cooling, compressed cold nitrogen gas 

(CCNG) cooling at 0 and -10°C and, compressed cold nitrogen gas and oil mist 

(CCNGOM) cooling at -10°C) on tool life in high-speed end-milling of Ti-6Al-4V.  They 

reported the longest tool life using CCNGOM at -10°C.  Su et al. (2010) further 

investigated the effects of dry milling, refrigerated air cutting at two temperatures (-10°C 

and -20°C) and Cryogenic Minimum Quantity Lubrication (CMQL) at two temperatures 

(-10°C and -20°C) on tool wear and cutting temperature in high speed machining of Ti-

6Al-4V.  They reported the reduction in cutting zone temperature and tool wear using 

CMQL at -20°C.   

End-mill coatings provide additional strength to the end-mill which helps in 

machining of difficult-to-cut metals.  Jawaid et al (2000) while investigating the 

performance of PVD-TiN coated and CVD-TiCN + Al2O3 coated tools, reported 

improvement in performance using CVD coated tools than PVD coated tools in terms of 

volume of material removed and tool lives.  They also reported the dominant wear 

pattern, failure modes and wear mechanism for both coated tools.  Jawaid et al. (2001) 
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also compared the PVD TiN coated tools with uncoated tools and reported that at low 

speeds, uncoated tools performed better in face milling of Inconel 718 but TiN coated 

tools performed slightly better that uncoated tools at high speed.  Kamata and Obikawa 

(2007) compared the performance of three coated carbide tools (TiCN/Al2O3/TiN (CVD), 

TiN/AlN supper lattice (PVD) and TiAlN (PVD)) and three cooling strategies (dry, wet, 

MQL cooling) in terms of tool life and surface finish in finish turning of Inconel 718 at 

two cutting speeds of 1.0 m/s and 1.5 m/s.  They reported that at a cutting speed of 1.0 

m/s, TiCN/Al2O3/TiN (CVD) coated tools with MQL cooling yielded best performance 

(second longest tool life and second best surface finish), followed by TiN/AlN supper 

lattice (PVD) with MQL cooling (third longest tool life and best surface finish).  Wang et 

al. (2015) reported that carbide tools coated with TiSiN coating yielded higher life than 

carbide tools coated with TiAlN coating when compared the performance of TiSiN and 

TiAlN carbide tools coated using PVD method in high speed machining of hardened steel 

(SKD11/ HRC 62, S136/ HRC 51). 

It has been seen that using different combinations of machining parameters, 

cooling strategies and milling methods produce different chip morphologies.  Thus, it 

becomes pertinent to analyze chip morphology while investigating tool wear, to 

understand the effects of specific cutting conditions on machinability of Inconel 718.  

These chips if not removed quickly, can increase the cutting zone temperature drastically 

and also interrupt the machining process, which may increase tool wear and hence, lead 

to tool failure and breakage. Liao et al. (2008) reoprted that cutting temperature and chip 

disposal as major problems encountered in high speed end-milling of Inconel 718.  

Researchers have put a lot of efforts to remove the chips quickly from the cutting zone 
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and to decrease the cutting zone temperature by improving the chip breakability and tool 

profiles, and by using different cooling strategies.  Dhar e al. (2007) reported 

improvement in tool-chip interface temperature, average principle and auxiliary flank 

wear and, other machinability parameters using MQL machining over dry in turning of 

AISI-1040 steel.  Aramcharoen and Chuan (2014) reported improvement in chip 

breakability, tool wear, machined surface quality and the contact friction between tool-

chipa interface using cryogenic cooling over dry and conventional oil based coolants in 

milling of Inconel 718.  Yuan et al. (2011) reported improvement in cutting forces, tool 

wear, surface roughness and chip morphology with MQL with a cooling air at -150C in 

milling of Ti-6Al-4V using uncoated cemented carbide inserts.  They further reported 

that MQL with cooling air produced the shorter chips generated fewer chips curls.  

Obikawa et al. (2008) used a small specially designed nozzle to spray the small amount 

of lubrication called micro-liter lubrication, on the cutting zone and compared it to the 

ordinary MQL spraying in machining of Inconel 718.  They reported that tool life 

increased using micro-liter lubrication as compared to ordinary lubrication.  Cui et al. 

(2016) investigated the chip formation and its effects on output parameters in high speed 

and ultra-high speed machining of AISI H13 hardened steel at cutting speed range 

between 200 – 2000 m/min.  They reported that with increase in cutting speed, the 

frequency of saw tooth, tool-chip contact length, average value of tool temperature and 

amplitude of tool stresses increased.  The main tool wear pattern at higher speeds was 

flank wear and no wear appeared at rake face due to shorter tool-chip contact at higher 

speed of 2000 m/min.  With an increased in cutting speed from 1550 m/min to 2000 

m/min, chipping started occurring at tool edge.  Sun and Guo (2008) provided a new 
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approach to characterize the chip morphology which included four surfaces (Top, Back, 

Free and Cross-section Surface) of the chips.  Different characteristics were shown in 

each 3-D chip view in end-milling of Ti-6Al-4V using flood cooling.  Zhu et al. (2016) 

investigated the relationship under which the chip segmentation degree became more 

serious with progression of tool wear and cutting vibrations.  Patwari et al. (2010) 

presented the findings from experiment on instabilities in chip during its formation in 

machining medium carbon steel (S45C).  Hadi et al. (2013) reported improvement in tool 

wear under down-milling method in ball nose end-milling of Inconel 718 using MQL 

cooling with PVD coated carbide inserts.  They also mentioned predominant failure mode 

affecting the tool performance.  Segmented chips with typical saw-tooth shape and 

discontinuous serrated chips were produced under up-milling and down-milling methods 

respectively.  High speed machining (HSM) further helps increasing productivity, 

improving product quality and reducing manufacturing costs and is considered most 

efficient manufacturing technology (Fang and Wu, 2009).  Abele and Fröhlich (2008) 

mentioned that high speed milling of Ti-6Al-4V increases the material removal rate.  Due 

to that, the overall performance increases with high speed as compared to conventional 

machining.  Safari et al. (2014) investigated the 3 cutting speeds ( 200, 250, 300 

mm/min) in cryogenic high speed end-milling of Ti-6Al-4V.  They reported least cutting 

force at 300 mm/min using coated and uncoated tools.  Krain et al. (2007) while 

investigating the effect of various cutting parameters, tool materials and geometries on 

tool life, tool wear and productivity, concluded that no single material or geometry 

provided the best performance.   
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From above literature, it can be seen that there is no comprehensive study to 

investigate combined effects of cooling strategies (MQL, LN2 and combined MQL + 

LN2) and end-mill coatings (AlTiN coated and GMS2 coated) on tool wear, chip 

morphology and surface roughness in high-speed cutting range of Inconel 718 alloy.  The 

potential of combining two different cooling strategies using carbide end-mills at 

machining speed higher than current industry standards (Ulutan et al., 2015) for milling 

nickel-based superalloy using uncoated carbide end-mills has not been investigated.  

Although, limited literature is available to understand wear mechanism, failure modes 

and chip morphology of some of the difficult-to-cut metals having high cutting speed 

ranges titanium alloys as shown in Figure 1, but as mentioned by Fang and Wu (2009), 

that research findings of one material cannot be implemented on others in high speed 

machining as different materials involve different machining setups. The current work 

focuses on investigation of different cooling strategies and end-mill coatings to improve 

machinability of Inconel 718. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL PLAN AND PROCEDURE 
 
 

Peripheral high-speed end-milling tests were conducted on Cincinnati Milacron 

Sabre 750 Vertical Machining Centre (VMC), equipped with Acramatic 2100 CNC 

controller, using 4-flutes AlTiN coated and 7-flutes GMS2 coated solid carbide end-mills 

of diameter 12.7 mm (0.5 inches).  The detailed experimental plan for the investigation of 

the effects of cooling strategies, tool coatings and machining parameters using coated 

carbide helical bull-nose solid carbide end-mills is summarized in Table 1.  All the 

experiments were performed at constant cutting speed of 1127 rpm (45 m/min), feed-rate 
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of 114.5 mm/min (4.510 ipm), axial depth of cut (aa) of 5.08 mm (0.2 in) and radial depth 

of cut (ar) of 3.81 mm (0.15 in) and were selected based on literature review and 

preliminary research investigation.  Axial depth of cut (aa), radial depth of cut (ar) and 

feed per revolution (fr) were kept constant and were selected to improve productivity 

without adversely sacrificing tool life (performance).   

Table 1: Experiment plan for investigation of cooling strategies, tool coatings and 
machining parameters under down-milling operation using helical bull-nose solid 
carbide end-mills 

Ex 
No. 

Block 
No. 

Tool  
Coating  

Cooling 
Strategy 

Cutting 
Speed 
m/min 

Feed per 
revolution 

mm/rev 

Depths of cut MRR 
mm3/
min 

Axial 
(aa) 
mm 

Radial 
(ar) 
mm 

1 

2 AlTiN 

MQL 45 0.1016 5.08 3.81 2216.2 

2 LN2 

(-15℃) 45 0.1016 5.08 3.81 2216.2 

3 MQL + LN2  
(-15℃) 45 0.1016 5.08 3.81 2216.2 

4 

3 GMS2 

MQL 45 0.1016 5.08 3.81 2216.2 

5 LN2 

(-15℃) 45 0.1016 5.08 3.81 2216.2 

6 MQL + LN2  
(-15℃) 45 0.1016 5.08 3.81 2216.2 

 
 
Each experiment consisted of 8 passes, each pass of 76.2 mm (3 inches) cutting 

length.  Three (3) cooling strategies (MQL, LN2 and combined (MQL+LN2)) were 

investigated for each of AlTiN coated and GMS2 coated end-mills under down-milling 

operation.  For each set of experiments, the total number of tools used was six (6) carbide 

end-mills (three for each of AlTiN and GMS2 coated end-mills) and Inconel 718 

workpieces used were three (2), one for each end-mill coating.  Each experiment was 

replicated once, thus the total number of experiments was twenty (12).  The initial shape 

of workpiece is given in Figure 1.  The initial shape of the workpiece was machined from 
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rectangular blocks of Inconel 718 of dimensions 152.4 mm x 76.2 mm x 38.1 mm (6 in x 

3 in x 1.5 in) on Cincinnati Milacron Sabre 750 vertical machining center (VMC).  Two 

steps were made on both sides of the workpiece, each having a width of 30.48 mm (1.2 

in) and height 5.08 mm (0.2”).  Each step was used to perform one experiment and thus, 

four experiments could be performed on one workpiece.  Two counter-bored holes of 

diameter 7.366 (0.29 in.), 38.1 mm (1.5 in.) deep and 60 mm (2.3622 in.) apart were 

drilled and tapped for clamping the workpiece on a dynamometer.  

 

All dimensions in mm (inches) 
Figure 1: Initial shape of prepared work-piece, with drilled, counter-bored and tapped 

holes for clamping 
 
 
Peripheral high-speed end-milling tests were conducted on three (3) workpiece 

blocks, each having two steps on each of the two sides, using 12.7 mm (0.5 in) diameter, 
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4-flute uncoated, 4-flute AlTiN coated and 7-flute GMS2 coated carbide end-mills using 

down-milling operation.  The workpieces with the sequence of experiments performed 

using three cooling strategies with each of coated end-mills is given in Figure 2.   

Machining experiment under emulsion and MQL cooling strategies were conducted 

before machining experiment under LN2 cooling or combined MQL + LN2 cooling 

because if LN2 or MQL + LN2 cooling strategy was applied first, it would have affected 

the hardness of the workpiece steps and hence, the results of experiments following that 

machining experiment. Also, neither of the two cooling strategies, LN2 or combined 

MQL + LN2 was applied on the same side because they might affect the results of the 

subsequent cooling experiment by increasing the hardness of workpiece.  A new tool was 

used for each cooling strategy to eliminate the effect of tool wear.  The results of the six 

(6) experiments were analyzed to find the best cooling strategy among MQL, LN2 and 

combined MQL + LN2 cooling and better tool coating among AlTiN coated and GMS2 

coated end-mills.  Each of the cooling strategies investigated (MQL, LN2 and the 

combined (MQL+LN2)) was set independently for each set of experiment.  The Accu-

Lube LB-2000 biodegradable mineral oil, used as a lubricant for these experiments, is 

investigated as a possible environmentally friendly coolant.  To remove the enormous 

amount of heat from the cutting zone generated during machining of Inconel 718, 

cryogenic liquid nitrogen (LN2) was applied at -15°C temperature to the cutting zone.  

The liquid nitrogen temperature was stepped down to a temperature from -196°C to -

15°C by mixing the shop air with liquid nitrogen. This temperature of liquid nitrogen was 

chosen for machining Inconel 178 based on published literature (Yuan et al. 2011). 
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All dimensions in mm (inches) 

Figure 2: Schematic of experiments performed on workpiece 
 
 
The prepared workpiece was clamped on Cincinnati Milacron Sabre 750 Vertical 

Machining Centre (VMC) and 8 machining passes were made for each experimental 

condition shown in Table 1 using CNC program written for each experiment.  The 

operation was stopped after each pass, chip samples were collected for analysis, and tool 

was taken out from the CNC machine to measure the maximum flank wear.   The 

maximum flank wear was measured using Keyence VHX – 5000 digital microscope.  To 

measure the maximum flank wear, a reference line along the tool cutting edge above the 

axial depth of cut was drawn, from which the measurements of flank wear land were 

made in the beginning and after each cutting pass. This procedure was repeated after each 

pass.  Also, the chip lengths were measured using VHX – 5000 digital microscope.  The 

arithmetic average surface roughness (Ra) of machined surfaces were measured using a 

portable Brown and Sharpe pocket surf profilometer after the end of each experiment.  
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For each experiment, the arithmetic average surface roughness (Ra) of the machined 

workpiece was measured at three different locations which were 25.4 mm (1 in.) apart 

from each other.  Measurements were made using a traverse length of 5 mm (0.195 in.) at 

a speed of 5.08 mm/sec. The cut-off of tracing length was 0.8 mm (0.03 in.) and the 

number of cut-offs used was 5 which made a total evaluation length of 4.0 mm (0.15 in.). 

Figure 3 shows the arithmetic average surface roughness measurement locations on the 

workpiece.  

 
All dimensions in mm (inches) 

Figure 3: Workpiece with surface roughness measurement locations 
 
 

After taking three measurements, the average values were calculated using the formula: 

a1 a2 a3
avg

R + R + RR  = 
3

                      (1) 

Where Ra1, Ra2, Ra3 are the 1st, 2nd and 3rd arithmetic average surface roughness 

measurements respectively.  Figure 4 shows the cutter entry angle of the tooth during 

down-milling operation and blown-up image showing chip length. 
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   (a) Cutter entry angle during down-milling   (b) Chip length, Lc 

Figure 4: Cutter entry angle during down-milling operation and blown-up image showing 
chip length and maximum chip thickness. (a) Cutter entry angle during down-milling and 

(b) Chip length, Lc 
 
 

The entry and exit angles for down-milling are calculated below: 

The tool always comes out of the workpiece at an angle of 1800 with negative x-axis. 

Thus, 

exit   180=φ °                  (2) 

The entry angle is calculated using Figure 4a as follows: 

entry   180 - (90 - α) =φ                                            (3a) 

From ∆ abc 

rr - aacCos (90 - =  =  
ab r

 α)               (3b) 

where, r is the radius of tool and ar is the radial depth of cut. 

rr - a90 -  arccos ( ) 
r

α =                   (3c) 

6.35 -3.8190 - = arccos ( ) = arccos (0.4) = 66.42
6.35

 α °  

Substituting the value of 90 – α in (3a) 
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r
entry

r - a = 180 - arccos ( ) 
r

φ                           (3d) 

=  180 - 66.42 = 113.58entry  φ °  

 The shear action of the tool while machining creates the chips of specific length 

and thickness depending upon the feed per tooth and radial depth of cut as shown in 

Figure 4b.  The chip length and maximum chip thickness are calculated are as follows: 

Chip Length 

The chip length is calculated from Figure 4b as follows: 

From ∆ cdf: 

2 2 2
c r tL  = a  + (k + f )                 (4) 

From ∆ abc: 

Cos(α)   k = r Cos(α)k
r

⇒                 (5) 

Substituting the value of k in (4) 

2 2 2 2 2
c r t r tL  = a  + (k + f )  = a  + (r Cos (α) + f )              (6)  

2 2
rL  = a  + (r Cos(α) + f )c t                (7) 

From ∆ abc: 

2 2 2k  + (r - a )  = rr
              (8a) 

2 2 2
r r r r rk  = r  - (r - a )  = [r + (r - a )] [r - (r - a )] = [2r - a ] [a ]         (8b) 

2k = 2 r a  - ar r               (8c) 

 

As we know, 
22 r a  - akCos (α) =  = 

r
r r

r
           [From (5) and (8c)]         (9) 
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Substituting the value of Cos (α) in (7) 

2
2 2 2 2 2 2 2
r r r

2 r a  - a
L  = a  + (r Cos(α) + f )   a  + (r  + f )  = a  + ( 2 r a  - a  + f )r r

c t t r r tr
=    (10) 

Expanding (10), we get 

2 2L  = 2 r a  + 2 f  2 r a  - a  + fc r t r r t                  (11) 

For AlTiN coated end-mills: 

Feed per tooth: ft  =  0.0254 mm 

2 2L  = 2 6.35 3.81 + 2 0.0254 2 6.35 3.81-3.81   + 0.0254  = 6.977 mmc × × × × ×  

For GMS2 coated end-mills:   

Feed per tooth: ft  =  0.0145 mm 

mm 6.968    0.0145   3.81 - 3.81 x 6.35 x 2 0.0145 x 2  3.81 x 6.35 x 2  L 22
c =++=  

Chip length after each pass was also measured using digital microscope. The 

measured chip length was compared with calculated chip length under all cooling 

strategies and end-mill coatings.  The tool starts cutting the workpiece during down-

milling when the center of the tool is at a distance of L1 (approach distance) from the 

workpiece edge perpendicular to feed direction as shown in Figure 5.  The L1 distance is 

given as follows.   

2 2
1 rL = r - (r-a )                           (12) 

2 2
1L = 6.35  - (6.35-3.81)  = 5.82 mm  

As the workpiece machined length (L) along the feed direction was 76.2 mm (3 

inches), the total machined length for each machining pass becomes: 

ML (Machined Length of single pass) = L + L1 = 76.2 + 5.82 = 82.02 mm       (13) 
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All the 8 passes resulted to a total length of cut of 656.16 mm (25.83 in).  Each 

experiment consisted of eight (8) radial passes resulted to a total machined width of 30.48 

mm (1.2 in).  The corresponding machined lengths for 8 passes after adding additional 

approach length L1 length to each pass, is 82.02 mm, 164.04 mm, 246.06 mm, 328.08 

mm, 410.1 mm, 492.12 mm, 574.14 mm and 656.16 mm respectively.   

 

Figure 5: Approach distance during down-milling operation 
 
 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
 

3.1. MAXIMUM FLANK WEAR AND CHIP MORPHOLOGY FOR ALTIN 
COATED END-MILLS  

 
 

3.1.1. Maximum Flank Wear.  Figure 6 shows the plot for maximum flank 

wear vs number of passes (Machined length) under three cooling strategies for AlTiN 

coated end-mills during down-milling operation at a cutting speed of 45 m/min (1127 

rpm) and 114.5 mm/min (4.510 ipm) feed-rate. 
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Figure 6: Maximum flank wear vs number of passes (Machined length) for AiTiN coated 
end-mills using four cooling strategies 

 
 

The flank wear in down-milling can be explained with help of chip formation 

during down-milling operation as shown in Figure 7.  During down-milling operation, the 

chip thickness at the entry of tool flute into workpiece is highest and decreases gradually 

until the flute comes out of the workpiece.  The highest thickness of the chip at the entry 

of the tool into workpiece causes an impact on the tool flutes.  This impact on the tool 

flutes causes rapid tool flank wear.  Also, most of the rubbing between tool flank and 

workpiece occurs in the beginning of tool penetration into workpiece, which causes an 

abrasion on the tool flank, and decreases with rotation of tool as chip thickness decreases.  

Tool wear mechanism during down-milling operation was abrasive wear under all 

cooling strategies.  As can be seen, the combined (MQL + LN2) cooling strategy 

generated least value of maximum flank wear throughout the machining, followed by 

MQL and LN2 cooling respectively.   
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Figure 7: 3-D Chip formation during down-milling operation 
 
 
The maximum flank wear using LN2 cooling strategy increased very rapidly after 

2nd pass.  In case of MQL and combined (MQL + LN2), the increase in was more uniform 

with progression of machining than LN2 cooling.  Although, application of LN2 cooling 

strategy on the cutting zone helps reducing the cutting zone temperature, LN2 increases 

the hardness of the workpiece. Also LN2 did not provide lubrication to the cutting zone. 

This increased the friction between tool-workpiece and tool-chip interfaces, which further 

increases the tool wear and cutting forces.  AlTiN coating increased the flank wear under 

MQL and LN2 strategies than uncoated end-mills, but it improved wear under combined 

(MQL +LN2) cooling strategy.  In case of MQL cooling, the rate of increase of maximum 

flank wear was quite higher than combined (MQL + LN2). After last machining pass, the 

combined (MQL + LN2) cooling using AlTiN coated end-mills generated the least flank 

wear among all cooling strategies and was equal to flank wear generated under MQL 

cooling strategy using GMS2 end-mills.  Initial flank land and progressive flank wear 

after 1st, 4th and 8th passes of AlTiN coated end-mills is shown in Figure 8.  Abrasion was 
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main tool wear mechanism while machining under MQL and combined (MQL + LN2) 

cooling strategies.  Under LN2 cooling strategy, built-up edge due to adhesion of chip 

fragments was seen during earlier machining passes, which led to chipping of the tool 

edge in 4th pass.  This chipping became more severe with progressing of machining 

passes due to adhesion of chip fragments on tool edges, which exaggerated the tool wear.   

                         
    (a) pass 0             (b) Pass 1         (c) Pass 4        (d) Pass 8 

MQL Cooling Strategy 

                         
          (e) pass 0   (f) Pass 1        (g) pass 4       (h) Pass 8 

LN2 Cooling Strategy 

Figure 8: Initial flank land and progressive flank wear for AlTiN coated end-mills under 
four cooling strategies. MQL cooling (a) Pass 0, (b) Pass 1, (c) Pass 4 and (d) Pass 8, LN2 

cooling (e) Pass 0, (f) Pass 1, (g) Pass 4 and (h) Pass 8 and, Combined (MQL + LN2) 
cooling (i) Pass 0, (j) Pass 1, (k) Pass 4 and (l) Pass 8 
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    (i) Pass 0   (j) pass 1         (k) Pass 4        (l) Pass 8 

Combined (MQL + LN2) Cooling Strategy 

Figure 8: Initial flank land and progressive flank wear for AlTiN coated end-mills under 
four cooling strategies. MQL cooling (a) Pass 0, (b) Pass 1, (c) Pass 4 and (d) Pass 8, LN2 

cooling (e) Pass 0, (f) Pass 1, (g) Pass 4 and (h) Pass 8 and, Combined (MQL + LN2) 
cooling (i) Pass 0, (j) Pass 1, (k) Pass 4 and (l) Pass 8 (Contd.) 

 
 

Also, increase in the hardness of workpiece and tool by application of cryogenic 

cooling further led the tool wear to increase rapidly as compared to MQL and combined 

(MQL + LN2) cooling strategies.   

3.1.2. Chip Morphology.  The free and back surfaces of chip are shown in 

Figure 9.  As can be seen the back surface of the chip is smooth and shiny. 

        
(a) Free Surface           (b) Back Surface 

Figure 9: Free and Back surfaces of the chip. (a) Free surface and (b) Back surface 
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The back surface of the chip encounters high contact and shear stresses as it slides 

on the rake face of the workpiece, which constrains the deformation of the back surface 

(Cui et al. 2016).  During down-milling operation, most of the heat generated during 

machining is carried away by chips from the cutting zone.  Thus, the temperature of the 

cutting zone remains lower as compare to up-milling.   

The free surface of chips contains lamella structures and the major section of the 

lamella in the free surface of the chip was formed by side cutting edge and the corner 

section was formed by the corner cutting edge (Sun and Guo 2008). The schematic and 

actual chip morphology showing lamella structure during down-milling operation is 

shown in Figure 10. 

         
        (a) 3-D chip                    (b) Actual chip 

Figure 10:  Schematic and actual chip morphology showing lamella structure during 
down-milling operation. (a) Schematic of 3-D chip and (b) Actual chip showing lamella 

structure 

Figure 11 shows the free surface of chips after 1st, 4th and 8th passes using MQL, 

LN2 and combined (MQL + LN2) cooling strategies using AlTiN coated end-mills.   
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      (a) Pass 1        (b) Pass 4         (c) Pass 8 

MQL Cooling Strategy 

          
      (d) Pass 1        (e) Pass 4        (f) Pass 8 

LN2 Cooling Strategy 

          
       (g) Pass 1       (h) Pass 4       (i) Pass 8 
Combined (MQL + LN2) Cooling Strategy 

Figure 11: Free surface of chips for AlTiN coated end-mills under four cooling strategies. 
MQL cooling (a) Pass 1, (b) Pass 4 and (c) Pass 8, LN2 cooling (d) Pass 1, (e) Pass 4 and 

(f) Pass 8 and, Combined (MQL + LN2) cooling (g) Pass 1, (h) Pass 4 and (i) Pass 8 
 

As can be seen, LN2 cooling yielded chips with irregular edges.  The chipping of 

tool edges using LN2 cooling yielded irregular chips as compared to MQL and combined 
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(MQL + LN2) cooling strategies where chips are more uniform.   Figure 12 shows the 

images of chips collected after 1st, 4th and 8th passes AlTiN coated end-mills.   

 

     
         (a) Pass 1      (b) Pass 4           (c) Pass 8 

MQL Cooling Strategy 

     
          (d) Pass 1     (e) Pass 4            (f) Pass 8 

LN2 Cooling Strategy 

     
         (g) Pass 1       (h) Pass 4            (i) Pass 8 

Combined (MQL + LN2) Cooling Strategy 

Figure 12: Images of chips for AlTiN coated end-mills under four cooling strategies. 
MQL cooling (a) Pass 1, (b) Pass 4 and (c) Pass 8, LN2 cooling (d) Pass 1, (e) Pass 4 and 

(f) Pass 8 and, Combined (MQL + LN2) cooling (g) Pass 1, (h) Pass 4 and (i) Pass 8 
 
 

Figure 13 shows the calculated chip length and measured lengths of chips using 

all cooling strategies with AlTiN coated end-mills under down-milling method.  As can 

be seen, the caluclated chip length was very large as compared  to measured chip lengths 

using all cooling strategies.  During 1st pass, combined (MQL + LN2) yielded highest 

chip length, followed by LN2 and MQL respectively.  During 4th and 8th passes, LN2 
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cooling strategy generated longest chips among three, followed by combined (MQL + 

LN2) and MQL cooling.  Under all three cooling strategies, the chip length increased with 

progression of time. 

 

Figure 13: Calculated and measured chip lengths vs number of passes (Machined length) 
and cooling strategies for for AlTiN coated end-mills 

 
 

3.2. MAXIMUM FLANK WEAR AND CHIP MORPHOLOGY FOR GMS2 
COATED END-MILLS  

 
 

3.2.1. Maximum Flank Wear.  Figure 14 shows the plot for maximum flank 

wear vs number of passes (Machined length) under three cooling strategies for GMS2 

Coated end-mills during down-milling operation at a cutting speed of 45 m/min (1127 

rpm) and 114.5 mm/min (4.510 ipm) feed-rate. 
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Figure 14: Maximum flank wear vs number of passes (Machined length) for GMS2 
Coated end-mills under four cooling strategies 

 
 

The plot shows that MQL cooling strategy generated the least value of maximum 

flank wear throughout the machining, where LN2 cooling strategy yielded the highest 

flank wear.  During 8th pass, maximum flank wear under MQL was equal to that of 

AlTiN coated under combined (MQL + LN2) cooling strategy and was least among all 

cooling strategies and tool coatings.  Under LN2 cooling, the tool wear increased 

drastically after 4th pass.  This happened because of application of LN2 on cutting zone 

increased the hardness of the workpiece which increased the cutting forces and hence, 

tool wear.  Due to more number of flutes of GMS2 coated end-mills, all the chips were 

not able to escape from the cutting zone and got entangled in the flutes.  This increased 

the cutting temperature, which increased the cutting forces so drastically that the tool 

failed plastically during 7th pass and broke.  As the tool broke during 7th pass, it was not 

possible to measure the tool wear after 7th pass under LN2.  Initial flank land and 

progressive flank wear after 1st, 4th and 8th passes GMS2 Coated end-mills using MQL, 
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LN2 and (MQL + LN2) strategies is shown in Figure 15.  As can be seen, the wear on the 

flank faces of tools under MQL and (MQL + LN2) strategies is uniform.  Under LN2, 

built-up edge had started to form on the worn edge of tool during 4th pass, which gave 

rise to chipping and notching of the tool edge in successive passes.  Severe notching of 

the tool edge increased the tool wear rapidly, due to which the tool eventually broke 

during 7th pass.  Wear caused due to abrasion under MQL and (MQL + LN2) cooling.  

                         
 (a) pass 0            (b) Pass 1         (c) Pass 4       (d) Pass 8 

MQL Cooling Strategy 

                         
       (e) pass 0  (f) Pass 1          (g) pass 4        (h) Pass 6 

LN2 Cooling Strategy 

Figure 15: Initial flank land and progressive flank wear for GMS2coated end-mills under 
four cooling strategies. MQL cooling (a) Pass 0, (b) Pass 1, (c) Pass 4 and (d) Pass 8, LN2 

cooling (e) Pass 0, (f) Pass 1, (g) Pass 4 and (h) Pass 8 and, Combined (MQL + LN2) 
cooling (i) Pass 0, (j) Pass 1, (k) Pass 4 and (l) Pass 8 
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    (i) Pass 0   (j) pass 1         (k) Pass 4        (l) Pass 8 

Conmbined (MQL + LN2) Cooling Strategy 

Figure 15: Initial flank land and progressive flank wear for GMS2coated end-mills under 
four cooling strategies. MQL cooling (a) Pass 0, (b) Pass 1, (c) Pass 4 and (d) Pass 8, LN2 

cooling (e) Pass 0, (f) Pass 1, (g) Pass 4 and (h) Pass 8 and, Combined (MQL + LN2) 
cooling (i) Pass 0, (j) Pass 1, (k) Pass 4 and (l) Pass 8 (Contd.) 

 
 

3.2.2. Chip Morphology.  Figure 16 shows the free surface of chips after 1st, 4th 

and 8th passes under MQL and combined (MQL + LN2) cooling strategies and after 1st, 

4th and 7th passes under LN2 cooling using GMS2 coated end-mills.  

         
(a) Pass 1            (b) Pass 4       (c) Pass 8 

MQL Cooling Strategy 

Figure 16: Free surface of chips for GMS2 coated end-mills under four cooling strategies. 
MQL cooling (a) Pass 1, (b) Pass 4 and (c) Pass 8, LN2 cooling (d) Pass 1, (e) Pass 4 and 

(f) Pass 7 and, Combined (MQL + LN2) cooling (g) Pass 1, (h) Pass 4 and (i) Pass 8 
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(d) Pass 1              (e) Pass 4               (f) Pass 7 

LN2 Cooling Strategy 

             
 (g) Pass 1              (h) Pass 4            (i) Pass 8 

Combined (MQL + LN2) Cooling Strategy 

Figure 16: Free surface of chips for GMS2 coated end-mills under four cooling strategies. 
MQL cooling (a) Pass 1, (b) Pass 4 and (c) Pass 8, LN2 cooling (d) Pass 1, (e) Pass 4 and 

(f) Pass 7 and, Combined (MQL + LN2) cooling (g) Pass 1, (h) Pass 4 and (i) Pass 8 
(Contd.) 

 
 

The chip edge during MQL cooling and combined (MQL + LN2) cooling are very 

uniform as compared to chips produced during application of LN2 cooling strategy.  A lot 

of tear and chip burns can be seen after 6th pass when using LN2 cooling due to high 

temperature of the cutting zone.  Figure 17 shows the images of chips collected after 1st, 
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4th and 8th passes under MQL and combined (MQL + LN2) cooling strategies and after 

1st, 4th and 7th passes under LN2 cooling using GMS2 coated end-mills. 

     
         (a) Pass 1       (b) Pass 4          (c) Pass 8 

MQL Cooling Strategy 

     
  (d) Pass 1      (e) Pass 4     (f) Pass 7 

LN2 Cooling Strategy 

     
        (g) Pass 1      (h) Pass 4          (i) Pass 8 

Combined (MQL + LN2) Cooling Strategy 

Figure 17: Images of chips for GMS2 coated end-mills under four cooling strategies. 
MQL cooling (a) Pass 1, (b) Pass 4 and (c) Pass 8, LN2 cooling (d) Pass 1, (e) Pass 4 and 

(f) Pass 7 and, Combined (MQL + LN2) cooling (g) Pass 1, (h) Pass 4 and (i) Pass 8 
 
 

Figure 18 shows the calculated chip length and measured lengths of chips using 

all cooling strategies with GMS2 coated end-mills under down-milling method.  Again, 

calculated chip length was very large as compred to calculated ones in all cases.  Until 4th 

pass, LN2 cooling strategy produced longest chips among three through the machining 

followed by MQL and combined (MQL + LN2) respectively.  As can be seen from the 

Figure, the chips produced during 6th pass in LN2 cooling were even longer than chips 
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proced during 8th pass in combined (MQL + LN2) cooling.  MQL cooling generated 

longer chip length than combined (MQL + LN2) cooling which is the opposite to their 

respective flank wear values. 

 

Figure 18: Calculated and measured chip lengths vs number of passes (Machined length) 
and cooling strategies for GMS2 coated end-mills 

 
 

3.3. COMPARITIVE INVESTIGATION OF MAXIMUM FLANK WEAR UNDER 
ALL COOLING STRATEGIES AND TOOL COATINGS 

 
 

Figure 19 shows the maximum flank wear after 1st pass under differnet cooling 

strategies and end-mill coatings.  As can be seen from the plot, the LN2 cooling strategy 

generated higest value of maximum flank weat with all three end-mill coatings during 1st 

pass than other cooling strategies.  For uncoated end-mills, MQL cooling yielded least 

value of maximum flankw wear followed by combined (MQL + LN2), emulsion and LN2 
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respectively.  MQL also performed better than LN2 and combined (MQL + LN2) when 

used with GMS2 coated end-mills after pass 1.   

 

Figure 19: Maximum flank wear vs end-mill coatings and cooling strategies after 1st pass 
 
 

When used with GMS2 coated end-mills, LN2 and combined (MQL + LN2) 

cooling performed equally after 1st pass.  Combined (MQL + LN2) cooling performed 

better using AlTIN coated end-mills followed by MQL and combined (MQL + LN2) 

cooling strategies.  GMS2 coated end-mills peformed better than uncoated and AlTiN 

coated end-mills after pass 1.  Also, GMS2 coated end-mills using MQL cooling strategy 

performed the best among all others followed by AlTiN coated end-mills using combined 

(MQL + LN2) cooling strategy.  Uncoated end-mills using MQL cooling strategy and 
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GMS2 coated end-mills using both LN2 and, combined (MQL + LN2) cooling strategies 

yielded same magnitude of maximum flank weal after pass 1. 

 
3.4. COMPARITIVE EVALUATION OF END-MILL COATINGS AND 

COOLING STRATEGIES ON AVERAGE SURFACE ROUGHNESS  
 
 

Figure 20 shows the average surface roughness under all cooling strategies and 

end-mill coatings.   

 

Figure 20: Average surface roughness vs cooling strategies and end-mill coatings 
 
 

As can be seen, AlTiN coated end-mills under MQL cooling strategy generated 

lowest surface roughness, followed by GMS2 coated end-mills under combined 

(MQL+LN2) cooling strategy.  The application of LN2 adversely affected the roughness 

with all end-mills.  This might have happened as application of cryogenic cooling 

increases the hardness of workpiece and end-mills, and does not provide sufficient 

lubrication to the cutting zone as well. This increases the surface roughness due to 
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increase in cutting forces and tool wear.  Although, no specific trend was seen as no 

specific cooling was seen in terms of cooling which lowers the surface roughness, both 

MQL and combined (MQL + LN2) cooling strategies improved the surface roughness 

with both end-mill coatings than LN2 cooling. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
 
 

This research investigated the effects of four cooling strategies (MQL, LN2 and 

combined (MQL+LN2)) and three tool coatings (AlTiN coated and GMS2 coated) on 

flank wear, chip morphology and surface roughness during peripheral down-milling of 

Inconel-718 alloy using solid carbide bull-nose helical end-mills.  From the results 

obtained, the following conclusions can be made: 

1. For AlTiN coated end-mills, (MQL + LN2) cooling strategy generated lowest flank 

wear, followed by MQL, while LN2 cooling generated highest flank wear. 

2. For GMS2 coated end-mills, MQL cooling strategy generated lowest flank wear, 

followed by combined (MQL + LN2), while LN2 cooling generated highest flank 

wear. 

3. GMS2 coated end-mills under MQL cooling strategy generated lowest flank wear 

followed by AlTiN coated end-mills under combined (MQL + LN2) cooling strategy, 

while GMS2 coated end-mills under LN2 cooling strategy generated highest flank 

wear among all combinations of cooling strategies and end-mill coatings. 

4. Using LN2 cooling strategy alone is not recommended for machining Inconel 718 due 

to rapid tool wear. 
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5. MQL and combined (MQL + LN2) cooling strategy generated chips with sharp and 

uniform edges due to less tool wear, while LN2 cooling strategy generated chips with 

irregular and torn edges due to high tool wear 

6. Chip length increased with progression of machining time (tool wear) under all 

cooling strategies and end-mill coatings 

7. Tool wear mechanism under MQL and combined (MQL + LN2) cooling strategies is 

abrasion causing progressive wear, while under LN2 cooling it is adhesion causing 

chipping and notching due to formation of built-up edge  

8. AlTiN coated end-mills under MQL cooling strategy generated lowest surface 

roughness, followed by GMS2 coated end-mills under combined (MQL+LN2) 

cooling strategy, whereas ALTiN coated end-mills under LN2 cooling generated 

highest surface roughness 

9. GMS2 coated end-mills under MQL cooling strategy and by AlTiN coated end-mills 

under are recommended for machining Inconel-718.  
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SECTION 
 

 
2. CONCLUSIONS 

 
 

2.1. CONCLUSIONS FROM EFFECTS OF UP-MILLING AND DOWN-
MILLING METHODS, AND COOLING STRATEGIES ON CUTTING 
FORCES AND TOOTH FREQUENCY IN HIGH SPEED END-MILLING OF 
INCONEL 718 USING UNCOATED SOLID CARBIDE END-MILLS 

 
 
1. Cutting force component Fy (along the feed direction) is the highest as compared to 

Fx and Fz in up-milling and increases rapidly with machining passes (tool wear). 

2. Cutting force component Fx (perpendicular to the feed direction) is highest as 

compared to Fy and Fz in down-milling and increases with machining passes (tool 

wear). 

3. Down-milling generates lower cutting force than up-milling and thus improves 

machinability. 

4. The resultant cutting force follows the similar trend and magnitude as the feed force 

in up-milling or perpendicular to feed force in down-milling. 

5. The resultant cutting force Fr is highest in up-milling as compare to down-milling. 

6. The amplitude of FFT of cutting force in the x, y and z directions at 75.13 Hz tooth 

frequency follows almost the same trend as cutting force components.  

7. The amplitudes of FFT for all cutting force components versus machining length 

under down-milling operation are almost flat with machined length (Number of 

passes) which indicates the lower vibrations and smoother operation in down-milling 

as compared to up-milling, while in up-milling the amplitude of FFT increases 
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rapidly which indicates higher vibrations and tendency for rapid tool wear and 

breakage. 

8. A comparative evaluation of four cooling strategies using up-milling method shows 

that emulsion cooling strategy generates the least resultant cutting force with LN2 

cooling strategy generating the highest resultant cutting force. 

9. A comparative evaluation of four cooling strategies using down-milling method 

shows that MQL cooling strategy generates the least resultant cutting force, followed 

by combined MQL+LN2 with emulsion generating the highest resultant cutting force. 

10. Using LN2 cooling strategy alone is not recommended for machining Inconel-718 due 

to high cutting forces and vibrations.  

11. Down-milling with MQL cooling strategy is recommended for improving the 

machinability of Inconel 718 alloy at given machining parameters.  

2.2. CONCLUSIONS FROM EFFECTS OF COOLING STRATEGIES AND 
TOOL COATINGS ON CUTTING FORCES AND TOOTH FREQUENCY IN 
HIGH SPEED DOWN-MILLING OF INCONEL-718 USING HELICAL 
BULL-NOSE SOLID CARBIDE END-MILLS 

 
 

1. Cutting force component Fx, perpendicular to the feed direction, is always dominant 

among all three cutting force components and increases with number of passes 

(machined length). 

2. Resultant cutting force always follows similar trend and magnitude as the dominant 

cutting force component Fx, perpendicular to the feed direction. 

3. Amplitudes of FFT of cutting forces in the x, y and z directions at tooth frequency 

almost follow similar trend as their respective cutting force components. 
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4. The amplitudes of FFT for all cutting force components versus machining length for 

MQL and combined (MQL +  LN2) cooling strategies are almost flat, which indicates 

the lower vibrations and smoother operation as compared LN2 cooling strategy, where 

the amplitude of FFT increases rapidly which indicates higher vibrations and hence, 

cutting forces. 

5. Due to increase in number of teeth, GMS2 coated end-mills generates the least 

amplitude of FFT of cutting force components which indicates the lower vibrations, 

as GMS2 coated end-mills scoop less material than uncoated and AlTiN coated end-

mills. 

6. Comparative evaluation of resultant cutting forces shows that uncoated end-mills 

generate lowest resultant cutting forces, followed by AlTiN coated end-mills, whereas 

GMS2 coated end-mills generate highest resultant cutting forces under all cooling 

strategies. 

7. Comparative evaluation of resultant cutting forces shows that the MQL cooling 

strategy generates lowest resultant cutting forces, followed by combined (MQL + 

LN2) cooling, whereas LN2 cooling strategy generates highest resultant cutting forces 

with all end-mill coatings. 

8. Using LN2 cooling strategy alone is not recommended for machining Inconel-718 due 

to high cutting forces and vibrations. 

9. Uncoated end-mills under MQL cooling strategy are recommended for machining 

Inconel-718 based on cutting forces. 
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2.3. CONCLUSIONS FROM EFFECTS OF UP AND DOWN-MILLING 
METHODS, AND COOLING STRATEGIES ON TOOL WEAR, CHIP 
MORPHOLOGY AND SURFACE ROUGHNESS IN HIGH SPEED END-
MILLING OF INCONEL-718 

 
 

1. Down-milling generates lower levels of flank wear than up-milling under emulsion, 

MQL, LN2 and combined (MQL+LN2) cooling strategies investigated and thus, 

improves machinability of Inconel 718 

2. Tool wear mechanism in up-milling was adhesion and failure modes were chipping 

and plastic deformation, while abrasion was the mechanism of tool wear in down-

milling 

3. Up-milling operation generates irregular and longer chips with mostly torn edges, 

whereas down-milling generates uniform and shorter chips.  

4. Up-milling generates a segmented chip, with saw-tooth shape for each machining 

pass along with other chips under all cooling strategies 

5. Down-milling operation generates discontinuous serrated chips under all cooling 

strategies, which were easily removed from the cutting zone by each of the cooling 

strategy, while segmented chips are generated in up-milling operation 

6. In up-milling, emulsion cooling generated lowest surface roughness, while LN2 

generated highest surface roughness 

7. In down-milling, emulsion, MQL and combined (MQL + LN2) cooling strategies 

generated equal surface roughness, whereas LN2 generated highest surface roughness 

8. Emulsion up-milling generated lowest surface roughness, whereas LN2 up-milling 

generated highest surface roughness among all cooling strategies and milling methods 
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9. A comparative evaluation of the four cooling strategies using up-milling method 

shows that the emulsion cooling strategy yields the lowest level of flank wear 

10. A comparative evaluation of the four cooling strategies using down-milling method 

shows that the MQL cooling strategy generated lowest level of flank wear, followed 

by combined (MQL+LN2) cooling strategy 

11. MQL can successfully replace conventional emulsion cooling leading to significant 

cost savings and sustainable machining. 

12. Down-milling with MQL cooling strategy is recommended for machining Inconel 

718 alloys  

2.4. CONCLUSIONS FROM EFFECTS OF TOOL COATINGS AND COOLING 
STRATEGIES ON TOOL WEAR, CHIP MORPHOLOGY AND SURFACE 
ROUGHNESS IN HIGH SPEED DOWN-MILLING OF INCONEL-718 

 
 

1. For AlTiN coated end-mills, (MQL + LN2) cooling strategy generated lowest flank 

wear, followed by MQL, while LN2 cooling generated highest flank wear. 

2. For GMS2 coated end-mills, MQL cooling strategy generated lowest flank wear, 

followed by combined (MQL + LN2), while LN2 cooling generated highest flank 

wear. 

3. GMS2 coated end-mills under MQL cooling strategy generated lowest flank wear 

followed by AlTiN coated end-mills under combined (MQL + LN2) cooling strategy, 

while GMS2 coated end-mills under LN2 cooling strategy generated highest flank 

wear among all combinations of cooling strategies and end-mill coatings. 

4. Using LN2 cooling strategy alone is not recommended for machining Inconel 718 due 

to rapid tool wear. 
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5. MQL and combined (MQL + LN2) cooling strategy generated chips with sharp and 

uniform edges due to less tool wear, while LN2 cooling strategy generated chips with 

irregular and torn edges due to high tool wear 

6. Chip length increased with progression of machining time (tool wear) under all 

cooling strategies and end-mill coatings 

7. Tool wear mechanism under MQL and combined (MQL + LN2) cooling strategies is 

abrasion causing progressive wear, while under LN2 cooling it is adhesion causing 

chipping and notching due to formation of built-up edge  

8. AlTiN coated end-mills under MQL cooling strategy generated lowest surface 

roughness, followed by GMS2 coated end-mills under combined (MQL+LN2) 

cooling strategy, whereas ALTiN coated end-mills under LN2 cooling generated 

highest surface roughness 

9. GMS2 coated end-mills under MQL cooling strategy and by AlTiN coated end-mills 

under are recommended for machining Inconel-718. 
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